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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Nizaa language

About 10,000 people in Cameroun speak the Nizaa language. They live for the most part in and around Galim, a village of some 2000 inhabitants in the Faro et Deo Departement of the Adamaoua province. The area may cover about 100 km², stretching eastward from the Nigerian border. Cameroun is truly a conglomerate of languages (about 250) and so several other languages are spoken in the same area, notably Fula (Foulfoulde) and Hausa, but also Mbum, Tchamba (Samba), Gbaya, Pere and others. Most Nizaa speakers know Fula in addition to their own language, since it is the prevalent lingua franca of northern Cameroun.

As for the genetic classification of Nizaa, we base ourselves on Endresen 1990/91 and 1992. In these articles he comprehensively evaluates the different classifications made, and refute them as not being founded on well-established comparative methods of classification. Endresen 1990/91 reconstructs earlier stages of Nizaa and shows regular correspondences with proto-Bantu forms. From this treatment it is clear that Nizaa belongs to a Bantoïd sub-branch of the Benue-Congo branch of the Niger-Congo family, but otherwise it is not satisfactorily accounted for.

1.2 Structure of the thesis:

In this thesis we shall work with a particular structure of multiple verbs in Nizaa, called verb chains. We will show in chapter 1 that such complex predicates are frequently used in Nizaa, covering about 34% of the total occurrences of clauses with verbs in the corpus. Chapter 2 describes the frequency of the different verbs in the corpus and groups them according to distributional patterns. A theory of complex events is presented in chapter 4 and further expanded and applied to Nizaa in chapter 5. In the two following chapters, 6 and 7, we then will examine Nizaa verb complexes from the point of view of this theoretical framework of complex event, before concluding on the finds in chapter 8. Appendix A give whole-sentence versions of all the language examples, and Appendix B lists the different types of complex predicates of the corpus.

1.2.1 The main points of the theoretical framework and how it is used:

The theory employed is taken from Talmy 2000, and understands a particular kind of complex events as macro-events, consisting of a framing event and a co-event conceptually welded together. Such macro-events give rise to syntactic constructions where the framing event essentially is expressed by closed-class elements and the co-event essentially by open-class elements. Languages furthermore are
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typologically divided into satellite-framed and verb-framed languages by the type of syntactic pattern used to express the macro-event. Cross-linguistic studies show that there is a very small set of framing events and only a slightly larger set of support relations between framing events and co-events. The framing events are Motion, Temporal contouring, State change, Action correlating and Realization, all pertaining to how a Figure or a figural entity is related to a Ground or a ground entity.

We show in the analysis chapters that 2, 3 or 4 verb roots put together affect both the syntactic and semantic structure of a clause. Our focus has been on the semantics side, working in each case to discern the relevant semantic categories. The syntactic structure is on the other hand an important instrument in such an enterprise: it would have been impossible to arrive at an understanding of the semantics without observing the actual words and grammatical relation present in the clauses. The analysis arrives at dividing the material of the corpus into the 5 framing event types, assigning also a co-event support relation to each chain.

1.3 The corpus

The thesis is based on a corpus of Nizaa texts originally written by native speakers of Nizaa. The texts vary in length from shorter ones taken from the Nizaa primer (4-6 periods) till longer stories and tales (9-37 periods). The last category of texts stems either from the collection of Nizaa tales published in 1996 or from my own field notes. In the case of the printed texts, several Nizaa speakers proofread them.

The corpus contains 17 texts containing 183 periods\(^1\). I have interlinearized all the texts, with morphemes, parts of speech and word-by-word-meaning given.\(^2\) Some periods have an uncertain reading, and are not used in the analysis. In the corpus there are some 375 verbal sentences and clauses.\(^3\) Nizaa also has clauses with copula and predicate nominals and the corpus contains a number of such clauses, but they are not counted and not further treated in the analysis.

Within the group of verbal clauses, I have found 173 single verb clauses (simplex clauses). Counting clauses with more complex constructions, I have found 28 periphrastic constructions with copula particle, and 40 with a construction tentatively called modal and involving modal verb and a special form of the final verb of the subordinate clause. The modal construction group contains per definition 80 clauses, 40 matrix clauses and 40 subordinate clauses. 105 more clauses are main clauses containing 2 or more verb roots.

---

\(^1\) With ‘Period’ is here simply meant as what appears within two full stops, and as such the number only serves to give an idea of the amount of text used.

\(^2\) The software used for this was “The Linguist’s Shoebox”, a non-commercial database-program developed by the SIL for doing linguistic analysis. Tavultesoft’s keyboard manager “Keyman” was used to write the Nizaa letters and tones, with a Doulous-font developed by SIL for Cameroonian languages.

\(^3\) The number does not include clauses with uncertain readings.
Of the 28 with periphrastic verbal constructions mentioned above, 8 clauses have more than 1 verb within the clause. 15 clauses of the 40 modal constructions have more than 1 verb either at the modal-verb place or at the final-verb place, 1 clause have both. Total number of clauses containing ‘chains’ is accordingly 128. (‘Chains’ denotes the multiple-verb structures that are the subject of this thesis –this concept is further defined in 3.1.)

The fact that 34,8 % of the clauses in the corpus contain a multiple-verbal construction indicates the importance of such constructions in the Nizaa language. Figure 1-1 below shows the numbers with approximate percentages of total given.

**Figure 1-1  Multiple-verb constructions in the corpus**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clauses</th>
<th>‘Verbal’ clauses</th>
<th>Periphrastic verb cl.</th>
<th>Modal verb cl.</th>
<th>Totals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−Chains</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>46,1 %</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5,3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+Chains</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>28,0 %</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2,1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>74,1 %</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>+7,4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 1.3.1 The formalism of the examples

Language examples are often given as parts of sentences, so as not to ‘clutter up’ the text with long interlinearized sentences without direct relevance to the phenomenon in question. But all examples can be found as complete sentences with a corresponding number, in appendix A.

Each example is given in 6 lines:

1. **analysis:** $S^{fe}$ $V$ $OBJ^{exp}$ ...........
2. **Text:** Nîm ðwàm ɲgwakirî nàm, ...........
3. **Morphemes:** nîm ðwàm ɲgwa-kì-rí nàm-L ...........
4. **English gloss:** water thirst harass-TOT-PF hyenaDF ...........
5. **Free translation:** "The thirst for water harassed Hyena, ........
6. **Reference:** txt2:002....................

The first is a combined grammatical and thematic relations analysis, using markers like $S^{ag}$ and $O^{pat}$, to be read as agentive subject and patientive object respectively. Multiple word constituents are marked on the first word, a new constituent starts where a new marker is placed above a word. Verbs are indexed with a number, with the first verb of the clause marked as $V^1$, the next $V^2$ and so on. The second line gives the Nizaa text in normal orthography. The third line indicates the morphemes of the text; morphemes consisting of a tone only are given as a letter representing the tone, to enhance

---

4 ‘Verbal’ here means verb(s) without particles or subordinated verbal forms in the clause.
The fourth line gives English glosses of the morphemes, and the fifth a free translation. The final line is a text reference to the corpus.

Words (mostly verbs) are always glossed when appearing in the text outside language examples, usually showing one sense, or with some verbs, two or three. This should not be taken to mean that the meaning used as gloss is the only, or the essential, meaning of the word in question. Rather one gloss is used for convenience and ease of recognition, while the word may be quite polysemous in actual use. Such polysemies are sometimes commented upon in the text, where relevant. At this point we will just notify the reader that the meanings of polysemous words are understood to be prototypically organised categories, often related through meaning chains, rather than clear-cut categories with distinct and necessary features.

1.3.2 Other formalisms:

The theoretical framework introduces several technical terms, which are written with an initial capital in the text, in accordance with the original author’s convention. When occasionally the same word is used in a non-technical sense, it is not capitalised. Thus e.g. ‘Motion’ refers to Talmyn’s use of this term, while ‘motion (verb)’ refers to the traditional usage of this term in linguistics to refer to verbs like go and run.

In the analysis part, sentences are rewritten in a prose formalism, using semantic roles, capitalised deep or mid level morphemes, (cfr. 5.4) and technical terms such as Figure and Ground in an otherwise recognisable sentence set-up. These formal versions are based on Talmyn’s examples. When used to show complex events (‘macro-events’), the idea is to connect the two event components as closely as possible, evading structures of subordinate or embedded clauses. The formal version is placed at the end of the discussion of each example.

---

5 e.g. mbèw with a H-L tone appears on the morpheme line as mbéw-L, to avoid the single Low tone marking a definite noun appearing as ‘.’.

6 Taylor 1995 may be cited as an exponent of the view taken here.
1.3.3 Abbreviations

A list of the abbreviations used in glossing of language examples:

- **ADV**: Adverbial, adverb
- **ADV:** Adverbial clause
- **ana**: Anaphoric morpheme/particle
- **cm**: Citation marker
- **cm:** Complement clause of utterance verb
- **Dem, dm**: Demonstrative
- **DF, df**: Definite, of nominals
- **imp**: Imperative
- **NP**: Nominal phrase
- **LOC**: Locative phrase
- **log.**: Logophoric pronoun, referring to the speaker in reported speech
- **O**: Object
- **O:** Object clause (or complement clause)
- **PFV, pfv**: Perfective aspect marker
- **pcpl**: participle
- **prs.n.**: personal name
- **pfde**: Perfect intransitive of \(-r\) a currently relevant state brought about by the verbal action, without an overt object
- **pftr**: Perfect transitive of \(-r\) a currently relevant state brought about by the verbal action, with an overt object
- **PP**: Post- or pre-positional phrase
- **qp**: Question particle
- **Rel:** Relative clause
- **S**: Subject
- **Sbn**: Subjunctive (particle subordinating a clause or phrase)
- **Semantic roles**: Specificational superscripts on syntactic functions, e.g. \(S^{ag}\)
  - **ag**: Agent
  - **ben**: Benefactive
  - **exp**: Experiencer
  - **frc**: Force
  - **instr**: Instrument
  - **pat**: Patient
  - **recep**: Recipient
  - ‘Vocative’, name of an addressee
- **TOT**: Derivational suffix: Total affectedness of Object
- **v.detr.**: verbal detransitiviser
- **\(V^{n}_{\text{sub}}\)**: Subjunctive verb-form, used in subordinate clauses, indexed with chain position number

1.4 On the texts

The texts used are, as already noted, for the most part stories and tales. The tales often have certain animals as main characters, like Hare (the cunning hero), Hyena (the greedy and stupid person), Lion (the violent and not too bright person used to exploit others). As is normal in tales, the animals speak and behave as human beings, but keep such characteristics as are useful to the tale, like the monkey’s tail or the hare’s jumping behaviour.
What is more important from the point of view of linguistics is the fact that the tales and stories are narratives with a certain discourse structure.\(^7\) They usually start out with a short presentation of main characters and setting, and then proceed with the actions performed by these characters, often in chronological order with episodical subdivisions of the text. This is the ‘main line’ of events, for convenience often dubbed ‘storyline’. The storyline may be interspersed with supportive material, often background information. Then there often is some sort of climactic event, a peak, before a conclusion which may contain a ‘moral of the story’ or other devices relating the story to the audience listening to it.

Generally speaking, such narrative structure often has direct impact on e.g. the verbal forms chosen: storyline events tend to be expressed in perfective, and/or past tense, verb forms, while supportive material can be imperfective and/or use present tense verb forms or existential constructions. Other characteristic traits of the main line may be implicit mention of participants, e.g. omission of subject NP in the case of several sentences covering events performed by the same subjects.\(^8\) Some verb forms in Nizaa probably have their main function as markers of on- and off-storyline events, or in the sequencing of events within an episode of a larger narrative.

Thus the language examples of the thesis, being taken out of their context in some tale or story, may display seemingly subjectless clauses, leave out an expected locative expression or contain a different auxiliary form. Such phenomena are difficult to evade when using real texts, and also should not be evaded, as they are part of a completely normal use of language. Still, a certain restraint in drawing substantial syntactical conclusions from such material is necessary, since in context ways of expression are allowed which would have been impossible out of context, and vice versa.

As our aim in this thesis is to elucidate the occurrence of multiple verbs in the same clause, we shall not be able to comment upon all instances of context-induced phenomena. But the basic notion of main line/supportive material has been found to have relevance for our subject, and thus is referred to in the analysis (cfr. 5.5., and 5 passim).

\(^7\) The following paragraphs are based on Longacre 1983: 1-15.
\(^8\) The ‘consecutive waw’ verb-forms in classical Hebrew may be an analogue for those familiar with Hebrew grammar.
2 A SHORT OVERVIEW OF NIZAA GRAMMAR

The following pages are not meant to be anything like a full-fledged grammar of the Nizaa language, only an overview to help the reader to navigate in the subject matter of this thesis. The subjects treated are phonology, word order parameters and sentence types, and nominal and verbal morphology. It must also be said that many subjects in the grammar are not as yet sufficiently understood, especially as regards morphology and syntax. Many of the analyses here therefore must be considered as propositions rather than established facts.

2.1 Phonology

The Nizaa language has a fairly complex phonology and tonology, of which we shall present here only the most basic facts: the consonants and vowels, and a few remarks on the tones. The orthography employed in the thesis is the standard orthography developed for this language, with the exception of the marking of complex tones. The orthography is to a large extent phonemic.

In the following paragraphs we shall first present the syllable structure, then the phonemes and finally the tones. The phonological analysis presented in the tables below is based on Endresen 1990: 173-175 and Endresen 1992, with minor changes from my own work on the language. The symbols used in the tables are the standard orthography, with a more accurate transcription using IPA symbols given in square brackets for each symbol. Where nothing but the bracketed version appears, the phoneme has no individual symbol in the standard orthography (see comments on each table).

2.1.1 Syllable-structure

Nizaa has three types of syllable: CV, CVV, and CVC. VV represents a long vowel, and VVŋ a nasalized vowel. V exists only in the particle a (various tones). Monosyllabic nouns permits only the CVV and the CVC type, while monosyllabic verbs permits CV, CVV and CVC.

2.1.2 Vowels

There are three types of vowel phonemes, 5 short and oral, 10 long and oral, and 7 long and nasalized. Specific environments generate the allophonic variation between front and back pronunciations of /i, e, u, o/. /a/ has the same pronunciation in all environments.

---

Table 2-1 Short vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unrounded</th>
<th>Rounded</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i [i u:]</td>
<td>u [o y:]</td>
<td>Close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee [e y:]</td>
<td>o [o ø:]</td>
<td>Mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a [a ]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2 Long vowels, oral and nazalized

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Front Unrounded</th>
<th>Back Unrounded</th>
<th>Back Rounded</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ii [i:]</td>
<td>uu [u:]</td>
<td>uu [u:]</td>
<td>Close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee [e:]</td>
<td>oo [o:]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Close-mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ee [e:]</td>
<td>αα [α:]</td>
<td>oo [ɔ:]</td>
<td>Open-mid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aa [a:]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.3 Consonants

There are two major consonant phoneme systems, one for syllable onset and one for syllable coda. The syllable onset system contains 61 phonemes, and the coda system 10.

Onset system: The two glottal stops are so marginal as to never be written in orthography. The same applies for the dorsal [x], it is marginal (one lexical item) and collapsed with /h/ in orthography. Other differences with Endresen 1990/91, 1992, are the addition of the three phonemes /fw/, /vb/, and /gh/. Of the three, two are lexically marginal: /vb/ is used only in ideophones, and /gh/ appears only in intervocalic position in disyllabic single morphemes and thus differentiates them from compounds. The large number of phonemes is partly due to a doubling of many consonants with labialized counterparts (23 labialized consonants, not counting /w/).

Coda system: Two of the coda consonants have marginal status: /d/ and /y/ are mostly found in loanwords and ideophones.

---

10 The only frequent items where these two phonemes appear, are the 3rd person plural pronoun of one dialect, but in standard orthography the form from another dialect is used, with b and bw instead of glottal stops.

11 [j] listed by Endresen has received another analysis as /yii/ in the only known occurrence (ideophone).
### Table 2-3  Syllable onset consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Apical</th>
<th>Laminal</th>
<th>Dorsal</th>
<th>Labial-dorsal</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p</td>
<td>[p]</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>[tʃ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tw</td>
<td>[tʰ]</td>
<td>c\w</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
<td>kw</td>
<td>[kʰ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>[b]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>[dʒ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[Ø]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>jw</td>
<td>[dʒ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6w</td>
<td>[Øʰ]</td>
<td>d\w</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>njw</td>
<td>[ndʒ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mw</td>
<td>[mʰ]</td>
<td>nw</td>
<td>[nʰ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mv</td>
<td>[ŋv]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>[f]</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>[s]</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>[x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fw</td>
<td>[fʰ]</td>
<td>sw</td>
<td>[sʰ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>[v]</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>[z]</td>
<td>gh</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>[l]</td>
<td>zw</td>
<td>[zʰ]</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>[j]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lw</td>
<td>[lʰ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>yw</td>
<td>[ŋ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vb</td>
<td>[Ø]</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rw</td>
<td>[rʰ]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2-4  Syllable coda consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Apical</th>
<th>Dorsal</th>
<th>Labial-Dorsal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>[p, b]</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>[t, d]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>[m]</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>[n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.1.4 Morphophonology

A morphophonological process may lower all vowels to /a/. If the original vowel is rounded this rounding “survives” on the preceding consonant. The process is mainly found in unproductive verbal derivations and in irregular noun plurals, see below for examples (Endresen 1990/91: 176-178).
There is furthermore a process of coda weakening in Nizaa, with a regular alternation between strong-grade and weak-grade codas. The process is readily seen in verbs, where the alternation more or less follows the Perfective – Imperfective distinction: the imperfective forms (ending in the suffix – ci) always have weak-grade coda, while the perfective forms of most verbs have the strong grade. The process also lengthens and modifies the vowel quality of the short vowel of the perfective form verb root. In the table below, AA equals long, “modified,” oral vowel, while AAη equals long, “modified”, nasalized vowel, with verb root examples.

**Table 2-5  Coda weakening**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong Grade of coda:</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vb</td>
<td>Vm</td>
<td>Vη</td>
<td>Vg</td>
<td>Vη</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Grade of coda:</td>
<td>Vw</td>
<td>Vηv</td>
<td>AAη</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>AAη</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Examples:</td>
<td>‘exit’</td>
<td>‘be.solid’</td>
<td>‘cultivate’</td>
<td>‘disperse’</td>
<td>‘eat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strong Grade of coda:</td>
<td>dib</td>
<td>taŋw</td>
<td>dån</td>
<td>tåg</td>
<td>taŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weak Grade of coda:</td>
<td>diw</td>
<td>tam</td>
<td>dέςη</td>
<td>tάδ</td>
<td>tαςη</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2.1.5 Tones

We cannot but touch upon the extremely rich tonology of Nizaa in this paper. Since our main concern is elsewhere, only the representation of the tones as used in the thesis is presented below, while the system of tone sandhi is not extensively discussed except for a few remarks on tone transport.

The tones are represented differently in the different syllable types for practical reasons. The standard orthography differs from the notation of tones used here by splitting apart complex tones, representing e.g. L-H as /diw/ instead of /dIf/, to enhance readability and diminish the number of diacritics needed to write the language. Due to the software used to write Nizaa here, a certain splitting up of the triple tones was unavoidable, since no triple-tone symbols was available (Keyman from Tavultesoft with the CamCamSILDoulos font).

There are three tone levels, high (H), mid (M) and low (L). These appear singly or are combined to complex tones. It will be clear from the table that all vowels are marked for tone (zero marking M tone). Downstep is present as a lowering of H tones in certain environments, but is not written in the orthography used in the thesis.

Tones of the final syllable of one word will affect the tone of the following word in specific ways. A general rule is the transfer of a H tone to a M or H tone following word. In its originial position such a H tone may be ‘floating’, i.e. not realized when the word is pronounced in isolation. A following syllable of L tone will make such a floating tone appear on the syllable where it belongs. All in all L tones stop short any tone transport, and they generally stay in place themselves, thus acting as fixed points in the tonal contouring.
Endresen 1992 presents a nearly complete analysis of the tonology of nouns in Nizaa while a comparable analysis of the verbal tonology has not been carried out. Since verbs are the central theme of this thesis, we will state a few basics.

Unlike the numerous lexical tones of nouns, verbs have only two possible lexical tones, H and M, behaving tonally different in a principled way in the verbal paradigm. More importantly, tone plays a role as marker of verbal forms in the paradigm, but many of these tone morphemes are not as yet sufficiently studied. We do not in any case make much use of them in the ensuing analysis of Nizaa verb chains, since we are mostly concerned with the lexical meaning of the verb roots and not with the finer points of aspect and mode.

As in the case of nouns, verbs can ‘take over’ a H tone from a preceding syllable, thus appearing with another tone than its lexical tone. A typical environment where this phenomenon is seen with words from any part of speech, is after the citation marker á ‘said, saying’, where the H tone part of the complex regularly pass over to the following syllable unless this has L tone. A following H tone will not change, but a M tone will become H or H-M, depending on length of vowel, number of syllables in the word, etc.

One short note on lexical tone in verb chains: Sometimes a H tone is attached to M-tone verbs appearing before another verb in a chain, as for instance ge ‘go’ in gečfré ‘go-pres-v.detr.’ becomes gé in gé juńcfré ‘go-go.back-pres.-v.detr’. This can be seen as indicative of a compounding process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>CVV</th>
<th>CV C</th>
<th>CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>táá</td>
<td>tá</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>taa</td>
<td>tám</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>tàà</td>
<td>tám</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>tàá</td>
<td>tám</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM</td>
<td>tàa</td>
<td>tám</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL</td>
<td>tàà</td>
<td>tám</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MH</td>
<td>taá</td>
<td>tám</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>taà</td>
<td>tám</td>
<td>tá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHM</td>
<td>tàa</td>
<td>tàm</td>
<td>tâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LHL</td>
<td>tàà</td>
<td>tàm</td>
<td>tâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHL</td>
<td>tàà</td>
<td>tàm</td>
<td>tâ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Word order and sentence types.

Nizaa is a SVO language, with Subject-Verb-Object as the canonical main clause word order. In Nizaa, the verb is the central predicate of the clause. The verbal constituent can be filled by one finite verb or by a row of up to 4 verbs, called respectively a simplex or a chain. To avoid confusion, the
standard term VP ‘verbal phrase’ is not used in the thesis, since we do not want to include objects etc. when speaking of the verbal constituent further on.

It is of some importance to note that Nizaa is a language making extensive use of zero anaphora in context (Payne 1997: 170). A participant already established in context will often not be overtly mentioned in the sentence, making seemingly subject-less or object-less sentences.

Basic word order is SVO, but other sentence-types are extant as well, and some further specification of the basic order must also be made. We comment shortly on object positions, negations, modal construction and subjunctive, and the auxiliary a, starting with the last item.

The auxiliary a

The auxiliary a with various tones must be commented upon. As á, it is used in existential and ostensive constructions, attributive clauses and predicate locative constructions. In this capacity it has H tone and can be described as ‘copula’. Its negation is fa, ‘exists not’.

Table 2-7 Copula á

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Copula constr.</th>
<th>Ostensive</th>
<th>Existential</th>
<th>Attributive</th>
<th>Predicate locative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘It is a house.’</td>
<td>‘There is a house.’</td>
<td>‘The house is big.’</td>
<td>‘The house is over there.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negations</td>
<td>A sìi fá.</td>
<td>Sìi fá.</td>
<td>Sìi á giw fá.</td>
<td>Sìi fá kaárê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>‘It is not a house.’</td>
<td>‘There is not a house.’</td>
<td>‘The house is not big.’</td>
<td>‘There is no house over there’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The auxiliary in periphrastic verb forms

The auxiliary is also used to construct periphrastic verb forms. One unambiguous periphrastic forms is progressive with the copula and the subjunctive verb form. Another is a future form with H tone auxiliary and verb + detransitive suffix. There are also other forms, but we are unfortunately unable to comment on them all within the limits of this thesis.

Examples of the periphrastic progressive and future are given in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periphrastic verb constr.</th>
<th>Progressive</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>Nîî á sòâwà</td>
<td>Nîî á sårê</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘The person is washing.’</td>
<td>‘The person will wash.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negations</td>
<td>Nîî á sòâwà fá.</td>
<td>Nîî sâd-ŋà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>‘The person is not engaged in washing.’</td>
<td>‘The person will not (ever) wash.’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Objects and Negations

In main clauses with no objects, a set of detransitivity markers (–rê and –râ) is used at object position, barring any further arguments from appearing. The verb may be either inherently intransitive
or only used with no overt object. In main clauses with two objects, the object with Recipient or Benefactive role (‘indirect object’ will precede the Patient Object (‘direct object’).

Negations markedly affect word order, by requiring the verbal constituent to be clause-final, thereby forcing objects forward, and changing sentences to SOV order. The order of indirect object preceding direct object will be kept, though.

A similar word order rearranging effect is seen with the ‘modal construction’, so called because it employs verbs with a more or less ‘modal’ meaning in a matrix clause and another verb in a complement clause. The subordinate verb has a special form, the subjunctive, characterized by L tone on the verb root and the suffix -wà. Examples of the ordinary main clauses with transitive and intransitive verb, with and without detransitivizer, with verb chain and indirect object and with ‘modal construction’, are given in the table below.

Figure 2-1  Word order examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intransitive verb:</th>
<th>Nizaa sentence</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S V –rë</td>
<td>Mi gecfrê.</td>
<td>‘I go.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I go-impf-detr.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S V loc</td>
<td>Mi gecf sinà.</td>
<td>‘I go to the house.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I go-impf house-in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S VV IO</td>
<td>Mi ge nicf nìl lâw.</td>
<td>‘I go for that person.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I go give-impf person dem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S mod O Vsub</td>
<td>Mi gecf siì sàāwà.</td>
<td>‘I go to wash the house.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I go-impf house wash-sub</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transitive verb:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S V –rë</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S V DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S VV IO DO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S mod IO DO Vsub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other word order parameters

Other relevant word order parameters are quite varied. Associative syntagms have modifier – head word order, (possessor- possessed), often marked only by this order. Pronouns with reference to the possessor is sometimes inserted, especially in the case of kinship terms. Adjectives, demonstratives and number words follow the head noun, unless the noun is deverbal and has an object-like specifier. Relative clauses follow the head noun, often without any overt marking. There are a number of postpositions and at least one preposition. Finally there is a locative suffix on nouns.
A number of nouns with this suffix are used as postpositions in their tour. The table below shows some of this word orders.

**Table 2-8  Word order examples in nominal constructions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Construction</th>
<th>Example 1</th>
<th>Example 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Associative construction</td>
<td>mbfrám ndùŋ</td>
<td>mbfrám nu táá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>child</td>
<td>child his father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sack</td>
<td>“the child’s sack”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“the child’s sack”</td>
<td>“the child’s father”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun &amp; Adjective</td>
<td>nyáni</td>
<td>nízøá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>language</td>
<td>nizaa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“the Nizaa language”</td>
<td>“the Nizaa language”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun &amp; modifier</td>
<td>níi lâw</td>
<td>ndwéŋ goon taara lañø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>person demonstritive</td>
<td>man-pl 10 3 demonstr.-Pl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“this/that person”</td>
<td>“these 30 men”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun &amp; Deverbal noun</td>
<td>ním ðwâm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water thirst</td>
<td>“water-thirst”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun &amp; noun</td>
<td>sii yîm</td>
<td>nîi nwåñø</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>house medecine</td>
<td>person fight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“hospital”</td>
<td>“fighter”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun &amp; relative phrase</td>
<td>níi nwåñø njéwâ fà ðwurê</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>person fight tires not come-Pf-det</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“a person who does not tire of fighting, has come”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepositional phrase</td>
<td>wú wän</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(comitative)</td>
<td>with chief</td>
<td>“with the chief”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postpositional phrases</td>
<td>kwéŋ ndåñø ndéŋw</td>
<td>feég ndåñø-ndéŋw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bush middle</td>
<td>dry season middle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“in the middle of the bush”</td>
<td>“in the middle of the dry season”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sii fàñø</td>
<td>wâñ jèè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>house back</td>
<td>chief at (French: chez)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“behind the house”</td>
<td>“at the chief’s”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wûr ndîñ</td>
<td>wâñ bâw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>field in</td>
<td>chief for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“in the field”</td>
<td>“for the chief”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun&amp;locative suffix used as postpositions</td>
<td>sîi yèñøà</td>
<td>cún gwârâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>house side-loc</td>
<td>tree trunk-loc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“besides/on the side of the house”</td>
<td>“under the tree”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cún bîñà</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Nouns

Nouns may be both monosyllabic and polysyllabic. Definiteness is marked by the addition of a L tone. Not all lexical tone patterns are shown in the table below.

Plural is marked with /-wu/ for animate nouns (humans, animals) and /-ya/ for inanimates. A plural entity is not necessarily morphologically marked for number, a number word or a plural demonstrative can do the job. Humans are the most likely entity to be morphologically marked for plural.

Table 2-9  Regular nouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>S+demonstr.</th>
<th>Plural, 2 or pl</th>
<th>Pl+demonstr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>house</td>
<td>ɾi</td>
<td>ɾi</td>
<td>ɾi ɬaw</td>
<td>ɾi ɓaara</td>
<td>ɾi ɭaŋ̩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tree</td>
<td>k Bundy</td>
<td>k Bundy</td>
<td>k Bundy ɬaw</td>
<td>k Bundy ɓaara</td>
<td>k Bundy ɭaŋ̩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>monkey</td>
<td>mbéw</td>
<td>mbéw</td>
<td>mbéw ɬaw</td>
<td>mbéw ɓaara</td>
<td>mbéw ɭaŋ̩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pot</td>
<td>njëè</td>
<td>njëè</td>
<td>njëè ɬaw</td>
<td>njëè ɓaara</td>
<td>njëè ɭaŋ̩</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A few nouns have an irregular plural. Some of these nouns are cited below, to exemplify both the process of vowel lowering and coda weakening, and the attachment of the L tone marker for definiteness.

Table 2-10  Irregular nouns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Singular definite</th>
<th>Plural</th>
<th>Plural definite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>person</td>
<td>ɗi</td>
<td>ɗi</td>
<td>ɗaw</td>
<td>ɗaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man</td>
<td>ndũi</td>
<td>ndũi</td>
<td>ndũwi</td>
<td>ndũwi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman</td>
<td>nján</td>
<td>nján</td>
<td>njéñ</td>
<td>njéñ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child</td>
<td>mbíram</td>
<td>mbíram</td>
<td>mbírání</td>
<td>mbírání</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>son/daughter</td>
<td>ȵun</td>
<td>ȵun</td>
<td>ȵweŋ</td>
<td>ȵweŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thing</td>
<td>yěŋw</td>
<td>yěŋw</td>
<td>yāŋw</td>
<td>yāŋw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is no case-marking for nouns, with the possible exception of the locative element /-ná/. Endresen 1990/91 regards it as probably enclitic (p.181). It has the allomorph /-rā/ in certain environments (nouns ending on –r), and the M tone may be affected by the tone of its host and become HL instead of ML. It marks a noun as a location for a non-moving entity (in, on) or as a goal or path for a moving entity (into, onto, to). As we have seen above, a noun made locative by this suffix, may be used in a postposition-like way.
2.4 Pronouns

The main set of pronouns will be listed in three forms: as isolated words, as they appear in context and compounded with the auxiliary ạ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Denotation</th>
<th>Pausal form</th>
<th>Context form</th>
<th>Pronoun + Aux</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 singular</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>mi</td>
<td>maá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>wi</td>
<td>wu</td>
<td>waá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ọwi</td>
<td>ọu</td>
<td>ọwaá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Plural</td>
<td>ýf</td>
<td>ýf</td>
<td>yáá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>nyẃf</td>
<td>nyú</td>
<td>nywáá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ọẃi</td>
<td>ọu</td>
<td>ọwaá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other pronouns occasionally used are the following groups. Logophoric is used in reported speech, representing the speaker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Denotation</th>
<th>Context form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logophoric</td>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>ýf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ýiwú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vocative</td>
<td>2 plural</td>
<td>d́iwú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanded</td>
<td>3 plural</td>
<td>ọ́ụ́ụ́ụ́ụ́wụ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>honorific</td>
<td>3 singular</td>
<td>ńuro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 plural h</td>
<td>ńaro</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.5 Verbs and verb morphology

Verb roots in Nizaa are monosyllabic. A large number of verbs present the weak-grade – strong-grade alternation. A number of verbs have only weak-grade form, but those that evince strong-grade forms must also have weak-grade form. Verbs can have a M or a H lexical tone, as noted above. The root can be augmented with a number of derivational suffixes, and inflected with suffixes. Periphrastic forms making use of the auxiliary ạ / à /a etc further expand the paradigm, as we noticed above.

2.5.1 Verbal derivations

We shall first give an overview of the derivational processes and suffixes of Nizaa verbs, and then inflections. Most of the following is based on an unpublished paper by Endresen (2001), but rearranged and shortened to serve the present purpose of introduction to the grammar of Nizaa.

The exact number of verbal derivational suffixes in Nizaa is quite difficult to determine. In the first place, there is a problematic boundary between inflectional and derivational suffixes, and secondly it may be difficult to distinguish derivation from compounding, as we will have ample opportunity to observe on in later chapters of this thesis. In the present section we shall only discuss the first problem, though.
Nizaa has got verbal derivational number, which is expressed in one of two ways, showed in table 2-11. It is not very productive processes, but will occasionally be used.

**Table 2-11 Verbal derivational number**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR FORM</th>
<th>PLURAL FORMED BY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CV</td>
<td>suffixation of -r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC</td>
<td>Vowel lowering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVV</td>
<td>(Reduplication?)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the following examples show, verbal number concerns either the action or the arguments. In the first case the singular form denotes one single action and the plural form denotes many actions. When verbal number concerns the arguments, it has an ergative patterning: the one argument that is required to be singular or plural is the subject with intransitive verbs and the object with transitive verbs.

**Table 2-12 Verbal number denoting number of actions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jh</td>
<td>jhq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>myd</td>
<td>mydq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mitæa</td>
<td>miv`æa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2-13 Verbal number denoting number of arguments**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGULAR</th>
<th>PLURAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>minæ</td>
<td>minæq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cha</td>
<td>c`v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lfah</td>
<td>lfahq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rgdm</td>
<td>rgøøœ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All other derivations are suffixes; there can be up to 3 such suffixes attached to the verb root. The derivational suffixes also share the property of having no inherent tone. Tone markings on derivational suffixes will either stem from tone sandhirules, or be tonal morphemes (e.g. imperative). In the following, semantic roles are used instead of syntactic categories as subject and object when commenting on the different suffixes.

**Directional derivations**

One group of derivations typically specify a Path notion of a motion verb, and can be labeled directionals. They do not necessarily increase the semantic valence of verb roots, though they may have this effect with verbs not inherently denoting motion.

- **-a** ‘illative’, motion into an enclosure
- **-ri** , ‘allative’, motion towards a location, often the deictic centre of the sentence
- **-wa** , ‘distantine’ motion away from a location, or from the deictic center,
-sa, ‘down’, motion towards a lower location.

Other suffixes

The next item to mention is -ki ‘completive’, also called the *totality* suffix. Its status as derivation is not unproblematic, as it is close to an aspect marker. The main argument for categorizing it as a derivational suffix is its lack of independent tone. It indicates total affectedness of the absolutive argument, that is the subject of an intransitive verb and the object of a transitive verb. It is generally used only with the strong-grade root-form. A sizeable group of verbs do not take this suffix.

As for internal order of the derivations, -a ‘illative’ will be closest to the root and then -ki ‘completive’ often comes, followed by one of the others, -ri , ‘allative’, -sa, ‘downwards’ or -wa, ‘ablative’. –ri and –wa may occur before or behind -ki.

2.5.2 Inflections:

Inflectional suffixes will appear after any derivations. They are first and foremost aspect markers, and the first 4 are mutually exclusive.

*Positive polarity:*

-çf ‘habitual/imperfective’, usually with the weak-grade root-form, but may occur with strong-grade roots already derived with –ki.
-çwú ‘perfective/stative’, used sometimes of states, otherwise denoting perfective actions.
-çrâ ‘perfect deverbative’, often co-occurs with –ki ‘completive’, bars the mention of any further arguments of the verb. Do not change the semantic valence of the verb as such.
-çrif ‘perfective’, the transitive counterpart of -çrâ ‘perfect intransitive', must be used if any further arguments shall be present in the sentence.
-çri ‘progressive’ (only occurring after -çf ‘habitual/imperfective’)
-çL ‘imperative’, marked with tone

Other suffixes are the ‘participle’ suffix -nà, which also occurs in final position. It is not an inflection, rather it forms a nominalized form that can be used in an adjective-like way.

The -çrê ‘deverbative’ suffix needs closer consideration. It is rather a clitic than an inflection, sometimes occurring as a free word. It has the same deverbativizing effect as the perfect intransitive marker above, but can be added to most of the other suffixes.

The pattern of derivational suffixes followed by inflections is broken by the imperative suffix: it consists of a low tone attached directly to the verb root, before any derivations. It affects the tone of a following derivational suffix.

Another ‘non-finite’ form is the subjunctive suffix, regularly occurring in the modal construction mentioned above. Finally we will mention nû ‘first, yet’, a clitic that may be inserted...
after derivations and before negative clitics. All of these suffixes are shown with the H tone verb pīn/pīnə ‘make, do’ in table 2-14 below. Finally, the suffixes with negative polarity is listed in table 2-15.

### Table 2-14  Positive derivations and inflections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>-L</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imperativ</td>
<td>pīn rē!</td>
<td></td>
<td>Do/make that!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfect. detrans.</td>
<td>pīnça-rē</td>
<td>-cf-rē</td>
<td>does/makes that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperfective trans.</td>
<td>pīnça yēnw dàå</td>
<td></td>
<td>does/makes some thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperf. progressive</td>
<td>pīnçafr-rē</td>
<td>-cf-rī</td>
<td>is doing/making some thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective progress.</td>
<td>pīnwú yēnw dàå</td>
<td></td>
<td>did/made some thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect transitive</td>
<td>pīnkīrī yēnw dàå</td>
<td>-rī</td>
<td>has done/made all of a thing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect intransitive</td>
<td>yēnw dàå pīnkīrā</td>
<td>-rā</td>
<td>a thing completely done/made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfective, ‘first’</td>
<td>yēnw dàå pīn nū -rē</td>
<td>nū</td>
<td>a thing to do/make first/before others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participle</td>
<td>yēnw pīnwûnā</td>
<td>-nâ</td>
<td>the thing that was done/made</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjunctive</td>
<td>yēēwá yēnw dàå pīnə</td>
<td>-wâ</td>
<td>want to do/make a thing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2-15  Negative polarity (clitics or inflections)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Form</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘imperfective negative’</td>
<td>-ā fā</td>
<td>~is not so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘perfective negative’</td>
<td>-ŋwa</td>
<td>~did not happen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘temporally limited negative’</td>
<td>-jaa</td>
<td>~not any longer’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘temporally limited negative’</td>
<td>fā/ff jàå</td>
<td>~not existence any more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘irrealis negative’</td>
<td>-ŋa or -αŋ</td>
<td>~something which will never happen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘imperative negative’</td>
<td>pe</td>
<td>~prohibition, do not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Concluding remarks

Though the subject of verbal morphology in Nizaa by no means is exhausted by the preceding section, we shall go no further for reasons already mentioned. Suffice it to say that one way of regarding the subject of this thesis, the verb chains, is as an extremely productive process of compounding. In the following chapter we shall examine somewhat closer the formal characteristica of these structures.
3 MULTIPLE VERBS IN NIZAA CLAUSES

Moving over to describing multiple verbs in Nizaa clauses, it is convenient to give a short description of the phenomenon in question, this will be done in 3.1. Thereafter we shall note some frequencies pertaining to the occurrence of multiple verbs in 3.2 and look at distribution patterns of verbs in the two-verb chains, 3.3.

3.4 will examine Nizaa chains from a morphological point of view, trying to decide whether they should be regarded as serial verbs or as compounds. 3.5 then sums up this discussion and poses some pertinent questions to be addressed by the next chapters.

3.1 Formal characteristics

A sentence in Nizaa may contain up to 4 verbs in a row. We shall label this chained verbs, rather than verbal series. They appear as roots, and both strong-grade and weak-grade root-forms are found in chains. Lexical tone of the verbs\(^{12}\) is usually, but not always retained.

Any derivations or inflections are attached to the last verb of the chain, with the notable exception of ni 'give', which often appear between the derivational and the inflectional suffix\(^{13}\).

A formal 'rough-draft' of a chain can be written thus:

\[ V_1 \ldots V_4 \text{(-DER}^{1\ldots3}\text{)(-INFL}^{1\ldots2}\text{)}.\]

If the last verb is ni, it will give:

\[ V_1 \ldots V_3 \text{(-DER}^{1\ldots3}\text{)} \text{ni (-INFL}^{1\ldots2}\text{)}.\]

It must also be noted that inflectional suffixes are not necessarily present in a clause. The verb(s) are often left as bare root forms, or with derivational suffixes only. The forms can in such cases be said to be perfective.

It is important to note that in the way we define concatenated verbs, no other words are allowed to appear between the verbs of a chain. If any other element is present, such as an object or locative phrase, it is not a chain in the sense we are assuming here. We also take the clitic -rê ‘verb detransitiviser’ to break up a chain if it occurs between two adjacent verbs.

\(^{12}\) Lexical tone of Nizaa verbs is either High or Non-high, according to Endresen 1992: 43, the verbs presenting a less complex tonology than the nouns.

\(^{13}\) Two other verbs possibly occurring in this position will also be discussed.
MULTIPLE VERBS IN NIZAA CLAUSES

1) below exemplify this structure. The whole sentence contains 3 two-verb chains. The first clause is a main clause with a two-verb chain, the second clause is a single-verb clause with an embedded unmarked relative clause containing a two-verb chain, and the last clause is a modal clause with a chain as subordinate verb.

```
1) S\[exp\] V^1 V^2 S\[exp\] V^1 O\[pat\] [ S\[pat\]
I'ju wàwù se kekirá, bulɔañ sewu mbåñ kùù fɔɔ
3s grandchild-pl see know-TOT-PFdetr. they these see-past place grandpa staff-DF
\[ V^1 V^2 \] \[ V^1 \] V^2\[-sub \]
dag gewuná, yééwú-ŋwá kùù kpáñ niwà.
dag ge-wú-ná yéé-wú-ŋwá kùù kpáñ ni-wà
fall go-past-pcpl will-stative-not grandpa talk give-sub

"His grandchildren have seen and know, they saw the place grandpa's staff went and fell into, they do not want to tell him."
```

Several important features of the Nizaa chains are illustrated in 1). First that they occur both in main clauses and in embedded clauses, second that verbs with -wá ‘subordination marker’ or -ná ‘participle marker’ can be augmented to a chain, and thirdly that chains occur in both intransitive and transitive clauses.

### 3.2 Frequencies

There are 128 clauses in the corpus containing more than one verb, including 15 chains used in constructions with a subjunctive verb, be it in the V^1 or the V^2\[-sub \] place, and 8 chains in periphrastic constructions. The great majority, 109 instances, contain two verbs, 16 contain three verbs, while 3 contain four verbs in the same clause.

Some verbs are clearly more frequent than others in these constructions. We shall list the occurrence of verbs in different positions in 2-verb chains, in 3-verb chains and in 4-verb chains. The verbs are listed in order of frequency totally in chains, but in alphabetical order within each subgroup of equal frequencies.

The right most column shows use as a single verb in the corpus, this column is repeated throughout the tables for ready reference. The small size of the corpus will necessarily entail that some verbs cannot be shown to have independent use outside chains. In some cases I positively know that such use exists, such verbs are marked with E. In other cases I do not have any written or remembered material, these are marked with a *. The last group thus contains two possibilities: the verbs in it are not used independently outside chains, or I just have not happened to come across them.
Table 3-1 Two-verb chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Chain use total</th>
<th>2-verb chains</th>
<th>Pos. 1</th>
<th>Pos. 2</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jin/juñ</td>
<td>return; redo</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nî</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ge</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dib/diw</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba</td>
<td>finish</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwanw</td>
<td>ascend</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndón/nd5n</td>
<td>pass; surpass</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaañ</td>
<td>be.together; gather</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeɛ</td>
<td>change.location;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bóɡ</td>
<td>call; shout</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dag</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dî</td>
<td>put; leave</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reñw</td>
<td>arrange</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tan/taañ</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yer</td>
<td>begin</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loo</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yúú</td>
<td>rise; work</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ceɛ</td>
<td>descend</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuu</td>
<td>be.satisfied (of food)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gan</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke</td>
<td>know;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kpàñ</td>
<td>tell</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bɑŋ</td>
<td>be.beautiful</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cim</td>
<td>jump</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di</td>
<td>come</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fum</td>
<td>cut.clear</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jañw</td>
<td>fight</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ké</td>
<td>jump; start</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nzæñ</td>
<td>be.clear, be.clean</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>be.clear, be.red</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssf</td>
<td>spend.day</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tug</td>
<td>spit</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓur</td>
<td>cut.open</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kweɛ</td>
<td>find</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mgbee</td>
<td>arrive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyin</td>
<td>speak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyin/nyín</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pan</td>
<td>carry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tam</td>
<td>be.mature, be.hard</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɓúú</td>
<td>swish (make.sound)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 This verb is used once reduplicated with an intensifying of the meaning 'gather, come together'.
Table 3-2 Three-verb chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Use total</th>
<th>Chains</th>
<th>Pos.1</th>
<th>Pos.2</th>
<th>Pos.3</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḏūūŋ</td>
<td>close.up (of mouth)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḏēŋw</td>
<td>brew</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gbáá</td>
<td>be.fed.up.with</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gbom</td>
<td>scoff.at</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gur</td>
<td>buy</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwa/gwée</td>
<td>sit; stay</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gwaw</td>
<td>suffer, be.ill</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>haan</td>
<td>yawn</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kag</td>
<td>attach</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kí</td>
<td>cut</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kúú</td>
<td>die</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwaw</td>
<td>greet</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mbúú</td>
<td>throw</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>múūŋ</td>
<td>disappear</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mwáw</td>
<td>hire</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ngwée</td>
<td>brag</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nuŋ/nuŋ</td>
<td>lie</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyaa</td>
<td>rest</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyáw</td>
<td>disappear</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>píñ/píñŋ</td>
<td>do; make</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñáó</td>
<td>whisper</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ran</td>
<td>vanish, be.lost</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sáó</td>
<td>hook</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shwáŋw</td>
<td>dry</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>si</td>
<td>be.black</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sáó</td>
<td>stab</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soo</td>
<td>broil</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun</td>
<td>look.at</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suu</td>
<td>cook</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sweéŋ</td>
<td>ask</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taa</td>
<td>shoot (bow&amp;arrow)</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taá</td>
<td>weave</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tíñŋ</td>
<td>show</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tóó</td>
<td>ladle.up</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tú́r</td>
<td>rake.weeds</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>túú</td>
<td>raise (poultry, slaves)</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>twééŋ</td>
<td>swear</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vváw</td>
<td>snort.while.drinking</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yeg</td>
<td>separate</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yéé</td>
<td>will; want</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>záá</td>
<td>swing;dangle</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zi</td>
<td>be.numerous (people)</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zím</td>
<td>be.much (weeds)</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 3-3  Four-verb chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Chain use total</th>
<th>4-verb chains</th>
<th>Pos. 1</th>
<th>Pos. 2</th>
<th>Pos. 3</th>
<th>Pos. 4</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>jin/juun</td>
<td>return; redo</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ge</td>
<td>go; part</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>dib/diw</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>kwanyw</td>
<td>ascend</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>yudan</td>
<td>be.together; gather</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>yee</td>
<td>change.location</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>loo</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>yuu</td>
<td>rise; work</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>ka</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>se</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>du</td>
<td>advance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>jib/jiw</td>
<td>roam</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>kwæe</td>
<td>find</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>mgbree</td>
<td>arrive</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>nyin</td>
<td>speak</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>pan</td>
<td>carry</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>bur</td>
<td>cut.open</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>bee</td>
<td>rescue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>goo</td>
<td>chop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>taα</td>
<td>disperse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>ten</td>
<td>sever</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>viiŋ</td>
<td>be.angry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>déb</td>
<td>be.in.crowd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.2.1 Comments on the tables:

The corpus contains 43 verbs occurring at least two times in chains and 53 occurring only once in chains. (In addition comes other verbs only used singly, they are not brought into the tables.)
The tables show that there is a group of verbs with a strong tendency of final position occurrence. They are among the most frequent verbs in chains. Another small group of high frequency has a tendency to occur in both final and non-final positions. The large group of verbs used only once in chains in this corpus, largely occurs in the first position. Another general tendency is that verbs that have a comparatively high frequency in first position also have a fairly high frequency of use in single-verb clauses.

The size of the corpus restricts the use of such numbers to a certain degree. However, there is enough material to provide some interesting leads in the further treatment of Nizaa verb-chains. We will in the following section look at the groups and their distribution pattern in chains. Since the 2-verb chains are by far the most numerous, we will start with them and then build on the patterns found within them to investigate 3-verb and 4-verb chains.

3.3 Distribution patterns in 2-verb chains

We have noted the fact that a large number of verbs occur in first position, while final position seems to have a more restricted set of verbs occurring in it. The following tables are not meant to be ‘absolute’, but rather show tendencies of distribution. Thus verbs with a comparatively small number of occurrences in another position than its typical place are not listed as mixed.

We shall first list which verbs are most frequent in final position, and also what verbs follow when they occasionally do not occur in this position, Table 3-4. Then we shall look at verbs with a clearly more mixed distribution pattern, in two tables showing first position and second position use (final and non-final), with following verbs and preceding verbs respectively, Table 3-5 and Table 3-6. Verbs tending towards a distribution pattern of first position are listed in Table 3-7, with following verbs shown.

Verbs which only occur once in chains of any length are not put into the tables, since all possibilities are open with only one occurrence, while with at least two occurrences, we could get a mixed distribution, a first position, or a final position distribution pattern.
Table 3-4 Verbs with mainly final position use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Non-final</th>
<th>Following verb</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jin/juŋ</td>
<td>return; redo</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>jin/juŋ</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba</td>
<td>finish</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndōŋ/ndōŋ</td>
<td>pass; surpass</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>jin/juŋ</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwâŋw</td>
<td>ascend</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaaŋ</td>
<td>gather; be.together</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yaaŋ (reduplicated)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>renw</td>
<td>change.location</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fuu</td>
<td>be.satisfied (of food)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yer</td>
<td>begin</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>jin/juŋ</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baŋ</td>
<td>be.beautiful</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ke</td>
<td>know</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sii</td>
<td>stay; spend.the.day</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we see, the most frequently recurring verbs in the 2-verb chains are jin/juŋ ‘return; redo’ and ni ‘give’. These two verbs both have a strong tendency to occur in final position of chains. jin/juŋ ‘return; redo’ has no single use recorded in the corpus, and the only non-final occurrence is in front of ni ‘give’. For ni ‘give’ itself, and the other verbs in Table 3-4, they always occur with jin/juŋ ‘return; redo’ as following verb. It seems that for these verbs to occur in a non-final position in a chain, jin/juŋ ‘return; redo’ must be, or is highly likely to be, the following final verb. In the case of jin/juŋ ‘return; redo’, ni ‘give’, must be, or is highy likely to be, the following final verb. The exception is yaaŋ ‘gather; be.together’, but this is a reduplication, and as such more like an intensifying device which could also occur in non-serialising languages.

The next two tables show verbs with a mixed distribution pattern, first their use in the first position of 2-verb chains, Table 3-5, and then in final position, Table 3-6. There are a few verbs which clearly demonstrate a mixed distribution, most strikingly ge ‘go’, and dib/diw ‘exit’, both motion verbs,

Table 3-5 Verbs with mixed distribution pattern, first position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Non-final</th>
<th>Following verbs</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ge</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>juŋ (4), ni, sff</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dib/diw</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>ndōŋ (3), renw</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dii</td>
<td>put; leave</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>jin/juŋ, kwâŋw</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>suŋ</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>sff</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most, but not all, of the ‘following verbs’ in Table 3-5 are also found in Table 3-4, they are the verbs typically filling a final position in 2-verb chains.

Table 3-6 Verbs with mixed distribution pattern, last position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Preceding verbs</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ge</td>
<td>go</td>
<td>Ñbó, cée, ka, dag, zi</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dib</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>nyín/nyífï, pan, túú, yúú</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñi</td>
<td>put; leave</td>
<td>haññ, kúú</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>se</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>di</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sun</td>
<td>drink</td>
<td>vvaw</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Most, but not all, of the ‘preceding verbs’ of Table 3-6 are never used in a final position in the chains of the corpus.

Table 3-7 Verbs with first position use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Non-final</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Following verb</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ñbó</td>
<td>call; shout</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yáán (2), ge, mgbe, yer</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dag</td>
<td>fall</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>ba, fuu (3)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cée</td>
<td>descend</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ge, jin/juun (2)</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kíññ</td>
<td>tell</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ni (2), ba</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gan</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cim</td>
<td>jump</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>kwaññ, yer</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>di</td>
<td>come</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>kayee, se</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fum</td>
<td>cut.clear</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ni</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jaññ</td>
<td>fight</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ke</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ké</td>
<td>jump; start</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>dag, sánñ</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>túññ</td>
<td>spit; cough</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ni, dib/diwi</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sweññ</td>
<td>laugh</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>reññ, yáán</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loo</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yáán</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yúúú</td>
<td>rise; work</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>dib/diwi</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ge</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ñur</td>
<td>cut.open</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yer</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pan/peññ</td>
<td>carry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>dib/diw</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyín/nyífï</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>dib/diw</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyín</td>
<td>speak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>yee</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yéëë</td>
<td>will want</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ndóñ/ndóññ</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VERB CHAINS IN NIZAA


Again we find that the ‘following verb’ group contains the verb of Table 3-4, but with a few additions.

3.3.1 Comments on the distribution pattern tables:

The first position of a chain clearly has the potential of attracting a large number of verbs, whereas final position is mainly occupied by a smaller group of verbs. This is seen also in the fact that of the 42 verbs with single occurrence in 2-verb chains, only 5 are in the final position.

An interesting fact is that while there are verbs with a final distribution pattern, these usually have another verb of the same group following when they are used in non-final position. The same applies to verbs with a mixed pattern: when they are not in final position, the final position is most often filled by a verb from the ‘final position’ group.

But even though there is a group of verbs that typically occur in final position, and which account for a large number of the 2-verb chains, they do not constitute a closed set. Other verbs do occur in final position, as seen in Table 3-5 and Table 3-7. With a larger corpus one would probably find both the same tendency for certain verbs to fill the final position of chains, and an even larger array of other verbs also used in this position.

3.4 Serial verbs

Verb serialisation or serial verbs is found in many languages in different parts of the world, notably West Africa, South-East Asia, New Guinea, Oceania, Central America and in a number of pidgins and creole languages (Durie 1997:289, Lord 1993: 1-2). Though what might be considered as a typical serial verb construction consists of a sequence of two or more verbs acting together like a single verb, different languages present a number of variations on this theme. The properties regularly found with serial verb constructions, can be seen both as key characteristics of the unity of a verbal series and as consequences of this unity (Durie 1997: 291).

The phenomenon of verb serialization obviously has a syntactic side to it: a series of two or more verbs enter into grammatical relations with each other and with other constituents of the sentence, in particular ways. Different authors have worked on the issues of complex predicates within different frameworks. One question often addressed is how the serial verbs are related to each other, if they are coordinated ‘small sentences’, embedded predicates or heads of double- or triple-headed VP’s. Another concerns the argument structure of the verbs involved. To the extent that a
syntactic theory places the possible number of arguments as a feature of the verb in the lexicon, it is within some theoretical approaches difficult to reconcile the argument structure of one-, two-, and trivalent verbs occurring with shared arguments in a single clause, when relying on syntactic means only (Durie 1997:295-6, 298).

3.4.1 Nizaa chains - serial verbs or compounds?

The Nizaa verb chains as described above clearly have many characteristics in common with serial verb structures as found in many languages of West Africa. First and foremost they denote something that is conceptualized as a single event; from this fact follows that they can often be translated by a single monoverbal clause. The verbs of a chain also share tense, aspect, modality and polarity, and have a single morphological realization of these operators, attached to the last verb. They ‘share’ also at least one, and possibly more, arguments. One verb cannot be said to be embedded in the other, or be a complement of it. The chain furthermore takes only one subject/external argument.

But other traits of the chains differ from the usual set-up of serial verbs, most importantly the fact that nothing can intervene between the verbs. While many serializing languages have a structure where the object of the first verb is also the ‘subject’ of the second verb, Nizaa must have any objects after both verbs (or all verbs, in the case of 3 and 4-verb chains). They are thus clearly more close-knit than verb series in e.g. Twi. Another indication of this, is the tone changes sometimes occurring within a chain: a non-High verb like ge ‘go’ can get a Middle-High tone contour in front another non-High verb like jin/juan ‘return’. Though not a consistent pattern with all chains, it may be indicative of a compounding process.

Now a very common phenomenon in serializing languages is a strong tendency either to lexicalize the meaning of the complex, so that the whole serial complex become a lexicalised item, or to grammaticalise a verb within the complex to an adposition or case marker (Lord 1993). In a diachronic perspective it would thus not be surprising to find that Nizaa verb chains are in the midst of, or at the end of, a compounding process, or that certain verbs function somewhat like case markers.

On the other hand, there are reasons to look at these chains as something else than merely compounds functioning as single lexical items. As we have noted in the tables above, the verbs used in chains are to a large extent used also as ordinary single verbs. Those verbs that are subject to the strong-grade –weak grade alternation of the root, display this alternation also within the context of chains. Chaining is also a highly productive process; it is in Nizaa no question of a small class of lexicalised compounds (Givón 2001: 164, 166). As we saw in tables 3-1 to 3-3, there are a large number of verbs used only rarely in chains, showing that chains are essentially an open class.

Should we then categorize Nizaa chains as compounds, rather than verb series? This could facilitate the analysis, at least from the point of view that hold complex predicates formed in the lexical component as less problematic in a syntactic treatment, i.e. some versions of LFG, (Alsina
1997: 232). But we still would not get any nearer to the conceptualization issues that seem to be at the bottom of such structures.

We consequently see it as a profitable task to try and understand the mechanisms at work in these structures, be they compounds, or serial verbs, or something in between. Generally a purely syntactic treatment of verb serialization, or a purely morphological one for that matter, seems to be able to handle only parts at a time of this complex area, despite the often pronounced intention to account for more general phenomena. What is lost is a more comprehensive view of verbal serialization as an instantiation of the linguistic structuring of events, rooted in general human conceptualization. To treat this issue, a semantic approach is needed. Within this overall framework of semantics, syntax will have its place in describing how the particular constructions of a language work.

In the next chapter we will present a theoretical framework for this task, based on Leonard Talmy’s theory of event integration and lexicalisation patterns in different languages, based mainly on his 2000 book ‘Towards a Cognitive Semantics’ vol. II, chap. 1 and 3.
4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE THESIS

We have called for a more holistic view of complex predicates, a view that can take into account how events are conceptualised in a more general way. An elaborate attempt at just this is given in Leonard Talmy’s two-volume book “Towards a Cognitive Semantics” (Talmy 2000: I-II). The following sections are a presentation of Talmy’s theories as found in Talmy 2000\(^{15}\), and will serve as theoretical framework of the analysis in Part III of the thesis.

4.1 Event integration

Talmy 2000 undertakes to develop a typology of what he calls event integration. His point of departure is the systematic relations in language between meaning and surface expression\(^{16}\), at first glance not so different from the concluding statement of Alsina 1997 cited above. Talmy’s approach is more far-reaching, though.

The two domains ‘meaning’ and ‘surface expression’ are seen as independent in the sense that elements can be isolated separately within each of them. Semantic elements are e.g. ‘Motion’, ‘Path’, ‘Figure’, ‘Ground’, ‘Manner’ and ‘Cause’. Surface elements are verb, adposition, and subordinate clauses etc. A special kind of surface element is termed ‘satellite’, and plays a quite important role in the typological distinction Talmy makes between satellite-framed and verb-framed languages, which we shall look at later on (cfr. 4.2).

The relationship between these two domains is largely not one-to-one: a single semantic element can be expressed by a combination of surface elements, and a combination of semantic elements by a single surface element. Or the same type of surface elements can express different types of semantic elements, while different types of surface elements can express the same type of semantic element.

But this does not mean that the relations between the two are random; instead there are a wide range of universal principles and typological patterns to be found in the way semantic elements associate with surface expressions (Talmy 2000-II: 21).

In examining this relationship, one can both hold a semantic entity constant and examine its various surface expressions, or one can hold a (category of) surface entity constant and study which

\(^{15}\) It is mainly chapter 1 and 3 of vol. II which are presented here and directly used in the analysis, but occasional forays into other parts of the work occur, and the totality of his views as presented in the two volumes are relevant.

\(^{16}\) The word ‘surface’ is used simply of overt linguistic forms, not in the sense used within a derivational syntax framework
semantic entities are variously expressed in it. The subject of this thesis being the concatenation of verbs in Nizaa, it is the second option that we will try to work on in the analysis in Part III.

### 4.1.1 Macro-event, framing event and co-event

The idea of ‘event’ is central to Talmy’s theory, figuring as one of the basic categories of human cognition. The human mind is seen as capable of very general cognitive processes, which can be called conceptual partitioning and the ascription of entityhood. These processes extend a boundary around what would otherwise be a continuum, in space, time or other qualitative domain. The prototypical example of this ability to conceptually partition our environment, is the fact that we think of our physical milieu as consisting of objects, discrete entities which can be handled severally. This basic cognitive process is reflected in the fact that all languages have nouns, linguistic items labelling what we conceive of as objects.

‘Event’ is another type of such conceptual partitioning, which in a parallel way makes discrete entities out of the temporal continuum in relation to something qualifying that portion of time, in Talmy’s wording a ‘continuous correlation between at least some portion of its identifying qualitative domain and some portion of the so-conceived temporal continuum –that is, of the progression of time.’ (Talmy 2000-II: 215) Again we find a linguistic reflection of this general cognitive process in the fact that all languages have a group of linguistic items called verbs, labelling such entities with a relation to the continuum of time.

As conceptual entities, events can be cognised as being unitary, or as having an internal structure and some degree of complexity. A complex event is in turn partitioned into a main event and a subordinate event (Talmy 2000-II: 215). Such structural properties can be reflected by properties of the syntactic forms that can represent the event. An event complex can under a more analytic conception be represented by a multiclause syntactic structure, or it can be alternatively conceptualised as unitary and represented by a single clause. In the last case the events have been conflated and event integration has come about. We shall present his example of the difference in conceptualisation in (1), which is a case of non-agentive causation of a state change:

(1) **Non-agentive causation:**
   a. The candle went out because something blew on it.
   b. The candle blew out.

The complex sentence in (1a) represents the main event (‘went out’), the subordinating relation (‘because’) and the subordinate event (‘something blew’). The same content is expressed in (1b), but as a unitary event.
Talmy coins the term macro-event for the unitary complex\(^{17}\). Within this complex the main event is also termed the framing event, and the subordinate event is termed co-event.

Now according to Talmy, the possibility of complex events to undergo conceptual integration as macro-events is quite constrained cross-linguistically. The main-event and the co-event must be of certain distinct classes and these events must bear certain relations to the whole complex and to each other (Talmy 2000-II: 217). They constitute the kind of more pervasive patterns of meaning-surface mappings that are Talmy’s general concern in both volumes of ‘Towards a Cognitive Semantics’ and his specific concern in chapter 3 of vol. II.

In the following two subsections of 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 we shall examine the framing event and the co-event, before going on to Talmy’s typological distinction of satellite-framed and verb-framed languages in section 4.2.

### 4.1.2 The Framing Event

As mentioned above, the main-event is also termed ‘framing event’ because it provides or determines certain overarching patterns in its relation to the macro-event: it performs a framing function (Talmy 2000-II: 219). It constitutes a particular event schema, one that can be applied to several different conceptual domains. Talmy 2000 cites five such domains\(^ {18}\), based on cross-linguistic semantic and syntactic treatment (Talmy 2000-II2: 17-18). The five domains are Motion, Temporal contouring, State change, Action correlation and Realisation; these will be treated more closely later as part of the analysis of Nizaa chains in Part III. At this point, we shall present in more detail the concepts of framing event and co-event.

We shall look first at the relationship between the framing event and the macro-event, and then at the internal structure of the framing-event.

#### 4.1.2.1 Framing event in relation to the macro-event

The framing event is said to provide a reference frame for the whole macro-event: the other activities included are conceived of as taking place within this frame. It thus determines the overall temporal framework and thereby also the aspect of the sentence that expresses the macro-event. Where a physical setting is involved, it determines the overall spatial framework, or some analogous reference frame if another conceptual domain is involved. Furthermore, it determines all or most of the argument structure and semantic character of the arguments within the macro-event, as well as all or most of the syntactic complement structure in the sentence that expresses the macro-event.

---

\(^{17}\) ‘Unitary complex’ sounds like a contradiction in words, but as Talmy uses it, it seems to mean a complex event expressed in a very close-knit way, i.e. conflation of two events in one clause as in ex. (1) b.

\(^{18}\) Without excluding the possibility of other domains.
It also constitutes the central import or main point (Talmy terms this ‘the upshot’) relative to the whole macro-event: the framing event is thus what is asserted in a positive declarative sentence, what is denied under negation, what is demanded in an imperative, and what is asked about in an interrogative (Talmy 2000-II: 219). We shall exemplify this with two examples with the framing event of motion.

(2) “I kicked the keg into the storeroom.”
(3) “The bone pulled loose from its socket.”

Both of these sentences contain an element of motion: the keg is moved into the storeroom, and the bone is dislodged from its socket. These motion events are the ‘upshot’, the main point of each sentence. But the motion element is not particularly tied to the verb: it is perfectly possible to kick or pull at something without moving it. In the verb we thus find another element, the co-event, which we will consider in 4.1.3. But before going on to that, something must be said about the structure of the framing event.

4.1.2.2 Internal structure of the framing event
The framing event has an internal structure, consisting of four components. We shall look at them first as they are used in the context of the framing event of Motion. Talmy sees Motion as the prototypical base for other conceptual domains: the four other conceptual domains cited above are said to be metaphorical extensions of Motion, rather than completely independent semantic structures.

In Talmy’s approach to events in general, and his approach to Motion events in particular, ‘Figure’ and ‘Ground’ are recurrent themes. The Figure is seen as the moving or moved entity with respect to a Ground. Since the Figure is the moving or moved entity, it may coincide with both the Patient and the Agent in different sentences. Where the Patient is a moved entity, with or without an overt subject/Agent, it will act as the Figure. Where there is no Patient, only an Agent moving, this agent will act as the Figure.

What activates the Figure-Ground relationship is Motion, and the Path followed by the Figure relative to the Ground associates them (Talmy 2000-II: 26).19 The following example may illustrate these concepts (taken from Talmy 2000-II: 49-50):

(4) ‘The bottle floated into the cave.’

(4) is an event of Motion in space, and both the Figure and the Ground are physical objects. The Figure is the bottle, the Ground is the cave and possibly the presumed water flooding it, and the

---

19 This definition of Figure and motion makes the number of sentences with motion rather larger than the traditional use of ‘motion verbs’ as defining characteristic of motion.
framing event is Motion. (This framing event has a co-event of manner, but we leave co-events to be considered later on).

The Path followed by the bottle associates Figure and Ground, i.e. the Figure is moving INTO the Ground. What brings the relationship between Figure and Ground into being is the overarching, dynamic event of Motion: the bottle is perspectivised as located with respect to the cave. In the description of Motion as a process that activates a relationship between two entities, it is important to note that it is a parameter with two values. Both denote location of the Figure, but one value sees the Figure as moving while the other sees it as stationary, with respect to the Ground. MOVE and BELOC are the corresponding mnemonic labels used for these two values of Motion.

The same main components are somewhat schematised, but recognizable, within the other conceptual domains said to be framing events, Temporal Contouring, State change, Action correlation and Realization. The main components are thus in the larger contexts of all the framing events called figural entity and ground entity instead of Figure and Ground, association function instead of Path, and activating process instead of Motion (MOVE or BELOC). We shall consider these terms in the next paragraph.

When looking at the internal structure of framing events as a general phenomenon, the concrete terms from the domain of Motion are given a more abstract content. The figural entity is said to be the component on which attention or concern is currently most centred. The ground entity is conceptualised as a reference entity, with respect to which the condition of the figural entity is characterised. The activating process has two values: transition and fixity, paralleling MOVE and BELOC, and refers to whether the figural entity makes a transition or stays fixed with respect to the ground entity. The association function sets the figural entity into a particular relationship with the ground entity, in a way parallel to Path.

Now the four components are not of equal distinctiveness in the referential context: either the association function (Path) alone or the association function together with the ground entity (Path + Ground) can be considered the schematic core of the framing event (the core schema). This arises from the observation that the other two components are less clearly seen within the referential context. The figural entity is often set by context, and the activating process has only two values, transition or fixity. It is thus the association function and the ground entity that are most determinative of the particular character of the framing event and that distinguish it from other framing events.

The core schema has important bearings on the syntactical mapping of meaning to form (Talmy 2000-II: 218), this will be examined more closely in 4.2, on satellite-framed and verb-framed languages.

We include here Talmy’s layout of the framing event:
4.1.3 The Co-event

We noted above in 4.1.1 that a macro-event is complex, consisting of two events, exemplified with two different syntactic representations in (1) We shall look again at that example, this time from the point of view of the co-event.

(5) **Non-agentive causation co-event:**
   a) The candle went out because something blew on it.
   b) The candle blew out.

In both a) and b) the candle ceases to burn, and in both instances this is said to happen because of air blowing\(^{20}\). Thus a cause for the event of extinguishing is given, in a) in the form of a subordinated causal clause, and in b) conflated in the main verb. The informational content of the two sentences is very much the same, but in b) we find it expressed as a unitary event or macro-event. The fact that the cause of extinguishing is expressed in the main verb of the sentence does not mean that it is the main event; rather the main event is the change of state occurring in the candle. The cause if this State change is then the co-event. Two parallel examples, only with manner instead of cause as co-event, is given in (6) and (7):

(6) The child hopped down the hallway.
(7) The ball bounced along the road.

In both (6) and (7) Motion is the main, or framing, event. Conflated into the main verb, the co-event is denoting the manner in which the Motion takes place, with hopping in (6) and bouncing in (7).

---

\(^{20}\) Whether this came from a person deliberately blowing or was just an incidental draught of air is not important, though favours the latter interpretation.
These examples\textsuperscript{21} show that within the macro-event, the co-event constitutes an event of circumstance and performs functions of support.

The semantic character of the framing event is more like an abstract schema, while the character of the co-event tends to be more substantive or perceptually palpable, therefore the co-event may seem more vivid than the framing event. But even though it can seem semantically primary, it is still subordinate in the sense that the framing event frames, shapes, provides the upshot, and is determinative of the content of the co-event.

The co-event can range from being a minor support in the macro-event up to peer status with the framing event in its contribution to informational content. It is important to note that within the macro-event, the co-event is most prototypically an aspectually unbounded activity.

The general support relation is particularised as one out of as certain set of specific relations. Among these are Precursion, Enablement, Cause, Manner, Concomitance, Subsequence, Concurrent Result and Constitutiveness (capitalisation as in Talmy 2000-II: 220). The most frequent are Cause and Manner. Other support relations are possible. We shall give a list of condensed definitions of each type of co-event as presented in Talmy 2000-II: 42-47, with an English example for each co-event with a framing event of Motion.

Co-event support relations:

i. \textit{Precursion} – the co-event precedes the framing event, but does not cause or assist its occurrence.

“The researcher ground the caraway seeds into the test tube.”

ii. \textit{Enablement} – the co-event directly precedes the framing event and enables the occurrence of an event that causes the framing event, but does not itself cause the framing event (the co-event can also take the form of reverse enablement).

“Could you reach me that bottle down off the shelf?”

iii. \textit{Cause} – the co-event is bringing about the framing event, in either onset or extended causation.

“Our tent blew down into the gully from a gust of wind.”

iv. \textit{Manner} – the co-event co-occurs with the framing event as an additional activity of the figural entity, directly pertaining to the framing event, but distinct from it.

“I slid the mug along the counter.”

\textsuperscript{21} The examples being all from English, they are also in effect examples of framing satellites. This will be further treated later on.
v. **Concomitance** – the co-event co-occurs with the framing event as an additional activity, but without directly pertaining to it, that is, it could just as readily take place by itself.

“I whistled past the graveyard.”

vi. **Subsequence** – the co-event takes place directly after the framing event, and is enabled by, or is caused by, or is the purpose of that event.

“I stood/leaned/hung the painting on the chair/against the door/on the wall.”

vii. **Concurrent result** – the co-event results from – is caused by – the main Motion event and would not otherwise occur. It takes place concurrently with, or during some portion of, the Motion event.

“The rocket splashed into the water.”

viii. **Constitutiveness** – the co-event is a substrate being shaped by the framing event. (This co-event is most common with Temporal contouring, and Talmy do not give any examples with Motion, see Talmy 2000-II: 220, 232-36).

“He finished writing the letter.”

### 4.2 Framing events in a typological perspective

We have several times touched upon the typological distinction of satellite-framed and verb-framed languages. This distinction is built upon the observation that languages behave differently as to how the framing element of macro-events is expressed. Hitherto we have not drawn attention to this question in the treatment of the different examples above. But the examples are all drawn from English, and as we noted in footnote 21, they are (almost) all framed by satellites. What then is a satellite?

#### 4.2.1 Satellites

Talmy 2000 uses the term ‘satellite’ to refer to the grammatical category of ‘any constituent other than a nominal or prepositional-phrase complement that is in a sister relation to the verb root.’ (Talmy 2000-II: 222). This makes for a rather heterogeneous group as far as parts of speech is concerned, encompassing both bound affixes and free words. A listing of language-specific grammatical forms classed as satellites gives an idea of the phenomenon in question: English verb particles, German separable and inseparable verb prefixes, Latin or Russian verb prefixes, Chinese verb complements, Lahu nonhead “versatile verbs”, Caddo incorporated nouns, and Atsugewi polysynthetic affixes around the verb root.

All of these seemingly different constituents have a commonality, both syntactic and semantic, which justifies the analysis of them as belonging to one grammatical category. For one thing, the satellite is the characteristic site for the expression of the core schema of the framing event across one
typological category of languages. The following list is given by Talmy to illustrate macro-events with the core schemas of the five framing event types expressed by satellites (Talmy 2000-II: 214):

(7) The satellite in **bold** expresses:
   a. *The path in an event of motion*
      The ball rolled **in**.
   b. *The aspect in an event of temporal contouring*
      They talked **on**.
   c. *The changed property in an event of state change*
      The candle blew **out**.
   d. *The correlation in an event of action correlating*
      She sang **along**.
   e. *The fulfillment in an event of realisation*
      The police hunted the fugitive **down**.

4.2.2 Satellite-framed and verb-framed languages

Talmy introduces from the behaviour of verbs and satellites two main typological groups of languages: those that characteristically map the core schema into the verb, and those that characteristically map it onto the satellite, as exemplified in the sentences above (Talmy 2000-II: 221-224). The first group of languages is said to have a framing verb and to be verb-framed languages, the second group is said to have a framing satellite and be satellite-framed languages. The languages within each group may be quite different in other typological aspects, as the list of examples of the two groups shows. Verb-framed languages are such as Romance, Semitic, Japanese, Tamil, Polynesian, Bantu, some branches of Mayan, Nez Perce, and Caddo. Satellite-framed languages are e.g. Finno-Ugric, Chinese, Ojibwa, Warlpiri and most Indo-European languages minus Romance.

The core schema generally appears alone in the satellite (or associated constituent\(^\) in satellite-framed languages, but appears conflated together with the activating process in the verb of verb-framed languages. With the core schema of the framing event located either in the verb or in the satellite, the co-event can be seen to appear in different locations as well.

Satellite-framed languages regularly map the co-event into the main verb, which thus can be called a co-event verb. This is a typical pattern of English, as seen in the examples above.

\(^{22}\) Although the satellite alone largely expresses the core schema in satellite-framed languages, it is also often expressed by the combination of a satellite plus a preposition, or sometimes by a preposition alone. Such a ‘preposition’ can also have various forms, free adposition, adposition + nominal inflection, or a construction containing a locative noun. Talmy 2000-II: 222
Verb-framed languages, on the other hand, map the co-event either onto a satellite or into an adjunct, typically an adpositional phrase or a gerundive-type constituent. Such forms are accordingly called a co-event satellite, a co-event gerundive, and so on.

4.2.3 Illustration of the two types

To illustrate the two types, examples taken from English are contrasted with Spanish. The two languages are basically satellite-framed language and verb-framed respectively. In a nonagentive sentence with a motion-type framing event, the English sentence in (8) have the core schema, the Path, expressed in the satellite out, while the co-event of Manner is expressed in the main verb float. It is important to notice that float by itself contains only the concept of a buoyancy relation between an object and some medium; the very idea of motion is contained in the core schema satellite.

(8) The bottle floated out.

The Spanish counterpart on the other hand, has the core schema of motion expressed in the main verb salir ‘to exit’. Here the gerundive form flotando ‘floating’ expresses the co-event of Manner:

(9) La botella salió flotando.

‘The bottle exited floating.’

The same pattern applies to an agentive state-change type of framing event, in (10) and (11):

(10) I blew out the candle.
(11) Apagué la vela de un soplido soplándola.

‘I extinguished the candle with a blow blowing-it.’

In English, the satellite out expresses the transition to the new state of being extinguished, while the main verb blow expresses the co-event with the relation of Cause to the framing event. In Spanish, the main verb expresses the change of state, while the co-event of Cause is expressed by an adjunct, either a prepositional phrase or a gerundive.

Now verb-framed languages exhibit a scale of syntactic integration of the co-event into the main clause. The least integrated end of this gradient, e.g. in Spanish, has sentence-final gerundives of co-events that can be syntactically interpreted as adverbial subordinate clauses. As such they do not function as satellites, which as we remember are supposed to be constituents in a sister relation to the verb (Talmy 2000-II: 222). Such sentences are complex sentences composed of two clauses and therefore do not represent a macro-event. An example of this is (12):
But Spanish also have constructions in which a verb referring to the co-event is in direct construction with the main verb—that is, with the framing verb. With this syntactic pattern, the whole sentence can be interpreted as a single clause, and hence as representing a macro-event. An example of this is given in (13):

(13) *La botella salió flotando de la cueva.*

'The bottle exited floating from the cave.'

The gerundive of (13) is still considered to exhibit only a midway integration into the framing clause, though, since the gerundive grammatical form points to a separate-clause origin (Talmy 2000-II: 224).

Within the five conceptual domains that Talmy defines as giving rise to framing events, Motion is the most basic, the prototype. But all the proposed framing events are seen as basic semantic structures, and have an *a priori* status in the very idea of a typology based on verb-framing or satellite-framing languages.

Before leaving this section on satellite-framing and verb framing languages, we may include Talmy’s figures of the syntactic mapping of the two types, in

Figure 4-2 and

Figure 4-23 (Talmy 2000-II: 223):

**Figure 4-2 Syntactic mapping of macro-event in satellite-framed languages**
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4.3 Lexicalisation and construction; syntactic considerations

Before we go on to look at the relevance of Talmy’s semantic analysis to serial verb constructions, we will shortly comment on the ideas implicit in the wording ‘lexicalisation pattern’, e.g. as used in the title of chapter 1 in Talmy 2000-II. Furthermore we shall look at some syntactic sides to Talmy’s account. We shall also consider more closely how general patterns can license under-specified and over-specified macro-events.

4.3.1 Lexicalisation patterns

Many cognitive linguists have hailed the idea of prototypical categories as very useful in the treatment of meaning, allowing homonymy to be minimalised and structured polysemy to reign. Such concepts as prototypical meanings, radial meaning structures and meaning chains have become useful tools to describe the connections existing within the meanings of polysemous words (Taylor 1995). This makes for ‘heavy entries’ on each word in the lexicon, in opposition to other approaches that assign each meaning its own lexical entry without relating them to other ‘homonyms’. Talmy chooses a path somewhere in between these two extremes, when developing his notions of lexicalisation patterns.

Talmy describes the difference between a verb used with simplex meaning, and the same verb used with additional meaning elements conflated into it as a difference of lexicalisation. In other words, they are two different lexical items with distinct usages, that is, with different particular selections of their semantic and syntactic properties (Talmy 2000-II: 24). Since such differences of usage often coincides with different surroundings of the verb in a clause, e.g. the addition of a satellite, he himself points to the possibility of seeing them from a constructional point of view (Talmy 2000-II: 35). This approach sees the original simplex meaning of the verb as retained also in semantically
more complex single-verb clauses, and the added complexities are treated as coming from the surrounding context, rather than from a different usage of the verb.\(^{23}\)

His own position is however to treat these patterns as lexical, in the sense that certain usages of a verb are said to add new lexical meaning elements which associate with new elements in the clause. One of the examples given is transitive and intransitive *break*, where the transitive usage is said to add an element of causation not present in the intransitive usage. This associates with a greater number of arguments in the sentence.

A verb like *float* may be used to show this. In its simplex or most basic meaning it refers to a buoyancy relation between an object and a medium, as in *The craft floated on a cushion of air*. This meaning can be used in a subordinate clause, next to a main clause referring to motion, as in *The craft moved into the hangar, floating on a cushion of air*. But in its second, more complex, usage the idea of motion is conflated with that of buoyancy. The verb can then appear in a one-clause sentence that is virtually equivalent to the two-clause sentence just cited, as *The craft floated into the hangar on a cushion of air*. We represent the two meanings together in (14), slightly formalised:

\[
\text{(14) The craft MOVED [floating\(_1\) [the while)] into the hangar on a cushion of air.}
\]

\[
\text{floated}\_2
\]

According to Talmy, the lexicalisation account is strengthened by the fact that there are often other verbs that correspond to one or the other of the different usages, but not to both. For the verb *float* this can be showed by using the verbal form *be afloat*. This form can occur in the same semantic and syntactic contexts as *float\(_1\)*, (that is with a locative constituent), but not in those of *float\(_2\)*, (that is with both a directional and a locative constituent), as shown in (15):

\[
\text{(15) Two different lexicalisations:}
\]

a. The craft floated\(_1\)/was afloat on a cushion of air.

b. The craft floated\(_2\)/*was afloat into the hangar on a cushion of air.

Different lexicalisations also make it possible to account for instances where a verb is used with ‘incompatible’ sentence constituents, because of an expanded sense. An example given is: *I stood at the front door carrying the box*, where *carry* normally cannot be used with a locative phrase, as opposed to *hold*, but is used with a locative sense in this context, where motion just has occurred or is about to occur.

---

\(^{23}\) Construction grammar does this, as in e.g. Goldberg 1995.
What is important is in any case to identify the semantic components and their interrelationships (Talmy 2000-II: 34-35). According to Talmy, this can be done by treating the correspondences between semantics and syntactic expression as lexicalisation patterns where e.g. verbs have a number of usages in construction with a number of other constituents, which expand their meanings in various ways. The keyword seems to be ‘semantics first’, and when the semantic components and relationships are identified, we can study the patterns used to express them.

4.3.2 Syntax

With the above approach of starting at the semantics level, Talmy readily identifies a number of general patterns and more specific syntactic constructions, with the distinction between verb-framed and satellite-framed languages as a very basic pattern of semantic-syntactic relationships.

When arguing for the determinative role of the framing satellite in the sentence, Talmy shows how the framing element\(^{24}\) has clear consequences for the syntactic realization of various semantic components and interrelationships (Talmy 2000-II: 278-286). The framing element is in fact determinative of most or all of the complement structure of the clause as well as the semantic character of the arguments represented in these complements. It also determines the overall aspect, and the ‘upshot’, as noted before in 4.1.2.

We shall cite a pair of examples, which shows how the addition of a framing satellite shifts the complement structure of a clause. In *I blew on the flame*, blow is inherently an intransitive activity verb that can occur in construction with an oblique constituent. But if the state-change satellite out is added, we get, in addition to the now familiar change to a complex macro-event (main event of extinction with co-event of blowing), a requirement of a direct object complement: *I blew the flame out*. The aspect has also changed from steady state to punctual.

Even more striking is the example of *I ran along the street* as compared to *I outran him*. Here the prefixal action-correlating satellite out- changes the unbounded steady-state activity of run to a bounded accomplishment requiring a direct object instead of an oblique object. The two objects have quite different semantic characters: one refers to a Path related to a Ground, while the other refers to an animate Patient that constitutes the coactive entity surpassed.

But the framing element is not determinative of everything in the sentence. The co-event element can also transfer particular features into the clause. Such transfers are said to be determined by the complex of constraints pertaining to the particular language, construction, satellite and verb, and their interactions. Also, features of complement structure arising outside the macro-event itself are typically not determined by the framing element. Such a feature can be an external agentive causal

\(^{24}\) Talmy is here primarily treating the framing satellite, but the same can apply to a framing verb as well, Talmy 2000-II: 278
chain, which is typically responsible of getting an Agent represented as the subject of the clause and the Figure as direct object. (Talmy does not specify any further on this subject at this point, but see Talmy 2000-I: 271-279 for a treatment of causal chains.)

4.3.3 Patterns licensing generic verbs and pleonastic constructions

In a satellite-framed language, macro-events usually contain a specific co-event along with the more schematic framing event. It is the framing satellite that expresses the relevant semantic content of the sentence, accordingly it is not always necessary or desirable to express some specific ancillary event. But the general syntactic pattern is maintained by putting some generic or semantically neutral verb in the place of the co-event. English has such a bypass system with generically functioning verbs as go, put, do, and make. Thus one can say The candle went out instead of The candle blew out, or went on instead of talked on. Sometimes the co-event reappears as an adjunct in the same way as in verb-framed languages, as in They went on talking/washing/working or I outdid him at cooking/playing chess/shouting (Talmy 2000-II: 284-5).

Such ‘dummy’ verbs are one way of avoiding unnecessary specification of the co-event. Another possibility is the pleonastic use of a framing verb with a meaning close to that of the framing satellite. Thus the framing event gets referred to twice, and the verb cannot be used to express a co-event. This combination of verb and satellite can be treated as a phrasal form of framing verb. An English example is search: Used with the framing preposition for in search for, it becomes a phrasal framing verb equivalent to ‘seek’. To express the co-event in this case, a further adjunct would be needed, as in I searched for nails on the board by feeling it. Such ‘doubly framing’ verbs are termed pleonastic verbs (Talmy 2000-II: 286). (An ‘ordinary’ co-event verb + framing satellite version of this sentence would be e.g. I felt for nails on the board.)

Another device present in satellite-framed languages is to generalize the use of an originally specific co-event verb. Such generalization is often tied to the prototypical co-event action undertaken to carry out the framing event expressed by the satellite, as when look for is used for any seeking in general, not just a visually conducted search. Again expression of co-event is relegated from the main verb to an adjunct, as in I looked for nails on the board by feeling it. Talmy terms this usage of a verb like look here as extended prototype verbs (Talmy 2000-II: 286).

4.4 Summary

In chapter 4 we have presented Talmy’s event semantics, especially the idea of clauses representing a complex event or macro-event, analysable into main event and co-event.

25 A quite parallel observation of a single event doubly expressed is made in Rappaport Hovav & Levin 2001: 780, on such examples as The pond froze solid.
‘Main event’ is also called ‘framing event’, a term that points to the function of the main event within the complex event, or macro-event: it frames, shapes, provides the upshot, and generally structures the co-event. It is also determinative of temporal, spatial or aspectual framework, as well as argument structure and syntactic complement structure of the sentence (Talmy 2000-II: 219, 278).

While the types of main events are said to be a fairly restricted set across languages, co-events may vary enormously, though they also have a more restricted set of relations with the main event. The supporting co-event (often) has more semantic content, being more vivid and perceptually observable (Talmy 2000-II: 213).

There are five different conceptual domains that are seen as basic in the sense that events within these domains frame other events expressed in the same sentence. These five framing events are Motion, Temporal contouring, State change, Action correlation and Realization. Motion is seen as a source domain of which the other four are metaphorical extensions.

The following figure illustrates the conceptual structure of the macro-event (Talmy 2000-II: 221):

**Figure 4-4 Conceptual structure of the macro-event**

The framing event has an internal structure of four components; these are in the case of Motion, Figure, Ground, Motion and Path. For all five framing events taken together they are: the figural entity, the ground entity, the activating process and the association function. If we use the more abstract terminology, the most characteristic components of each framing event, the core schema, is the association function, or the association function + the ground entity. If we use the more concrete terminology associated with Motion, the core schema consists of the Path, or Path + Ground.
The parts of the macro-event are expressed not only in the verb, but also in the motley group of affixes and free words called satellites to the verb. Languages integrate main event and co-event into macro-events in basically two distinct ways: verb-framed or satellite-framed.

In the satellite-framed languages the framing event is expressed by the core schema in a satellite, while the co-event typically resides in the verb of the clause. In verb-framed languages the opposite applies: the framing event resides by the core schema (Path, or Path + Ground) in the main verb, while the co-event is expressed in a satellite or another adjunct, e.g. a verb in some infinite form. English and Spanish form in this respect a contrasting pair of languages, English being satellite-framed and Spanish being verb-framed.

Semantics are mapped onto syntactic patterns in a systematic way, giving as one result the above distinction of satellite-framed vs. verb-framed. But such established syntactical patterns within a language can be by-passed if need arises. A language may also have parallel ways of expression, as English which has a set of verbs borrowed from Romance languages. These verbs conflate Motion and Path instead of Manner.
5 APPLYING THE THEORY

The purpose of the present chapter is to bring the framework outlined in chapter 4 to bear more directly on the Nizaa data. There are also still some other theoretical issues that need discussion before we can embark on the analysis in earnest. This chapter will thus take us into a discussion of Talmy’s approach applied more specifically to Nizaa, along with some other important theoretical issues, such as iconicity, before we begin the analysis proper in chapter 6.

5.1 Macro-events and verb chains

The subject of this thesis is Nizaa verb chains, which as we saw in 3.4 may be understood as some kind of serial verb construction. What can Talmy’s approach to event integration say about languages where several verb roots form the verbal constituent of one clause?

Obviously the idea of macro-event can be seen to have a bearing on this kind of construction, since a serial verb complex is said to describe what is conceptualised as a single event, but contains different pieces of information lexicalised in different verbs (Durie 1997: 291). As obviously, the verb-framed type of languages seems to be the most likely candidate for the syntactic mapping of the complex event.

Let us look again at some typical Nizaa chains:

Ex 2) presents three chains, two with two verbs and one with three, (the chains are in bold type and marked V₁, V₂ etc.) All the chained-verb clauses translate readily into single-verb clauses in English, but they do in no way appear cumbersome or heavy in Nizaa. How is this possible? How do these structures work?
In the following chapters we shall try and answer that question by way of applying the theoretical framework presented in chapter 0 to the data of the corpus. We take as a point of departure that both the framing event and the co-event possibly will be present in different verbs.

An important question will then be how the events relate to each other in chains. Which verb shall be taken to express the framing event, and which will have a support function? Will the more expanded chains have something like two or more framing events, or two or more co-events? Could there be hierarchical structures within the chain, with one macro-event functioning as co-event to another higher-level framing-event? If it is possible to single out a framing verb in the chain, should the other verbs be seen as co-event satellites, more or less as in (13) above, or do they have a different relationship with the framing verb? How well are they integrated into the macro-event? Is there any system in what kind of verbs consistently appear in final position, and what kind of verbs stick to first position?

Such questions will lead the way in the analysis of Nizaa multi-verb structures in the next two chapters. But first we shall consider some perspectives of iconicity and economy that will be useful to our analysis of the Nizaa data in chapter 6. Then we shall establish some helpful terminology of semantic components, enabling us to generalize on and formalize the semantic content of Nizaa chains later on. The last section of 5.5 brings together the findings of chapter 3 with the general theoretical framework in the present chapter and in chapter 4, by proposing a number of hypotheses for the further treatment of Nizaa verb chains.

5.2 Iconicity and economy

Our first topic is iconicity, which offers an interesting perspective on some characteristic traits of Nizaa chains. We are here drawing substantially on Haiman’s 1985 book “Natural syntax”, putting it side by side with Talmy’s approach.

5.2.1 Iconicity

Haiman 1985 treats iconicity of linguistic form on a broad basis. Of direct concern for our subject is the relation between conceptual and linguistic distance (Haiman 1985: 102-147). Haiman shows that linguistic items containing conceptually related information, tend to be located together in speech, and that little or no intervening material between linguistic units signals a higher degree of conceptual integration (Haiman 1985: 105-106). It is possible to range utterances on a scale ranging from monoverbal clauses via subordinated and co-ordinated clauses, up to fully independent sentences. As we saw in 4.1.1, Talmy proposes a very similar idea when speaking of a scale of event integration, where the most strongly integrated events are represented by a single clause, while less integrated events are represented by multiclause syntactic structures (Talmy 2000-II: 215).
The relation between conceptual and linguistic distance bears directly on Nizaa chains, since they do not permit any intervening material between the verbs. Semantically, one of the characteristic traits of these chains, and of verbal series in general, is that the events denoted by the verbs are seen as constituting a whole, a ‘single event’ as it were (Durie 1997: 291). The whole point of using a chain seems to be that the events are conveyed as conceptually integrated, a semantic ‘chunk’.

This chimes in with Talmy’s theory of the human mind as capable of ascribing entityhood to partitions of the otherwise continuous extension of time and space (cfr. 4.1.1). Events constitute one kind of such entities. They can be cognised as being unitary, or as having an internal structure, and these possibilities of different event structures will affect the syntactic structures used to represent them. Thus the ‘lumping together’ of verbs in a chain is an iconic expression of the ‘lumping together’ of the events referred to by the verbs.

Iconicity also plays a role in the ordering of the verbs involved in verbal series, something that has been noted by a number of authors. Lord 1993 says, “…the order of verbs in a serial construction typically is pragmatically iconic with respect to time.” (Lord 1993: 80). The same idea is expressed in Bodomo 1997 in the form of a Principle of Temporal Precedence, which predicts that in a complex event, the first verb will express an event temporally preceding the event of the second verb (Durie 1997: 291). This tendency is found in Nizaa chains as well, but the iconicity of the ordering of the verbs/events along a time line may be overridden by other concerns, that is, the sequencing of the events will be countereffected by the order of co-event and framing event.

5.2.2 Economy

The other concerns alluded to in the subsection above, are tied up to the general drive of economy in language. Iconicity facilitates understanding, but only up to a point: it must be counterbalanced by abstractions and generalisations so as to avoid too much detail in linguistic expression. Thus there is a typical development from analytic, transparent expressions (as e.g. in pidgin languages) via agglutination to more synthetic, opaque expressions in any ordinary language. Instead of ‘one meaning-one form’ (the isomorphism principle, Haiman 1985: 14), we get ‘several meanings-one form’ and ‘one meaning-several forms’.

Again a more explicit appeal to general cognitive capabilities of human beings can be made: we tend to categorise everything in the world, and the categories are based on prototypes rather than strict classification by properties. Events are categorised as belonging to different groups, e.g.

26 There are notable exceptions, mainly with the verb ni ‘give’, which tend to occur after derivational suffixes, cfr. 7.2.3.
bounded and unbounded activities, and then the categories may be given some linguistic expression, e.g. different aspect markers. There is a correlation between reduced expression and a smaller set of ‘grammatical’ categories with more schematic or very extended meanings, as there is a correlation between fuller expression and the large set of ‘content words’ with more specific meanings.

The last point above bears on the proposed existence of a framing event within Nizaa chains. The framing event can be seen as a means of expression of more general categories in a more economic way, by having a somewhat restricted set of items modifying the sense of a much larger set of items. Co-events on the other hand, can be expected to cover much more detailed meanings.

Economy also plays a role in the occasional downplaying of the co-event. Sometimes the form of co-event – framing event is kept event though the specification of the co-event is unnecessary, as discussed in 4.3.3. This semantic simplifying of the verbal complex while keeping the syntactic pattern intact, can be seen in connexion with the next section, on backgrounding constituents with low cognitive processing costs.

5.3 Backgrounding in the verbal complex

We shall make a further remark along the lines of economy in language, following Talm y 2000-II: 128-131 on salience in the verbal complex.27 In the linguistic packaging of information, the verbal complex (covering both main verb root and satellite in satellite-framed languages) is a constituent that typically does not attract direct attention to its reference, the information is, as it were, backgrounded. Both the speaker and the hearer thus readily process extra information included in the main verb root or in any closed-class element. In other words, information given in the verbal complex is present at a low cognitive cost.

The phenomenon can be seen when comparing the three following sentences: a. I went to Hawaii last month. b. I flew to Hawaii last month and c. I went by plane to Hawaii last month. The extra information of b. as compared to a. (i.e. the manner of the going to Hawaii) is readily included in b. while it is more foregrounded in c. where it is placed outside the verb complex.

Languages differ in the amount and types of information they can express in such a backgrounded way. In English both the Manner and the Path is characteristically expressed in backgrounding constituents (Manner in the verb root and Path in the satellite), and both components are thus expressed at low cognitive cost. In Spanish only Path is expressed in a backgrounding constituent (the main verb root), and Manner must be expressed in a gerundive or prepositional phrase, making more cumbersome sentences. Other verb-framed languages, with e.g. Manner

27 A more complete discussion of the notions of foregrounding and backgrounding is found in Talmy 2000-I: 257-309 “The Windowing of Attention”.
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characteristically expressed in closed-class satellites, (Nez Perce is cited as an example), should on the other hand be able to express this semantic component in a backgrounded way.

As we noted above, Nizaa typically conflates Motion and Path in the main verb in sentences of motion, and the semantic component of Path should consequently be backgrounded. Chains, on the other hand, are extensions of the verbal complex. One should thus expect that whatever semantic components should be present in the several roots would be backgrounded together, and that both hearer and speaker would readily process the whole complex. This process of backgrounding of several semantic components by grouping them together in the verb complex provides another perspective on the conceptual integration commonly said to occur in verbal series.

5.4 Event semantics and Motion

To answer the questions posed in 5.1 in a principled way, we need an apparatus for semantic categories that go beyond the simple glosses we gave for each verb in chapter 2.

Because of the basic status of Motion, and also because the majority of verb chains in our corpus pertains to Motion, we shall treat the event of Motion more thoroughly.

5.4.1 Semantic ‘building-blocks’

Various semantic ‘building-blocks’ can be shown to exist across a great number of languages, in the form of deep and mid-level morphemes. A deep morpheme represents a concept that is supposed to be both fundamental and universal in the semantic organisation of language. A mid-level morpheme, on the other hand, represents a particular conceptual complex of a deep-morphemic concept together with certain additional semantic material. Such complexes belong to the semantic organisation of particular languages, though they can be typologically widespread. Neither is to be identified with the surface forms (in capital letters) chosen to represent them.

In the case of Motion, MOVE is used to represent the occurrence of autonomous translational motion, and BELOC is used for the non-occurrence of the same. Both are basic, deep level morphemes. If MOVE is agentive, it is represented by AMOVE, which again is said to be best understood as a combination of MOVE and a causative matrix verbs “(to) AGENT”. Thus AMOVE equals CAUSE to MOVE. Other causative matrix verbs are “(to) AIM” for verbs of attempting, and “(to) INDUCE” which represents in abstracted form the concept of ‘caused agency’.

---

28 ‘Event semantics’ has in this case no immediate connection to the line of research instigated by Terence Parsons in his 1990 book *Events in the semantics of English: a study in subatomic semantics.*

29 Translational motion means that an object actually changes location, as opposed to self-contained motion which has the figure moving on the same basic location, as e.g. in *spin, dilate* etc. Talmy 2000-II: 36-37
There is a number of mid-level morphemes that pertain to a change of location of the figural entity, and that we shall cite as they will be useful in the treatment of Nizaa verbs later on. The first is GO, which is a semantic complex referring solely to an Agent’s volitionally self-propelled motion of its whole body, apart from any notion of deixis. Other mid-level morphemes adding something to MOVE or BE\textsubscript{LOC} are COVER, (the Figure BE\textsubscript{LOC} all-over the Ground), GIVE (Agent\textsubscript{1} MOVE the Figure into the GRASP of Agent\textsubscript{2}), PUT (Agent controlledly\textsubscript{MOVE} the Figure by limb motion but without body translocation) (Talmy 2000-II: 37-39\textsuperscript{30}).

5.4.1.1 Motion and Path

The notion of Path is important with Motion. Path alone, or together with the Ground, is often the most salient expression of Motion within the clause, what Talmy calls the core schema (cfr 4.1.2.2). A sentence such as Our tent blew into the gully exemplifies this: without the Path notion expressed in into, the sentence would be both ungrammatical and have no mention of Motion.

Talmy sees of the Path component as having a tripartite internal structure: Vector, Conformation and Deictic (Talmy 2000-II: 53-55). The Vector component of the Path is the basic types of arrival, traversal and departure that a Figural schema can execute with respect to a Ground schema. Such basic Path notions can be shown as ‘deep prepositions’ relating a Figure to a Ground, using forms such as AT, TO, FROM, VIA, ALONG, TOWARD, AWAY-FROM, etc.

The Conformational component further specifies the Ground schema as having some form, like being an enclosure or a volume, with inside and outside and surface. In English, prepositions such as into, out of, onto, etc. expresses Motion to or from a point which is respectively of the inside of some enclosure, or on the top surface of some volume. Phrases such as ‘roll into/out of the box or ‘blow onto the table’ come readily to mind, so do French verbs such as sortir ‘exit (from an enclosure)’ or entrer ‘enter (into an enclosure)’

The Deictic component typically specifies the Motion as being ‘towards the speaker’ or ‘in a direction other than the speaker’.

5.4.2 Nizaa

Such deep or mid-level morphemes shall not be used as equivalents to specific Nizaa verbs, but they can be part of the semantic description of specific verbs and thereby clarify the semantic content of chains. A particular verb can be said to conflate a deep or mid-level morpheme with other semantic material.

\textsuperscript{30} Talmy is in this passage in the middle of demonstrating how the co-event (e.g. manner, cause, precursion, etc.) can conflate onto deep or mid-level morphemes, and thus create complex events.
Moving on to considering Nizaa motion verbs, we find that Nizaa neatly fits Talmy's description of having a "whole series of verbs that express motion along various paths." (Talmy 2000-
II: 49). The verbs ge 'go, part' and di 'come' can be seen as GO, + a notion of Path pertaining to a
reference point (deixis). We can in addition mention the following sample, which all can be said to conflate MOVE or GO + Path (or Path + Ground: dib/diw 'exit', cee 'descend', kwanyw 'ascend', ndöp/ndöny 'pass', jib/jiw 'circle; roam', du 'advance', jin/juun 'return; redo', ngów 'approach', mgbey 'arrive', saw 'cross', tow 'follow', etc.

An interesting property of these verbs are that they can be used both ‘intransitively’ and ‘transitively’, that is, they can describe the Motion+Path event with an underlying lexicalisation of [Agent GO+Path], or with a lexicalisation of [Agent MOVE the Figure (= e.g. PUT, GIVE) +Path]. The fact that many motion verbs in Nizaa do not contain manner in their semantic build-up, may explain why they so easily accommodate both animate and inanimate arguments.

A smaller group conflates Motion and Manner, as luo 'run, move.fast', and wee 'crawl'. Verbs expressing locatedness are gwa/gwee ‘sit; stay’, nuu/nuju ‘lie’ and nyin/nyin ‘stand’, they are BELOC conflated with Manner.

5.5 Hypotheses

Based on the findings of chapter 3 on one hand, and the theoretical framework outlined in chapter 4 and 5 on the other hand, I propose in this section some hypotheses for the further treatment of Nizaa chains.

The first and second hypotheses concern the most basic notions of chains in Nizaa, the very reason for looking at chains in terms of macro-events (cfr. 4.1.1. and 5.2.1). The second hypothesis also enters into the formal definition we have given for chains in Nizaa, cfr. 3.1.

Hypothesis 1 Chains express conceptually integrated events, events that are conceptually close in some way, and that can be considered macro-events.

Hypothesis 2 Any morphological material occurring between the verbs signal a looser conceptual integration of the events denoted (Haiman 1985: 140).

Within such macro-events, it should be possible to discern framing events and co-events. Since the framing event is the more schematic of the two, it will tend to be expressed by a smaller set of linguistic items. We saw in 3.2.1 that a small number of verbs are frequent members of chains, some of which nearly always in final position. The following hypotheses are proposed to account for this pattern:

Hypothesis 3 The framing event will be expressed in the final-position verb form.

Hypothesis 4 The verb appearing in the first position will bear a support relation of co-event to this framing event.
Still the group of verbs occurring in final position (‘final position verbs’) does not seem to be a closed set, describable by a list. There is both a group of verbs only occasionally used in final position, and another group of verbs with a mixed distribution pattern, occurring frequently in both first and final position of chains.

We propose Hypothesis 5 to account for the extended group of ‘final position verbs’, counting also the ‘mixed distribution verbs’ when used in final position of chains:

**Hypothesis 5** Verbs used in framing event position must be semantically compatible with a framing event type.

When occurring as first position verb, ‘mixed distribution verbs’ will normally be followed by a ‘final position verb’. There are two proposed explanations for this behaviour, and both are to some extent tied up with hypothesis 3 and 4. They are presented in Hypothesis 6:

**Hypothesis 6** When used in first position, ‘mixed distribution verbs’ are followed
- a. either by a final position verb of the same framing event type, giving double expression of the framing event,
- b. or by a final position verb of another framing event type, giving an ordinary co-event/framing event expression of the macro-event.

A number of directional suffixes may occur with the last verb of the verbal constituent, be it a simplex or a chain. Hypothesis 7 is proposed to account for these suffixes, drawing on Talmy’s analysis of the Path component as having a tripartite internal structure of Vector, Conformation and Deictic (Talmy 2000-II: 53, cfr 5.4.1.1 above).

**Hypothesis 7** The Vector component is taken care of in the verb root, while derivational verbal suffixes of the final verb provide Conformational and Deictic components of the Path, that is, a more detailed specification of the Path in relation to a Ground schema.

Finally, I shall link the idea of the framing event as the ‘upshot’ with some ideas of discourse analysis. As we have seen in 4.1.2.1, Talmy defines the framing event as ‘the upshot’, that is, what constitutes the central import or main point of the sentence (Talmy 2000: 219). This makes it interesting to look at framing events from the point of view of narrative discourse structure, cfr. 1.3.2 We shall propose Hypothesis 8 to account for the relation between storyline and framing event:
Hypothesis 8  The framing event of a clause will be either directly on the main line of events, or be the event that connects the clause with the main storyline in sentences of supportive material and background information.\textsuperscript{33}

Hypothesis 8 can be used to check on the status of the final verb as framing event: if the final verb consistently does provide the connection to the storyline, it supports Hypothesis 3.
6 ANALYSIS OF THE 2-VERB CHAINS

We have now established a theoretical framework, looked at some facts of the language and proposed a number of hypotheses to account for the facts. Moving over now the actual analysis of Nizaa chains, we shall use the five types of framing event as departing points to examine the chained verbs, and define the placement of framing event and co-event within the chains.

Since the vast majority of chains contain only two verb roots and thus represent the most prototypical expression of verbal event integration in Nizaa, the bulk of the investigation will be carried out on these. Finally we will attempt to treat three-verb and four-verb chains the same way.

In accordance with Hypothesis 3 and 4, we will look at the two-verb chains to show that co-event and framing event are expressed in the first and final verb respectively. We will also show what relation exist between them in each case.

We shall present the material according to type of framing event, in sections 6.1-6.5. Among the framing event types, Motion is treated first and most thoroughly, for two reasons:

- Motion serves in Talmy’s model as a prototype for the other types of framing event (source for metaphorical extensions).
- Motion chains constitute the most frequent type of chains in the corpus

Within each subsection dealing with a framing event, we shall first give a short overview of the framing event as such, specifically noting its core schema. Then we will proceed to note the statistics of chains with the framing event in question, before exploring the different co-event support relations. In the treatment of the co-events, we are following the list in 4.1.3, which is roughly sequenced according to the temporal relationship of the co-event to the framing event. In each co-event group we will investigate closer one or several chains and examine the relation between the first and the last verb.

Among the co-events, Cause and Manner are treated more thoroughly, both because of their frequency, and because of their impact on the argument structure of the chains.

The formal versions of the sentences are made on a template consisting of [framing event] SUPPORT-RELATION [co-event].

6.1 Motion as framing event

Motion is an event of physical motion or stationariness. When the activating process is one of transition by the Figure with respect to the Ground, it is normally understood as translational motion,
(as opposed to self-contained motion (Talmy 2000-II: 25)). When the activation process is one of fixity of the Figure with respect to the Ground, it is understood as stationariness. As mentioned in 4.1.2.2, the association function of the Figure with the Ground is the Path, that is, the path followed or the site occupied by the Figure with respect to the Ground (Talmy 2000-II: 226-7). The core schema of Motion is Path, or Path+Ground. Motion is said to be the conceptual prototype of the different framing events.

It is rather complicated to give a schematization capturing all the possibilities within this macro-event type (cfr Talmy 2000-II: 227-228). Below are presented two versions, one agentive and one non-agentive. The first clause within square brackets represents the framing event and the second clause represents the co-event. They are related by the support relation which may have the several values we saw in 4.1.3.

3) **Motion schematization**

a. [the Agent \textsc{MOVED the Figure RELATIVE to the Ground}] WITH-THE SUPPORT-RELATION-OF [the Agent \textsc{ACTED}]

b. [the Figure \textsc{MOVED RELATIVE to the Ground}] WITH-THE-SUPPORT-REALTION OF [the figure \textsc{DID.SOMETHING}]

The largest single group of 2-verb chains in the corpus involves Motion, with either one or both verbs pertaining to motion. We shall in this section look at chains where Motion is expressed in the last verb, and leave chains with a first position motion verb to be treated with other framing events.

About 25 chains have two motion verbs as opposed to 18 with one motion verb; a complete list is given in Table B-1 of Appendix B. Nizaa h as, as we have noted in 5.4.2, many motion verbs with Path conflation. The chains where both verbs pertain to Motion thus present a somewhat paradoxical situation, in often having two verbs containing a Path component. We shall show that the same structure of co-event – framing event may be present in these chains as in the other chains where only one motion verb is involved, but this does not cover all the cases. An explanation along the lines of pleonastic verbs, as described in 4.3.3, will be used to account for some of the remaining chains, while others can be seen to be in an intermediary position between Motion and Temporal Contouring.

### 6.1.1 Precursion

The obvious place to start would seem to be with the co-event support relation of Precursion, where the co-event precedes the Motion event, but without causing or assisting in its occurrence. Now it proved difficult to find any such chains in the corpus, at least with Motion as framing event (see 6.3.1 for a case of State change).
In accordance with Hypothesis 1 we propose that the reason for this is the conceptual integration which chains are indicative of. Within a chain, a strict separation of events in first and secondly occurring event is generally not important, if no other relation than temporal sequence is involved. We thus have no chain examples of Precursion as co-event support relation of Motion in the corpus.

Interestingly, we do have examples of verb sequences which are formally close to chains, but with insertion of the clitic - rë ‘verb detransitiviser’ between the verbs (cfr. 3.1). The events in these cases can be seen as being temporally more sequenced, having one event clearly distinguished as occurring before the other without directly causing or assisting in its coming about.34

In 4), the agentive subject first arises (or stands forth) in the first clause, and then proceeds to act on an object in the second clause. The first of the two verb forms labeled as V¹ can be analysed as a complex macro-event in its own right: it contains both the event of standing up in the verb root, and the event of forward movement from the Ground in the derivational suffix –v` ‘from’. These events are then ‘rounded off’ with the clitic - rë before going on to the events in the next clause.35 The events of 4) are somewhat ‘spread out’ and thus less conceptually integrated than they would have been in a chain, but they are still close enough to be expressed in a multi-clause sentence.

### 6.1.2 Enablement

The support relation of Enablement to a framing event resembles Precursion in that it occurs before the framing event. But Enablement plays a more active role in its coming about. In the corpus we have several chains where the first verb can be seen to be temporally preceding the second verb, but with a support relation of Enablement rather than mere Precursion. Enablement events are not causing, but assisting or enabling the framing event to come about. 5) is a case in point:

5) S^ag^-Aux O^pat  V¹  V²

```plaintext
Waà lüguùŋ sónw jér gur dìi.
wu-à lüguùŋ sónw jér gur dìi
2s-aux maize bowl 10 buy leave
```

“You shall buy and store 10 bowls of maize.”

txt6:004
The final verb of this chain, 'put; leave' is a verb of mixed distribution: in the corpus it occurs twice in first, and twice in final position. It also occurs twice in single verb clauses. In first position and the single-verb occurrences the ‘put’-idea is stronger, while in final position it seems that the ‘leave’ idea is the most salient: the Figure is left and stays where it has been put.

Using the notation of 5.4, we can represent 'put' first as conflating a mid-level morpheme with other semantic material: \[ \text{PUT Figure at/on location for it to STAY there} \]. 'PUT as a mid-level morpheme can be analysed as having conflated certain deep-level morphemes: \[ \text{Agent CAUSE the Figure to MOVE TO a location} \]. It is thus a Motion event that is denoted by \(V^2\), and we take it to be the framing event in accordance with Hypothesis 3.

This event is not caused by the event preceding it, the buying, of the Figure, but it is enabled by it, by bringing the Figure within the grasp of the Agent. This chain is thus temporally sequenced: the buying must occur before the putting away can take place, but the two events are viewed as closely connected, by the fact that the two verbs are adjacent with no intervening material. \(V^1\) thus expresses the co-event of enablement in relation to the framing event of Motion.

5) is taken from a procedural account. Procedures resemble narrative discourse in having a clear chain of main events (things to do to obtain a desired result). Within this particular account (‘How to raise chickens’), the storing of food for the future chicks is more relevant to the desired result than the exact way of procuring the food. This also points to the final verb as framing event, as proposed in Hypothesis 8 on the relation between framing event and the main line of events in the text. **Formal version:** [The Agent \(\text{PUT the Figure on a location} \) WITH-THE-ENABLEMENT-OF \(\text{the Agent buys the Figure}\].

### 6.1.3 Cause and Manner

According to Talmy, Cause and Manner are by far the most frequently occurring co-events (Talmy 2000-II: 220). This is to some extent borne out by the material in the present corpus. These two co-events may be difficult to distinguish, but we shall follow Talmy’s definition of Cause as basically something the Agent does, and Manner as basically something the Figure does (Talmy 2000-II: 28). Thus in *The sailor kicked the boat away from the quay*, the Agent by his kick causes the Figure to MOVE away from the Ground, while in *The boat floated away from the quay*, the Figure MOVE away from the Ground with a manner of floating.

Cause and Manner have some intriguingly different syntactic consequences. Cause has the property of potentially augmenting the number of arguments of the framing event, in this case Motion, while this is less clear of Manner. Causation can be divided into a number of types, from unintended author causation, via intended agent causation and self-agentive causation, to induced causation, also called caused agency. In all of these cases an Author or an Agent is effecting some Motion either of a Patient or of another Agency, or, to use the terminology that we have adopted in this thesis, an event...
instigated by an Author/Agent causes a Motion event of the Figure, be it Patient or Agent of the Motion event. We thus often get a ‘different participants as subjects’-reading of the two verbs in a chain with Cause as co-event.

Manner, on the other hand, will typically have a ‘same participant’-reading of the two events. They will both pertain to the Figure’s motion, but the co-event will describe some activity or behaviour on the part of the Figure that does not change its location. A Manner activity of the Figure may thus be e.g. bouncing or spinning (self-contained motion), while the framing event of Motion expresses a change of location (translational motion).

6.1.3.1 Cause
When the co-event is bearing a Cause support-relation to the framing event, it is directly causing the Motion of the Figure, intentionally or unintended. We have an intentional chain in 6):

6) \( \text{V}^1 \quad \text{V}^2 \)
\[
\ldots \text{mbuú kwanywré,} \ldots \\
\ldots \text{mbuú kwanyw-re} \ldots \\
\ldots \text{throw ascend-v.det} \ldots \\
\]

“\( \ldots \text{threw}^{39} \text{it upwards,} \ldots \)"

To ‘throw’ an object is to put it into motion by moving it with one’s arm and then release it, and both verbs in this chain thus speaks of Motion, with the first verb conflating Cause and Motion, and the last verb conflating Motion and Path.

To decompose this example semantically, we can use a formalism representing the proposed co-event as a subordinate clause connected with a main clause expressing the framing event:  [Agent \( \wedge \text{MOVE} \) the Figure on an upward Path WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF throwing it] (Talmy 2000-II: 29). The chain thus has two ‘subjects’: the Agent doing the throwing and the Figure moving upwards.

This clarifies the central import of the sentence, namely that the Figure MOVE along a certain Path, expressed in \( \text{V}^2 \) kwanyw ‘ascend’, thus containing the framing event. As additional information we are told that the cause of this Motion was the throwing done by the Agent, expressed in \( \text{V}^1 \) mbuú ‘throw’, thus containing the co-event.

The Figure is in this case typically patientive, an inanimate object that is handled by an Agent. We shall in the next subsection, on induced agency, go on to discuss at some length cases of a more agent-like Figure, in the light of some crosslinguistic considerations.

Induced agency in chains
An interesting chain of Cause and Motion is found in 7) below. It exemplifies a verbal combination frequently found in serialising languages, of a verb meaning ‘take’ with an intransitive motion verb. 40
Before proceeding to the actual Nizaa example, we shall have a closer look on this type of verbal series.

‘Take’-verbs in a cross-linguistic perspective

In a number of languages, the combination of ‘take’ + intransitive motion-verb, has the effect of transitivising or causativising the clause. As independent verbs, the ‘take’ verbs in question typically speak of physical manipulation of a Patient; this restrains the possible objects of such verbs to ‘take-ables’ (Lord 1993: 94). Often when used in a serial verb construction, the ‘take’ verb has such an object, which then acts as the subject of the next verb of the series.

Another common trait of series with ‘take’ is the occurrence of an intransitive motion verb as the second verb of a series. Such a series often take the form of \[ \text{NP}_1 \text{‘take’ NP}_2 \text{‘move’ (NP}_3\text{-loc)}\], where the first NP ‘takes’ the second NP, and the second NP then moves in relation to a location (Lord 1993: 86-87). The object of ‘take’ is thus also the ‘subject’ of the motion verb, and this shared NP is understood as caused to move by the subject of ‘take’. Obviously, objects amenable to physical manipulation constitute the basic use of this construction, but as it becomes more grammaticalised, also other more abstract entities can be ‘taken’, or it is seen as sufficient for being take-able that something is moveable, so that e.g. persons are ‘taken’ and induced to ‘move’.

In many cases, both the first NP functioning as subject and the second NP functioning as combined ‘object/subject’, may be understood to move, like ‘he took and dragged X’, ‘he took X and came’. In other cases, just the participant introduced by ‘take’ is understood to move, like ‘he took and hung X’ (examples adapted from Lord 1993: 96-97; in our theoretical framework, ‘X’ corresponds to the Figure.) Both types display different referents as subject of the two verbs, though the first type is merely ‘adding to’ the NP\_1 subject with NP\_2, while the other type has an entirely different referent for NP\_2 than NP\_1.

_Nizaa ka ‘take’_

6) above is a good illustration of the ‘different subject’ type. It denotes an Agent’s action as causing the Figure to move, using ‘throw’, which like ‘take’ is a ‘handling verb’. 7) below exemplifies the ‘expanded-subject’ type. The semantic character of the Figure is here different: it has more agentive properties than the Figure of 6), by being human as opposed to inanimate.

\begin{verbatim}
7) S^ag V^1 V^2 O^pat adv
\begin{tabular}{l}
Nàw kipôm ka ge búro wàn jèë, …
nîl-Pl kf- pôm-L ka ge 6wi-rô wàn jèë …
they ana-villageDF take go 3pPl-ana chief at
\end{tabular}
\end{verbatim}

“The people of that village brought them (two brothers) to the chief's place, …"
We thus have in 7) a case of induced agency: somebody is made to agentively carry out the action of moving to a location by the action of somebody else, although be it in all likelihood together with (representatives of) this other Agent. The formerly intransitive verb ge ‘go’ together with the transitive ka ‘take’, add up to a chain of Caused Motion.

What is strikingly different from the constructions of ‘take’ + motion-verb described above, is the fact that the ‘taken’ object, in this case two persons, is not allowed to intervene between the two verbs as a V\(^1\) object/V\(^2\) subject coalesced in one single NP. Instead the whole chain has become transitive, with a syntactic direct object in its normal position after the verbal complex. To put it differently, we have one macro-event, with a Motion framing event and a Cause co-event. The Motion event has an expanded subject: it is pragmatically likely that both the Agent and the Figure are carrying out the moving to a location.

**Formal version:** [The Agents INDUCED the Figure to MOVE with them to a location] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [the Agent took the Figure]

**Other instances of Caused Motion**

Another chain of induced agency is given in 8), and in this case the number of arguments actually present plays a role in the interpretation of the event structure of the sentence.

![Semantic representation of the sentence](image)

The Agent induces the multiplex Figure to assemble in his courtyard by calling them together, and so the Cause and the Motion event seem clear enough at first glance. The V\(^2\) verb, yááŋ ‘assemble; do.together; be.together’, may denote Motion of several entities to some location, and seemingly it is only this verb which specifies that Motion actually takes place in the sentence of 8). But the first verb bóó ‘call; cry.out’ also plays a role in the Motion reading of this example. While it does not by itself necessarily imply the motion event of several people coming to the same location, it introduces an indirect object of the chain. It thus has a similar effect as ka ‘take’, above. Without the presence of this indirect object with a Recipient role, the chain would possibly mean that a multi-subject ‘cried together’ (in this case a multiplex subject would have been required). We shall see an example of such a use of yááŋ ‘assemble; do.together; be.together’ in 6.4. (Action correlation). bóó ‘call; cry.out’ thus lexicalizes different events in Nizaa, with different syntactic consequences: a. to call somebody (with Recipient object) and b. cry. out, (no object with Recipient role, though a complement clause of the utterance is possible).
8) is still readily describable as consistent with hypotheses Hypothesis 3 above and Hypothesis 4 above, by understanding 6óg as lexicalising the a. reading above, and thereby functioning as a Cause co-event to the framing event of Motion.

We take the framing event to be Motion rather than Action correlating in this case, though such a decision may be discussed. But the upshot of the whole clause is that people actually move into the courtyard, and it is this fact that is bringing the story forwards, less than their doing it together.

*Formal version:* [the Agent INDUCED the multiplex Figure to MOVE to a location] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [he called them]

6.1.3.2 *Manner*

When passing over to the co-event of Manner, we find fewer complexities as far as the number of participants is concerned: Manner co-events do not introduce extra arguments.

Our first example is fairly straightforward:

9) \[S_{\text{aut}} \quad \text{Aux} \quad V^1 \quad V^2\]

\[\ldots \text{kôm giw cûn cêñ ā bûú jûñsârîwà.}\]
\[\ldots \text{kôm giw cûn-L cêñ ā bûú jîñ-sa-ri-wà}\]
\[\ldots \text{spec.tree big treeDF noise aux swish return-down-towards-subj.}\]

"... the noise of the big kom-tree as it swished back downwards again."

The V\(^1\) verb describes the sound that the Figure is making as it is descending from having being thrown up into the air. The V\(^2\) verb jîñ/juûñ ‘return’ expresses the Motion +Path, together with the derivational suffixes that specify the Path of the Motion event. The first suffix -sa- denotes the Motion as going in a downward direction, while the second suffix -ri- denotes Motion towards the deictic centre of the sentence.\(^{42}\) (The last suffix -wà is part of the periphrastic progressive with the auxiliary à and the subjunctive form of the verb.)

*Formal version:* [the Figure MOVED to a location] WITH-THE-MANNER-OF [the Figure made a swishing sound]

Another example of Manner and Motion is found in 10), also with the derivational suffix -ri-
in V\(^2\):
10) $S^{ag} \longrightarrow V' \longrightarrow V^2$

Nitâŋw  loo yaâŋrirê ....
nitam-Pl  loo yañ-ri-rê ....
people       run assemble-to-v.detr ....

"People came running to,.... “
Txt1:012

The clause in 10) has a plural subject with the role of Agent, and Motion is expressed in the final verb $\text{yaâŋ} ‘assemble’, which as we recall also can mean ‘do. together'; be.together’. The complete form of the last verb is $\text{yaâŋrirê}$, it contains as already mentioned the derivational suffix -ri- ‘towards’ denoting motion towards the deictic centre of the sentence. The last morpheme, -rê, is the verbal detransitiviser, it bars the mention of further arguments of the verb (in this case a possible locative phrase, which would be redundant in the context), and finishes off the clause as the last element. The final verb form thus expresses the Path in relation to the Ground, both in the verb root and in the suffixes.

Again one could discuss whether this is a case of Action correlation where a plural subject is seen as carrying out an activity (running) together, or a case of Motion with the Manner of the Motion described. The presence of -ri- disambiguates this, making it unequivocally a Motion event; it could not have been present in an Action correlation use of $\text{yaâŋ} ‘assemble; do.together; be.together’$.

The first verb $\text{loo} ‘run$ conflates Manner and MOVE, denoting an unbounded activity. As co-event it bears the support relation of Manner to the framing event of Motion. In a discourse analysis perspective it adds colour to the description of the main event, which is the fact that these persons MOVED to a certain location.

**Formal version:** $[\text{the Figure }_A\text{MOVED to a location} ]\text{WITH-THE-MANNER-OF }[\text{the Figure ran}]$

6.1.3.3 Cause or Manner?

We have already in 6.1.3.1 noted that Cause and Manner may be somewhat difficult to distinguish in some cases. This is partly a result of traditional grammatical terminology. In sentences such as *He kicked the keg into the storeroom*, *kick* would traditionally have been considered the manner of the Agent’s action to move something, but within our theoretical framework, this is considered the Cause of the Motion of the Figure. We shall look at some Nizaa examples where this confusion may arise or which may be read as both Cause and Manner.

The sentence in 11) has three clauses. All three clauses contain Motion, the first with a single verb, $\text{díi} ‘put; leave’ (but note the derivational suffixes which define the path of the putting!). The second and the third clause contain 2-verb chains:
Let us start out by the third clause, which is a clear example of Cause and Motion. The Motion is expressed in the final verb, *dib/diw* ‘exit’. The first verb is again a ‘handling verb’, denoting the Agent’s action of carrying. This is what causes the Motion of the Figure, which is “human” and thus agent-like. *pan/peŋ* ‘carry’ does not incorporate motion in its meaning, though it will often be used in situations of moving about with some load. Its basic meaning is rather ‘to intentionally support an entity of some weight, with one’s own body’. In assigning *pan/peŋ* ‘carry’ the support relation of Cause we follow Talmy’s definition of assigning actions of the Agent to Cause, and actions of the Figure to Manner.

*Formal version, third clause*: [the Agent \(A\) MOVED the Figure from a location] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [the Agent carried the Figure]

In the second clause, the Motion event is again expressed in the final verb, *kwajw* ‘ascend’. The first verb *zää* ‘swing’ may denote the Cause or the Manner of the framing event of ascension. *zää* means ‘swing back and forth’ (like a swing on ropes). Now the subject of this chain coincides with the Figure as the moving entity in this clause, and so it is somewhat complicated to decide whether it is Cause (action of the Agent) or Manner (action of the Figure) that is present here. A Cause reading presents the subject as actively swinging himself up with the tail of the monkey, whereas a Manner reading sees the subject dangling upwards holding on to the tail lifted by the monkey. The two possible readings are hinted at in the analysis line, by having two alternative roles for the subject, Patient or Agent, which correspond to the Manner reading or the Cause reading respectively. We also propose two different formal versions to clarify the different readings.

*Formal version, second clause*:

- a. [the Figure \(A\) MOVED to a location] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [the Figure \(A\) SWUNG himself with an instrument]
- b. [the Figure MOVED to a location] WITH-THE-MANNER-OF [the Figure DANGLED in an instrument]
Finally we choose the Manner reading (the b.-reading) as the most appropriate; it is this reading that is most consistent with the following clause, which has the monkey lift the hyena out of the hole.

6.1.4 Concomitance

A different support relation occurs when two events take place together, and the connection is based only on this temporal relation. The next example has the subject carrying out two activities at the same time, with Motion as framing event. It is used in a periphrastic progressive construction with a subjunctive form together with the auxiliary particle á:

12)   S     Aux  V
        Kùù …    á  bόó  gèwà.
        kùù …    á  bόg  ge -wà
        grandpa…. aux  cry.out  go-sub

"Grandpa … is crying as he goes."

Example 12) involves Motion as seen in the last verb ge, and has a co-event of concomitance in the first verb, the Agent is crying or shouting as he moves. Both events could well take place without the other, but they are put together in a chain, thus signalling the conceptual integration of the two activities involved and hence adding more colour to the description.

Again it is the framing event expressed in the last verb that brings the story onwards, the crying is supportive material serving to characterise the Agent.

*Formal version:* [the Figure \text{MOVED}] WITH-THE CONCOMITANCE-OF- [the Figure cried].

6.1.5 Concurrent result

A concurrent result is an event that is caused in some way by the framing event, but occurring simultaneously with it. It is not found with Motion in the corpus, though it occurs with other framing events.

6.1.6 Subsequence

When the co-event takes place directly after the framing event, and is enabled by, or is caused by, or is the purpose of that event, we have a support relation of Subsequence. According to Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4, this should be expressed in the first verb of a chain, with a framing event in the final verb, as usual. Any simple iconicity of temporal or ‘logical’ sequence of events will thus be broken: the event occurring subsequently to the framing event is placed first in a chain.

In 13) below we find a sentence containing two instances of a colloquial and frequently used chain, with the ‘mixed distribution’ verb dib/diw ‘exit’ in $V^1$ position:
The elliptical first clause contains only the chain Dib ndōŋ-ré ‘exit pass’ plus the verbal detransitiviser, but the lack of any Ground in 13), i.e. a specification of the location left, is only ostensive: the preceding context locates the subjects of the two clauses in a house. 13) then depicts the subject as leaving the house by passing through the door. This is expressed in an unobtrusive way, by means of conflating it into the motion-verbs of the verbal complex, thus back-grounding the information. No house is explicitly mentioned, no door is heard of, but the V₁ verb dib ‘exit’ conveys the idea of exiting from an enclosure, and the V₂ verb of passing thorough an opening.

ndōŋ/ndōŋŋ ‘pass’ may mean ‘pass (through)’ a constriction, ‘pass (by)’ an entity, or with the derivational suffix –a- ‘into’, ‘enter’ an enclosure. (It may also be used with a stative meaning, ‘surpass’). The same chain, with the same meaning, is found in the second clause as well.

Both verbs in this chain express Motion, V₁ specifying the Motion as ending up outside (Path + Ground) and V₂ specifying the Motion as a passage (Path + Ground). Both of the verbs may occur in simplexes, and both are recorded in the corpus as occurring both in V₁ and V₂ position, dib/diw ‘exit’ most typically so (cfr 3.3). The chain thus has a ‘mixed distribution’ verb in first and final position, giving us an opportunity to test Hypothesis 5 and Hypothesis 6.

The first predicts that verbs used in a final position must be semantically compatible with a framing event. This is borne out here, as ndōŋ/ndōŋŋ ‘pass’ is clearly semantically compatible with a Motion framing event.

Hypothesis 6 predicts only two possibilities for chains with ‘mixed distribution’ verbs in first position. Either the V₂ verb is of the same framing event type, and we get a pleonastically expressed framing event, or the V₂ verb is of another framing event type, and we get an ordinary structure of co-event - framing event. The last alternative is exemplified e.g. in 34) below. Are the chains in 13) examples of the first alternative?

In my opinion it is still possible to discern a framing event and a co-event between these two verbs. The framing event is the passing of the door, and the ‘being outside’ is a subsequent co-event of this passing, enabled or caused by it. What makes this distinction possible is that the denotation of the two verbs are only partially co-extensive, and that passing through an opening may be seen as a prerequisite of getting outside an enclosure. In 6.1.8 below we shall examine other chains where the
verbs are more co-extensive in their denotation, and consequently expressing the framing event pleonastically.

Formal version: [the Figure APASSED through an opening] WITH-THE-SUBSEQUENCE-OF [the Figure came outside].

6.1.7 Constitutiveness

When the support relation is one of Constitutiveness, the co-event is a substrate being shaped by the framing event (Talmy 2000-II: 220, 232). This type of support relation is most easily found in the corpus with Temporal Contouring as framing event. But another use seems to be as a substrate motion verb with a more specific motion verb as framing event, which can account for some of the chains with two verbs of Motion.

The first example is drawn from a sentence already cited in 3.1, to show the use of chains in general. Here we shall have a closer look at the second clause, which involves the mixed distribution verb ge ‘go’ in final position of the chain, as in 7) above. But while 7) has an Agentive subject and the active, transitive verb ka ‘take’ as co-event, 14) has a Patient subject and the inactive, intransitive verb ‘fall’ as co-event. What happens to the semantics of ge ‘go’ in this context?

As the most frequent verb of mixed distribution, ge ‘go’ is interesting in its own right. It occurs in two-verb chains as first and last verb 6 and 5 times respectively. It is also frequently used in simplexes and, in 3- and 4-verb chains. As for its first position use, we can see that it is typically followed by final position verbs, such as jiŋ/juŋ ‘return’ (cfr. 3.3; see also the analysis of ge juŋ in 16) below). It also retains its concrete meaning of moving volitionally and self-propelled to a location. The same applies for use in simplexes, though a certain tendency to auxiliarisation can be seen in its use with subjunctives, cfr note 45.

In final position the situation is somewhat different, though not necessarily so. We have already analysed two chains above with this verb in final position, and one more will be examined in the next subsection. The chain in 7) can profitably be treated here under the heading of Constitutiveness:

14)  S°exp  V¹  O°Pat  Rel: [ S°Pat  V¹  V² ]

....buλaŋ sewu mban kùù fɔɔ dag gewuŋa, ...
....bu-la-w-pl se-wu mbanL kùù fɔɔ-L dag ge-wu-nà ...
....they-DEM-pl see-pst placeDF grandpa staffDF fall go-pst-pcple ....

“....they saw the place that grandpa’s staff fell off to,……”
s42:004

The chain dag gewuŋa, ‘fall go-to’, is the verbal constituent of an unmarked relative clause, with the final suffix –nà co-referent with the head noun mban ‘place-DF’. The subject of the relative clause is
kùè ṭsō ‘grandpa’s staff’, a possessive syntagm. The possessive syntagm is directly following the head noun of the relative clause without any relative pronoun, as often is the case in Nizaa.

Hypothesis 5 predicts that any verb occurring in framing event position will also be semantically compatible with some framing event category, and ge ‘go’ certainly is compatible with Motion. But in this clause it can hardly be said to have a meaning of volitional, self-propelled movement. The Figure slips by accident out of a person’s hand, and then falls. But ge ‘go’ also contains the meaning of moving away from a location, to ‘part’. Thus, in this clause its presence tells us that there is a further Motion on the part of the Figure, it does not just fall straight down, but travels a certain distance before landing.

Within this macro event, the V''dag ‘fall’ can be seen as the event constituting the Motion. The Motion framing event shapes the falling as having a sideways trajectory in addition to the normal downwards direction of any fall, given the gravitational forces.

*Formal version:* [the Figure MOVED to a location] CONSTITUTED BY (it fell).

### 6.1.8 Chains with two motion-verbs

We noted earlier, in 6.1, the somewhat paradoxical co-occurrence of two Motion + Path verbs together in a number of chains. In this subsection we will propose a way of dealing with this, along the lines sketched in 4.3.3. What is at stake here is the fact that communicative needs in different ways may override the exigencies of a typical syntactic structure of the language. That is, the structure seemingly remains, but with a somewhat different semantic set-up. We shall repeat two of the main points concerning satellite-framing languages.

*Co-event underspecification in satellite-framing languages*

In a satellite-framing language, the co-event main verb and framing event satellite pattern may be kept in so far as the framing event still is expressed in the satellite. But instead of specifying a co-event proper, a generic verb may be used as main verb. Then the co-event may be reintroduced as an adjunct, forming a co-event satellite in its own right. In English ‘go’ is often used as a ‘dummy’ verb in this way, as in *They went on singing.* The ‘true’ framing satellite way of expressing this is *They sang on,* while an outright verb-framed way of expression would be *They continued singing.*

Another strategy that avoids specification of the co-event is the use of a verb with a meaning close to the framing satellite. The framing event thus gets referred to twice, both in the verb and in the satellite. If a co-event needs to be mentioned, it may again be introduced as an adjunct. An example may be the double expression of ‘seeking’ in the collocation ‘search for’, as in *They searched for bodies under the snow by probing,* compared to *They probed for bodies under the snow* or *They sought bodies under the snow by probing.* Again we can treat the resulting sentence as having a phrasal form of the framing verb, with or without a co-event satellite.
Both of these strategies are ‘by-pass operations’ which remould the sentence along the lines of a verb-framed language, and the verb is best treated as a framing verb of phrasal form.

Pleonastic expression in Nizaa

Since different communicative needs may be supposed to play just as great a role in Nizaa as in any other language, such mechanisms of bypassing the co-event should be possible to find here as well. Now the above concerns satellite-framed languages, while we are working from the assumption that a verbal series language like Nizaa are verb-framed, rather than satellite-framed. In verb-framed languages the locus of the framing event is the main verb and thus should be kept unchanged, or at least in its accustomed position, while the co-event specification will be downplayed by using a generic dummy verb/satellite or by having two verbs expressing the framing event.

This is what we will endeavour to show in the next subsection, taking up the idea of a double, pleonastic expression of the framing event, together with the effect of the verbal complex as a backgrounder constituent (5.3). By far the largest group of pleonastic chains has jiŋ/juŋ ‘return’ in V\textsubscript{2} position, though others groups exist as well. jiŋ/juŋ ‘return’ is therefore discussed in more depth in a separate subsection.

The first example of pleonastic expression of the framing event is presented in 15):

15) \begin{align*}
V^1 & \quad V^2 & \text{adv} \\
\ldots & \text{ċċċ} & \text{gewu} & \text{wúrâ} \\
\ldots & \text{ċċċ} & \text{ge-wū} & \text{wúr-nā} \\
\ldots & \text{descend go-past field.in} \\
\text{“} & \text{... goes down to the fields,...”} \\
\text{s33:001}
\end{align*}

The chain in 15) has ge ‘go’ as following verb, and is used of a person moving down to a location, her fields. The downward direction when going there follows from the typical localization of fields in the Nizaa area: they are often situated in low-lying plains by the riverside. This direction is placed at co-event position and does not play any further role. Instead emphasis is put on the fact of her leaving the location where she has been situated up to this point in the story, and going to the next ‘scene of action’. Thus ge ‘go’ is chosen as V\textsubscript{2} and framing event, while the Path specification present in ċċċ ‘descend’ is relegated to the V\textsubscript{1} position. We may also remark that ge ‘go’ in this chain is again used of volitional, self-propelled motion, thus differing from 14) above where it denoted only a parting, a ‘going away’, from the original location of a falling object.

The chain in 15) exemplifies pleonastic expression of the framing event of Motion. From the point of view of which verb has conflated which Path component, it is difficult to decide which verb should be the most ‘framing’, i.e. should contain the strongest core schema. There is no particular co-
event present, and as such the sentence could be said to express, not a macro-event or complex event at all, but one single event of Motion of the Figure in relation to a Ground. Still it uses the common way of expression with a 2-verb-chain, only bypassing the specification of a co-event.

From Motion in Space to “Motion” in Time

Another group of chains, containingjin/juun‘return’ in V^2 position, poses a more complicated problem for the analysis. As seen from 3.2, jin/juun‘return’ is one of the most frequent verbs in chains, and with one exception, always placed in final position. With a non-motion verb as co-event, jin/juun ‘return’ may function as any framing verb of Motion, as we saw in 9) with Manner as co-event. But what shall we make of chains where it is the second of two motion verbs?

A chain frequently heard, both in everyday usage, and in our corpus (four times), contains the final verb jin/juun ‘return’ together with the mixed distribution verb ge ‘part’, as in 16) below:

16) S^ag V^1 V^2 adv PP
    Đụụ ge jin nụ pọm waa jëë.
    đụụ ge jin ọhụ pọm waa jëë
    hare go return 3s village wife at

    "Hare returned to his village to his wife."
    Txt1:006

In 16), with a general motion verb like ge ‘go, part’, jin/juun ‘return’ has the same effect as the word (satellite) ‘back’ or ‘back again’ in English: ‘Hare went back to his village.’ Of this particular chain with ge juun ‘go - return’, we can note that as a general rule it is very often used for ‘going home’, with or without separate mention of ‘home’, to such an extent that the above sentences which explicitly mentions ‘his village’, would be weird without this verb.

It is difficult to assign a clear co-event–framing event semantic structure to this chain: the two verbs are both denoting Motion, the first as parting from a present location, the second as coming back to a previous location. These two movements are necessarily co-extensive, as the parting from one location is also a movement towards the previous location.

Let us cite one more example, in 17).

17) S^ag V^1 V^2 adv
    Nàm cee juuŋasá tuuná, ...
    Nàm-L cee juuŋ-a-sá tuu-ná, ...
    Hyena-DF descend return-into-down hole-in, ...

    "The hyena descended down into the hole again,... "
    txt2:016
This chain, involving cee ‘descend’ has again double mention of Motion + Path, with V¹ meaning downward movement, and V² movement to a location, as noted before. But in 17) jin/juan ‘return’ has no connotation of going ‘home’, it simply means going back to a location previously mentioned in the context. It thus specifies the Path of the motion in relation to the Ground: it is jin/juan ‘return’ that explicitly directs the Motion event to a specific location.

The Ground is also expressed in the derivational suffixes of juan: -a- takes the Motion into an enclosure and -sá denotes the Motion as vertically related to the ground. The suffixes thus take care of the Conform ation component of the Path\(^7\). The combined effect of the two suffixes with the locational phrase following them is Motion going vertically down into a hole in the ground.

Interestingly, the meaning of the last derivational suffix combines better with the meaning of cee ‘descend’ than with juan. The suffixes seem to bear on the whole chain rather than just the verb they are directly attached to, not surprisingly, perhaps, if we think of a chain as a complex of integrated events. The fact that derivational and inflectional suffixes are attached to the last verb of a chain, points to the framing function of the final verb within the larger whole, as we have seen in all the instances treated up to this point.

The best solution seems to treat these two, and other similar chains, as pleonastic expressions of the framing event.

The V² verb jin/juan ‘return’ has another characteristic meaning element that needs consideration. As the examples above show, jin/juan ‘return’ can be used of any returning to a previous location, and with various verbs of motion. But while it obviously has some Path-specifying function, in so far as it relates the moved or moving Figure to a Ground, it is also relating the action to the progression of time: it states that the Figure has been located with respect to the same Ground before. From this relation with time, there is an extension to the purely aspectual use of this verb, where the ground entity no longer is situated in space, but in time, as we shall show below in 6.2.4. We thus get a chain of related meanings of jin/juan ‘return’, linked by the relationship to the temporal progression, as tentatively shown by the change in satellites in 18) below.

18) Meaning chain of jin/juan ‘return’:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MOVE back} & \Rightarrow \text{MOVE again} & \Rightarrow \text{DO again} \\
\text{to a previous location} & \quad \text{so as to be as before} & \quad \text{another time, once more} \\
\text{(in space and/or time)} & \\
\end{align*}
\]

Seen in this way, verb chains in the left end of the scale will have a framing event of Motion, while the right end will belong with Temporal contouring. The chains in between will not be easily assignable
to either end: that is, a case can be made for both possibilities. The middle chains will typically have first position motion verb, so that the MOVE element is clearly expressed anyways, leaving the $V^2$ - verb of jin/juun ‘return’ with more of an aspectual meaning. In the middle there also will not be any overt locative argument in the sentence, since this has a disambiguating effect and pushes the chain towards the left end of the scale. The main effect of the middle chain is still a concern with Motion, since this is expressed in the $V^1$ verb as well. We shall cite two such examples before leaving this subject.

19) $S^{ag}$ $V^1$ $V^2$ $O^{pat}$ $V^1$-sub

$Ndwëññ ñaåñ ge juun yìm nwañ båàwà,$
man-pl dem-pl go return medicine fight seek-sub

"The men went back to seek fight-medicine, the women went back to make food."
Txt5:018

The two parallel clauses of 19) cite no overt locative element: juun ‘return’ most likely denotes ‘home’ in the case of the women going to cook, but may just as well denote some other location in the case of the men, depending on where (magical) remedies for fighting are kept. In any case the subjects leave their present location, and the English translation could just as well have been ‘went again’ or even ‘went away’ as ‘went back’.

The same line of thought applies to the next example. In 20) no location is specified overtly in this sentence, but as the speaker and his addressee are in the latter’s house, the choice of dib/diw ‘exit’ refers to a leaving of this location

20) $S^{ag}$ $V^1$ $V^2$

..yi dib juunrâ.
..yi dib jinrâ.
..log. exit retun-pst.det.

"...(goodbye,) I go back/ leave again."
Txt4:016

The $V^2$ verb refers in a backgrounded way to the destination when leaving; the locative element is tacitly implied. We thus take this chain to be a pleonastically expressed Motion event, but exhibiting the characteristics of chains in the middle of the scale in 18): it could also be treated as ‘leaving again, anew’, in other contexts.
ANALYSIS OF THE 2-VERB CHAINS

Formal version of 19) and 20): [the Agents A MOVED to a previous location]

In 6.2.4 below we shall consider some chains with jin/juan ‘return’ where the glide towards an aspectual use has been completed.

6.1.9 Summary of Motion as framing event

In sections 6.1.1-6.1.8 we have been treating Motion as framing event in 2-verb-chains with a number of different co-events. A total of 43 chains were found to have this framing event, of these 18 were directly treated in 6.1.

We have seen that several of the hypotheses of 5.5 are supported, with Hypothesis 3 as the pivot: framing events are expressed in the final verb of a chain. We have also shown that there is a consistent use of the final verb of the chain as ‘storyline connection’, as proposed in Hypothesis 8, adding further weight to the idea of the final verb as expressing the framing event. On the other hand, Hypothesis 6 on the patterning of the ‘mixed distribution’ verbs in V1 position, was shown to be too strong (cfr 6.1.6).

The co-events of Cause and Manner were treated somewhat more thoroughly than the other co-events, in 6.1.3. We noted general properties of causativity as compared to non-causative uses: it is reflected in the number of arguments of verbs (Lord 1993, p. 96). We found in several instances that the addition of a co-event verb with Cause as support relation had the effect of transitivising the sentence and allowing the presence of a direct object. In the treatment of induced agency, some crosslinguistic considerations were made, showing that Nizaa has a closer-knit structure than is the case for a number of other serial verb-languages.

Finally 6.1.8 showed that the structure of co-event – framing event may be by-passed with a double expression of the framing event, paralleling a phenomenon described for satellite-framed languages in 4.3.3. This bypass-strategy explains a number of the many chains with two Motion + Path verbs in the corpus. It is especially prevalent with the verb jin/juan ‘return’ as V2 verb. This verb also exhibits a glide in meaning from Motion to Temporal contouring as framing event.

Table B-1 in the appendix B shows all the chains found to have a Motion framing event in the corpus.

6.2 Temporal contouring as framing event

We saw in 4.1.2.2 that Motion is only one out of five proposed conceptual domains structuring events. The four other domains are seen as metaphorical extensions of Motion, rather than completely independent semantic structures. The same main components are thus recognizable within these other domains, but somewhat schematised. This is expressed in the use of *figural* and *ground entities*...
instead of Figure and Ground, *association function* instead of Path, and *activating process* instead of Motion (MOVE or \$behavioral LOC\$). Thus Temporal Contouring plays the same role as Motion within the structure of the framing event, and has *transition or fixity* as its two possible values.

Temporal contouring is defined as the linguistic category of *aspect*, where aspect is conceptualized as an event in its own right. The general structure of a framing event can apply to a temporal contouring in two different ways (Talmy 2000-II: 230-31).

In the first way, the figural entity is the degree of manifestation of an event. Such degrees as full/partial/negative manifestation of an event are set into a fixed association with particular points or periods in time, these points or periods thereby functioning as the ground entity. Examples of the degree-of-manifestation type of temporal contouring are ‘starting’, ‘stopping’, ‘continuing’, ‘remaining unmanifested’, ‘iterating’, ‘intensifying’, and ‘tapering off’. These types of contouring thus act as figural entities with respect to the ground entity of time as given in the discourse universe.

The second way the structure of the framing event can apply to temporal contouring is in a process that affects progressively more of some particular finite entity. The figural entity in this case is the affected object; the ground entity is the temporal contour itself. The activation process is the object’s progression through time, this is analogous with Motion by the general cognitive analogy which conceptualise time in the same way as space (paraphrased as “MOVE”; the double quotes mark the metaphorical use of concepts from the domain of Motion.). The association function indicates the direction (e.g. TO or FROM) of the relationship that the affected object (the “Figure”) has with the temporal contour (the “Ground”). The core schema is by this analogy “Path (+Ground)”, with aspect often expressed by the same kind of constituents as Path (+Ground) in motion events, by metaphorical extension (Talmy 2000-II: 231, cfr.also p. 236-7). A common example of this type of Temporal contouring is ‘finishing’.

These two viewpoints of the temporal contour allow a more unified treatment of the semantic-syntactic interface on the point of transitivity, since intransitive events often instantiate degrees of manifestation, while transitive events can be seen as processes affecting objects.

Temporal contouring frames the macro-event in determining the overall temporal framework of the macro-event. A main function is thus linguistic aspect. With respect to the co-event, it acts as a shaping structure imposed on a substrate. When the substrate co-event is one of a steady-state continuation, the framing event can impose a cessation or completion of that activity (e.g. as in stop singing, finish reading). Or an activity’s basic tendency towards termination can be overcome to yield a continuation of that activity (e.g. as in slowly dying). Or again, a basic tendency to occur once and then cease can be overcome to yield iterations (e.g. as in keep flashing) (Talmy 2000-II: 232).

In the schematic set-up below, we have tried to capture the two different structures of Temporal contouring as framing event.
21) Temporal contouring schemas

a. [the figural entity “MOVED” TO MANIFESTATION AT a TIME POINT/PERIOD]
CONSTITUTED-BY [an activity/event ]

b. [the Agent “MOVED” the figural entity TO COMPLETION ] CONSTITUTED-BY
[the Agent ACTED on the figural entity]

Though more sparsely represented in the corpus, Temporal contouring is definitely present, but the number of different co-events is greatly reduced as compared to Motion, it is rather Constitutiveness that seems to be the one prevailing co-event.

Temporal contouring appears in the corpus both as degree of manifestation of an event, and as process. In the first case, the degree is acting as figural entity in relation to a point in time, which then can be seen as “Ground”. We shall treat examples of this in 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. In the second case, an object progressively affected by a process is acting as figural entity. The temporal contour itself acts as ground entity, with a “Path” relating the two, e.g. TO COMPLETION. Examples of this are treated in 6.2.1 and in 6.2.3.

The characteristic ‘shaping’ behaviour of Temporal Contouring as framing event, chimes in well with the fact that the most common co-event support relation by far is Constitutiveness, but it makes it somewhat useless to organize the analysis according to the different co-events. Instead we shall use as organizing principle the four verbs predominantly used for Temporal Contouring framing events in the corpus: yer ‘begin’, sff ‘spend.day’, ba ‘finish’, and jin/juŋ ‘return’. The following subsections will treat them one by one. As before a formalized version will be given at the end of treatment of each example.

6.2.1 ‘To begin doing’

Our first example is an intransitive chain, with degree of manifestation as figural entity.

22) \( S^\text{em} \ V^1 \ V^2 \)

Níná bóó yerakfrá.
níná bóg yera-ki-rá
baby cry.out begin-TOT-PFdetr.

“The baby started to cry.”
s14g:03b

It is the starting point of the action of crying which is at issue in this sentence. The \( V^2 \) verb is thus lexicalizing the degree of manifestation, by pointing to a partial manifestation of the crying-event. This Temporal contour is related to the general backdrop of the past-time reference of the story, which then acts as ground entity to the event of starting, i.e. the time when the baby did not cry. The co-
event is ɓụọ ‘cry’, it has a support relation of Constitutiveness to yera ‘begin’, as it is a substrate shaped by the framing event.

**Formal version:** [the Agent STARTED an activity] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent CRIED]

Our next example resembles very much 22), except that it is a transitive sentence. Rather than pointing to a degree of manifestation of an event, the chain of 23) denotes the starting point of a process which progressively affects the patient.

23) S\textsuperscript{ag} \hspace{1cm} V\textsuperscript{1} \hspace{1cm} V\textsuperscript{2} \hspace{1cm} O\textsuperscript{pat}

\begin{tabular}{llll}
Sàŋ & soo & yerakф́́ & nyààŋ.
Sàŋ & soo & yera-ki-rф́́ & nyààŋ
prs.n. & broil & begin-TOT-PFtr & animal
\end{tabular}

“Sang started broiling the meat.”

The transitivity must be seen as arising from the V\textsuperscript{1}, soo ‘to broil’, which is an action requiring a Patient, something that is undergoing broiling. The V\textsuperscript{2} verb is also marked formally with the transitive perfective suffix -ф́́ instead of its intransitive-marking counterpart - ф́́ which we saw in 22) above.

The presence of the derivational suffix -ki ‘Totality of object’ in both 23) and 24) is interesting. Though it often implies a finishing of an event, it is not simply a marker of completive aspect. This is shown by the fact that it can appear with chains such as in 22) and 23) above, where the starting point of an event is at issue, not its completion. Rather, -ki refers to the affected object of some event as completely affected by that action; its most typical occurrence is thus in transitive sentences. But the preceding example is not transitive, and has an Agentive subject, and so the use of –ki in these sentences cannot be as marker of complete affectedness of a Patient, and thereby transitivity.

Possibly its use in these two different cases is tied to the figural entity more than participants such as Agent and Patient. As we remember it is the degree of manifestation which has the role of figural entity in such instances as ‘starting’. The use of -ki ‘completive’ points to a ‘complete’ start of the macro-event. We can thus give a more sophisticated version of the sentence as compared to the preceding example.

**Formal version:** [the Agent “MOVED” the figural entity to partial MANIFESTATION (it started] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent broiled something]

Both 22) and the following 23) clearly shows the prevalence of the order of co-event-framing event, as compared to a temporal ordering of the events in chains, cfr 5.2.1. But a parallel expression
exists, also with yer ‘begin’, with the same meaning as 23), and this structure shows a more iconic order of events. It employs the modal construction with subjunctive verb rather than a chain, and it is without the derivational suffix of -ki ‘Totality of object’, as shown in 24) below:

24) S\textsuperscript{ag} V\textsuperscript{1} O\textsuperscript{pat} Sub.V
\begin{align*}
Sàñ & \text{ yerarí nyààŋ sòòwà} \\
pr. n. & \text{ begin-PFtr animal broil-sub}
\end{align*}

“So Sang started to broil the meat.”

In the subordinate verb-construction of 24), the sequencing of the events is ‘start meat-broiling’. As shown in the two free translations, the two sentences are to a great extent synonymous, but with a slightly more integrated event-structure in 23). The information is packaged in a different way, with less backgrounding of the ‘broiling event’ since it has been taken out of the main verb complex and set apart as a subordinate clause, cfr. 5.3.

6.2.2 ‘To stay doing’

In the next two chains, the V\textsuperscript{2} verb, sff ‘spend.day’, expresses the notion of ‘spend the day’ (French: se séjourner). It is for instance an integral part of greeting formulas: Did you spend the day well? It has a nocturnal counterpart laa ‘spend the night’ (French: veiller).

The V\textsuperscript{1} verb sff ‘spend.day’ in the following example focuses on the repetition or prolonged carrying out of some action. Again, the Temporal contour has the role of figural entity denoting the degree of manifestation of the event in question:

25) S\textsuperscript{ag} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} Foc O\textsuperscript{recep} V\textsuperscript{1} -sub
\begin{align*}
\ldots & \text{ yí ge sít-cí kù wu maaŋ nyïŋ-wà.} \\
\ldots & \text{ 1sg go spend-hab foc 2sg mother speak-sub.}
\end{align*}

“..it is I that constantly go to greet your mother.”

In the example above it is not so much the fact of going to greet somebody in daytime that is at stake, but rather the constantly recurring aspect of this action. As time passes, it is manifested again and again, to the extent that it seems to happen all day. ‘ITERATE’ is used as a paraphrase below, since it captures the repetition of several full-cycle events, but this falls somewhat short of the idea of ‘constantly,’ or ‘always’ hinted at in the heading of this subsection, ‘To STAY doing’.

The V\textsuperscript{1} verb is the content of this recurrence, the event that constantly occurs, in this example ge ‘go’. But this verb is used as ‘modal’ or ‘auxiliary’ verb with the modal construction and a subjunctive verb: it has its subordinated purpose clause ‘to speak’. Thus ge ‘go’ is modified as
modal, having a co-event support relation of Constitutiveness to \( \text{spf} \) ‘spend.day’, and the combined modal chain then governs the subordinate clause. The subordinate clause is integrated in parentheses within the square brackets of the co-event element below.

In the formal version below we have not made full use of the idea of the degree of manifestation as the figurual entity, since this creates very complicated structures. Rather we use an aspectual notion in the framing event element, thus postulating it as a mid-level morpheme of Nizaa (cfr. 5.4.1). The same procedure is used in the following examples.

**Formal version:** [the Agent ITERATED an activity] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent went (to speak a person)]

The same verb \( \text{spf} \) ‘spend.day’ appears in the transitive chain of 27) below:

\[
\begin{align*}
26) & \quad S^{ag} \quad V^1 \quad V^2 \quad O^{pat} \quad \text{advl} \\
& \quad \ldots \text{rōdū suŋ sffí} \quad zōō \quad \text{dūu} \quad \text{pī}, \ldots \\
& \quad \ldots \text{rōdū suŋ sffí-cí} \quad zōō \quad \text{dūu} \quad \text{pī} \ldots \\
& \quad \ldots \text{baby drink spend-hab gruel good only} \ldots \\
& \quad \ldots \quad \text{‘(the) baby always drinks only good gruel, ...’} \\
& \quad S30:003
\end{align*}
\]

Again it is the degree of manifestation of the event that is at issue in the sentence. The existence of a direct object in the sentence does not change it into a process contour; this object is not at all seen from the point of view of a Patient being progressively affected by the co-event action. Rather the iterated or constantly ongoing drinking of a specific kind of gruel by the agent, is set as figurual entity against the ground entity of the passage of time in growing up. The \( V^2 \) verb thus expresses the framing event of Temporal contouring, while the co-event of drinking is standing in a Constitutiveness support relation to it.

**Formal version:** [the Agent ITERATES an activity] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent drink a liquid]

### 6.2.3 ‘To finish doing’

Passing over to the next verb typical with Temporal contouring, \( \text{ba} \) ‘finish’, recall that we have 6 two-verb chains in the corpus with this verb in \( V^2 \)–position. All of them involve a Patient, either as object or as subject of the chain. It is thus the process application of Temporal contouring on the framing event that is relevant in these chains. The verb \( \text{ba} \) ‘finish’, presents the process from the point of view of completion. In all of these chains we also find \(-\text{ki} \) ‘completive’ to be present, that is, completion to the point where the whole figure has been affected, is added to the lexical meaning of \( \text{ba} \) ‘finish’.

It is important to note with this verb that it is not so much the finishing or ceasing of the action that is at issue; rather it is the completeness of affection of the figurual entity. A perhaps equally relevant analysis of these chains would be to see them as having a State change framing event,
ANALYSIS OF THE 2-VERB CHAINS

involving a change of the affected object from existence to non-existence. Another possibility is to treat them as having a Realization framing event, where the process affecting an object is conceptualized as fulfilled (cfr 6.5 Error! Reference source not found.) But we shall treat them here as Temporal contouring since the progress through time is a salient part of their meaning as well.

27) is a straightforward transitive sentence with a two-verb chain:

27) S\(^\text{ag}\) V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(^\text{pat}\) advl

Kùù tur bakiwu ñwí dad.
kúú tur ba-ki-wú ñwi-L dad
grandpa rake finish-TOT-pst 3sg-df early

“Grandfather finished raking his (field) early.”

The figural entity of 27) is the direct object ‘his (field)’, it has undergone ‘raking’ and now this process is completed, the field is finished with respect to raking. The finished state of the field can be seen as caused by tur ‘rake’, or the field can be seen as totally affected=finished, caused by the activity of tur ‘rake’, now finished. The fact that a temporal adverb is chosen to finish off the sentence, is indicative of a Temporal contouring rather than a State change meaning.

**Formal version:** [the Agent FINISHED the figural entity] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [he RAKED it].

Another example, taken from the same story, has the figural entity of the affected patient as subject of the chain:

28) S\(^\text{pat}\) V\(^1\) V\(^2\)

….juū däα bakirã.
….juū-L dag ba-ki-rã
…..weeds-df fall-pl finish-TOT-PFdetr

“…. the juu-weeds have all fallen.”

In 28), the Temporal contouring interpretation is even more apt: the co-event of ‘falling’ has been completed, it has touched every single juu-weed stalk in the field. The co-event is here Manner, an activity on the part of the figural entity.

**Formal version:** [the figural entity is FINISHED] WITH-THE-MANNER-OF [the figural entity FELL]

6.2.4 ‘To return to doing’

The last examples of aspectual distinctions expressed by verb roots in chains, employ jin/juun ‘return’ in V\(^2\) –position. As we saw in 6.1, jin/juun ‘return’ is very frequent in Motion chains, denoting return to a previous location. In 6.1.8 we discussed the glide in meaning from Motion in space to “Motion”
in time, showing that it may readily be used in Temporal contouring chains, as Temporal contouring in
time is a metaphorical extension of Motion in space.

In a temporal setting 进博会 ‘return’ denotes returning to, or doing again, a previous activity.\textsuperscript{50} Our
next example shows this: after not having eaten meat for some period of time, the agent starts doing it
again, that is, he returns to it, in 29):

\begin{verbatim}
29)  S\textsuperscript{ag}  V\textsuperscript{1}  V\textsuperscript{2}  O\textsuperscript{pat}
Mi  taŋ  jiŋkirĩ  nyāàŋ.
mi  taŋ  jiŋ-ki-rĩ  nyāàŋ
1sg  eat  return-TOT-PFtr  meat

“I ate meat again.”
\end{verbatim}

The only possible interpretation of 29) is a return to the activity mentioned in the V\textsuperscript{1} verb, not e.g. a
translocational motion while eating. Again it is the Temporal contour itself which acts as figural
entity, it is not a process on the patientive direct object that is at issue here. Within the macro-event,
taŋ ‘eat’ is a constitutive co-event, while 进博会 ‘return’ is a framing event of Temporal contouring.
To distinguish the aspectual meaning of 进博会 ‘return’ in this case, we have chosen ‘DO.ANEW’ as
paraphrase instead of ‘RETURN’.

\textit{Formal version:} [the Agent DID.ANEW an activity] CONSTITUTED-BY [he ate meat]

The next example harks back to the beginning of this section by employing 起 ‘begin’, but this time
in V\textsuperscript{1}, not V\textsuperscript{2}, position.

\begin{verbatim}
30)  V\textsuperscript{1}  V\textsuperscript{2}  advl
… yer  jiŋā  nùŋ  sîn.
… yer  jiŋ-a-LH  nùŋ  sîn
begin  return-into-imp  how  before

“(you)... should recommence as before.”
\end{verbatim}

The sentence in 30) is a call to go back to the positions taken at the beginning of the story, and
so presumably could have been expressed as ‘go-return to (specified) location’, with Motion as
framing event. But instead the temporal contour of ‘returning to the beginning’ is used, to the
situation as it was before. The chain says to begin again, begin anew. This is marked also in the
choice of temporal instead of a locational adverbial phrase.

Both verbs belong to the domain of Temporal contouring, and 30) thus has a pleonastically
expressed framing-event. The paraphrase ‘RE-START’ captures the meaning of the chain fairly well.

\textit{Formal version:} [(the addressees should) RE-START the situation]
A final chain with jin/juun ‘return’ is presented in 31). The chain is used 3 times in the corpus, but all in the same text speaking of the same event: that of an old chief wanting to transfer his chiefhood to his son. The V^1–verb is ni ‘give’, which is discussed at length in 6.4.2.

31)     cm    adv     S^{sg} V^1 V^2 O^{rep} O^{nat}
... à mún yí ní juûñri wú wân.
... said today log give return-to 2sg chief

“... saying today I give over to you the chieftainship.”

In this chain jin/juun ‘return’ no longer harbors any notion of going back to an earlier location. The “object” given is the state of ‘chiefhood’, the giver is an old chief and the receiver his son. The son never has received it before, and the father has not bestowed it before, either. The sense of jin/juun ‘return’ must thus be taken as uniquely ‘do another time’ what has been done before, by somebody else.

**Formal version:** [the Agent DID.ANEW an activity] CONSTITUTED-BY [he gave something to his son]

6.2.5 **Summary of Temporal contouring as framing event**

We have found 17 chains of Temporal contouring, mostly with the co-event of Constitutiveness with the framing event of Temporal contouring, but Cause, Manner and a pleonasm are also present.

Temporal contouring as framing event has the function of expressing aspect as an event in its own right. Either the Temporal contour itself can act as figural entity in relation to some other point in time, or the affected object of a process can have this role relative to the Temporal contour itself as ground entity. Both of these possibilities are shown in several examples.

Table B-2 of Appendix B presents all the Temporal Contouring chains found in the corpus.

6.3 **State change as framing event**

We shall continue our analysis of Nizaa two-verb chain by looking at chains with State change as framing event.

State change is the third type of framing event. It consists of a change in, or the unchanging continuation of, a certain property conceived of as associated with a particular object or situation. Its most preferred representation has state itself as ground entity. It is then a property pertaining to a particular object or a situation, while the object or situation acts as figural entity. The activation process, transition or fixity, is change or stasis of the figural entity, which is the object or situation...
itself. (Talmy cites two other possibilities, change or stasis in the property itself, or the property as
figural entity with respect to the object or situation, Talmy 2000-II: 237)

The association function (the “Path” component) is the direction of the relationship that the
object or situation has with respect to the property. This is termed ‘transition type’, and usually
involves a movement ‘TO’ the state, for acquiring the association of figural and ground entity.

As Temporal contouring, State change is a metaphorical extension of Motion, with the change
or continuation of a state paralleling Motion (MOVE and BELOC) as activating process. The category
of State Change thus covers both ‘change to/from a state’ and ‘be in a state’. The core schema of the
state change event is generally the combination of the transition type together with the state. As
Motion has Path+Ground as core schema, the core schema of State change is the association function
of directionality (“Path”) in acquiring a state (“Ground”), (Talmy 2000-II: 237-8). Again we propose
one agentive and one non-agentive schema of the macro-event.

32) State change schemas

a. [the Agent “AMOVED” the figural entity TO A STATE] WITH-THE-SUPPORT-
   RELATION-OF [the Agent ACTED]

b. [the figural entity “MOVED” TO A STATE] WITH-THE-SUPPORT-RELATION-OF [the
   figural entity DID.SOMETHING]

State change is, as framing events generally are, largely abstract in character, including both
such properties as ‘existence /non-existence /in possession /dead’, and change in an individual’s
cognitive state as ‘become awake /aware /familiar’. The co-event on the other hand is largely more
concrete or physical, as ‘battle /run /play /shake /jerk /rot /boil’. The co-event can bear different
support relations to the state change frame, Manner and Cause being the most prevalent. This means
that ‘result /resultative’ is not characteristic of the whole state change category, but only where the
state change is paired with Cause as co-event.

In the following subsections we shall examine the different co-event support relations found
with the framing event of State, in the same order as in 6.1 on Motion.

As with Motion, the different types of co-events are unevenly distributed. Cause is the most
frequently found co-event, with resultant states such as EXISTENCE/ NON-EXISTENCE/
FULLNESS/ etc. as framing event. Different cognitive states, like TO BE(COME) CONTENT/
AWAKE/ SATISFIED etc, also often occur with a Cause co-event. Manner on the other hand, with
some activity or process on the part of the Figure as part of acquiring a state, is less frequent.
Constitutiveness is very much less present than with Temporal contouring. Pleonasms exist, but are
few as compared to the chains with Motion as framing event. The reader is referred to Table B-3 in
Appendix B for a complete list of the chains of State change in the corpus.
6.3.1 Precursion

We saw in 6.1.1 that Precursion was not found with Motion in the corpus. This does not mean that the category of Precursion is non-existent with Nizaa chains. We will propose 33) as a chain having a support relation of Precursion between $V^2$ as framing verb and $V^1$ as co-event verb.

33) $S^{\text{fre}}$ $V^1$ $V^2$

\begin{align*}
\text{Saař} & \text{ see } \text{nzaŋkírā.} \\
\text{saarfi-L} & \text{ see } \text{naŋ-ki-rā} \\
\text{morningDF } & \text{be.red be.clear-TOT-past-det.}
\end{align*}

"The morning grew bright."

txt4:020

In this sentence, which is a rather standard way of saying ‘Day came’, the $V^1$ verb appears to have two possible meanings, either ‘be.red’ or ‘awaken; be.awake’. The first meaning is somewhat better attested in my material and thus is chosen here. (It seems to be this other meaning that is present in an other chain of the corpus, see Appendix B, Table B –3).

We consequently take 33) to mean that the sky becomes red, then clear and bright. This is of course based on a very frequently observed phenomenon, the fact that the sky goes red before daylight proper comes. Still, the reddening of the sky can hardly be understood as causing or enabling the day to come, for daylight will come even on rainy, cloudy days with no visible red sky, a fact which is just as observable and common. We venture the opinion that the support relation of precursion would be the same also in the case of the other meaning of the $V^1$ verb cited above.

**Formal version:** [The figural entity “MOVED” to a STATE [BEING clear]] WITH-THE-PRECURSION-OF [it became red].

6.3.2 Enablement

We have in the corpus several chains with a motion verb in first position. A number of them have been accounted for above in 6.1.8, where we understood them to be pleonastic expressions of Motion framing events. But some of them have other framing events, as Temporal contouring in 25) above. Others appear with a framing event of State change. This shows that even though Motion is said to be the prototype of all the other semantic domains, the presence of a motion verb, and of translocational motion in itself, do not automatically designate the macro-event of a chain as framed by Motion. For this to be the case in Nizaa, there must be an element of motion in the final verb of the chain.

This is not the case in 34) where di ‘come’ is $V^1$ with kwee ‘find’ as $V^2$. We take kwee ‘find’ to denote a change of cognitive state on the part of the finder, i.e. it can be glossed as BECOME.AWARE. OF the figural entity.
This example is the last clause of a sentence of which the first clause introduces a new participant to the scene of this particular story (“A monkey was roaming about in the bush looking for tree nuts to eat…”). This first clause is typical supportive material. Then our clause (“when he came and found the hyena”) with the meeting of the main characters starts the story proper. In the second clause then, the event of finding is more important than the event of coming, since it is this event that hooks the supportive material on to the storyline. As we remember, Hypothesis 8 predicted that this function belongs to the framing event. Thus the motion verb present in the chain in the V₁ is not framing event in this chain, but its event of ‘coming’ enables the ‘finding’.

Again we see the typical integrated viewpoint of the chain structure, expressed in Hypothesis 1: the coming and the finding seems to occur more or less simultaneously, at least any temporal distance between them is not focused upon.

**Formal version:** [the Experiencer “MOVED” to a STATE [BEING aware of the figural entity]] WITH-THE-ENABLEMENT-OF [he came to a location]

### 6.3.3 Cause

As noted above, Cause is fairly frequent with State change – half the chains have this co-event, paired with result framing events. We shall therefore cite several examples of this co-event support relation.

**Existence/non-existence:**

The Agent of the chain below is stating that he is going to kill a friend of his by stabbing him, a chain of Cause and Result if any.

35)  

```
....  yí  ge  yí  mááŋ  s55  kū́kwá  ...
....  yí  ge  yí  mááŋ  s55  kú́-ki-wá  ...
....  lsg  go  lsg  friend  stab  die-TOT-sub...
```

“…. I'm going to stab my friend to death,…"

txt4:032

The chain of 35) is in a subordinated clause, the object of the chain is consequently placed in front of the subjunctive verb chain, and the subject is expressed in the matrix clause only. Interestingly, the V² verb is kú́ ‘die’, not jim ‘kill’, the chain is thus yet another example of the ‘different participant-
reading’ of the two verbs of the chain noted in 6.1.3. This also highlights the change of state on the part of the figural entity as the ‘upshot’ of the whole chain, pointing again to the V² verb as expressing the framing event.

**Formal version:** [the Agent will “MOVE” the figural entity to a STATE [BEING dead]] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [he will stab him].

**Fullness**

The next example is less dramatic, but still involves a change of state, this time from EMPTINESS to FULLNESS. That is, we take yār ‘fill’ to signal a change of state, but another possible analysis would be to see the chain of 36) below as an event of Motion, comparative to Talmy’s example *I poured the tub full of water*, Talmy 2000-II: 124. We shall have a closer look on his treatment of this sentence before moving over to our Nizaa example.

Talmy discusses here different patterns of Figure and Ground, saying that different languages may require different precedence patterns according to the notions expressed in the framing element. English requires Ground above Figure in the above example of expressing Motion of the Figure to *all over* the interior of the Ground. This is shown by the choice of syntactic categories: the Ground in this case selects direct object and the Figure selects a prepositional phrase. If the notion of ‘all over’ (FULLNESS) is not present, the precedence pattern are reversed as in *I poured water into the tub*.

Nizaa, with its different conflation pattern, exploits other possibilities in 36):

```
36) ... V¹  V²  Oªst  LOC
    ... tóó yfrákíwú zódô béráñm dāññà, ...
    ... tóó yfr-a-ki-wú zódô béráñm dāñ-ñà...
    ... spoon fill-into-TOT-pst gruel bowl-dim other-in ...

    “...Buram fills a little bowl by spooning gruel into it/spoons a little bowl full of gruel/fills up a little bowl with gruel ..”
```

The sentence in 36) actually does not translate effortlessly into English, as shown by the several proposed translations. The most colloquial one is the last, but it contains less information than the Nizaa original —how Buram caused the bowl to become filled, is left out. This gapping of an intermediate link in the causal chain is common in English, (Talmy 2000-I: 271-274), but not necessarily so in Nizaa (see also 5.3). We can thus paraphrase the English translation of 36) as:

[The Agent ÁFILL a liquid into a recipient by LIFTING-WITH-A-SPOON], but it still does not quite do justice to the Nizaa sentence, which has both Cause and State change backgrounded by expressing them within the verb complex.

The syntactic structure of the Nizaa sentence is for this reason quite more convoluted than its English counterparts. An attempt to show the assignment of the arguments to the verbs involved
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would look something like 37) below.\footnote{53} The $V^1$ verb has its Patient direct object, the liquid that is ‘spooned up’, the $V^2$ verb has its locative argument, the volume or recipient that is filled, and finally the derivational suffix -â- ‘into’ has its counterpart in the locative suffix –nà ‘in, on’. The last assignment is labelled ‘specification’ of event 2 since it associates the figural entity (the little cup) with the property FULLNESS, which acts as ground entity. It uses a directional suffix to mark the transition type of acquiring a state and thus is paralleling Path (Talmy 2000-II: 238).

A structure like 37) admits a specified co-event of Cause into the verbal complex, in the $V^1$ verb. The $V^2$ verb expresses as usual the framing event, the attained state of FULLNESS. Again there is a close connection between the $V^1$ verb and the derivational suffix, as we saw in 17) above.

\textit{Formal version:} [the Agent “MOVED” the figural entity to a STATE [BEING full ]] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [she SPOONED gruel INTO it]

Would an analysis along the lines of Motion as framing event be closer to the mark? To see this as a Motion event, one would need to regard the derivational suffix of -â- ‘into’ as capable of expressing a framing event of Motion alone. The Direct Object $\text{zòò ‘gruel’}$ would be considered the Figure and $\text{bèrâm dàà-nà ‘in a cup’}$ would be the Ground. The Cause co-event would be the same, and linked more strongly to the derivational suffix (something we also noted in the treatment of 17) above), but how should we place the event of $V^2$? By itself it denotes a state of fullness, not Motion.

In this case we have chosen State change as framing event, partly because we understand the directional suffixes as providing only conformational and deictic components of the Path, while the Vector component resides with the verb, cfr \textit{Hypothesis 7}. A Motion analysis would run counter to this proposition, putting too much emphasis on the derivational suffixes.

\textit{Coolness:}
To become hot or cold represents a change in state. The next chain employs the same $V^1$ verb as the previous example, but with a $V^2$ verb denoting cooling. The chain is subordinated under the modal verb $\text{yer ‘begin’}$.
In contrast to the preceding chain, taken from the same text, tôó ‘spoon’ is not used here to indicate any translational movement of the figure. Instead it describes the activity of lifting hot liquid with a large spoon and let it fall down again in the same recipient several times to cool it down before drinking it. The figural entity (the gruel) thus acquires the state of COOLNESS (or comfortable temperature), as a result of the ‘spooning’ done by the agent. There is no morphological marker of a repeated tôó ‘spoon’, but the use of yer ‘begin’ in the matrix clause signals a prolonged activity, only partially manifested in the example.45

**Formal version:** [the Agent “MOVES” the figural entity to a STATE [BEING cool]] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [the Agent SPOONS it up (several times)]

### 6.3.4 Manner

Leaving the support relation of Cause, we turn to Manner, of which there are considerably less occurrences in the corpus. As noted before, it often is close to the co-event of Cause, but is distinguished by being predicated of the Figure/the figural entity instead of the Agent/subject. The states treated in this section are BE.AWAKE and ARRANGEMENT.

**Wakefulness**

To ‘wake up’ is a change of state, from sleeping to being awake. The \( V^2 \)-verb of 39) denotes the change of state of becoming awake, to wake up.

39) \( S^{exp} \ V^1 \ V^2 \ cm \)

\[ īnu tāá kē sāŋkiriŋ à ... \]
\[ nię tāá kē sāŋŋ-ki-rē à ... \]

3s father start awaken-TOT-v.detr said ..

“His father was startled awake, saying…”

In 39) there is no explicit mention of anything causing the waking up of the subject (in the preceding sentence he is addressed by another person). The \( V^1 \)-verb denotes the co-event of the Manner of the waking up, with a start or a jump.

**Formal version:** [the figural entity “MOVES” to a STATE [BEING awake]] WITH-THE-MANNER-OF [he starts]

We shall continue to look at Manner co-events turning to a negative chain with reŋw ‘arrange; put.in.order’.
40) is negated with a negative particle denoting a negative assertion: there is no doubt that the negation holds. *fá* ‘not’ is in non-verbal clauses in complementary distribution with the auxiliary *á*, they are used to refer to the existence vs. the non-existence of objects. Used for verbal negation, *fá* ‘not’ retains the notion of a static property holding of the proposition. Like the other negative particles, it is sentence-final, relegating the direct object to a preverbal position. The negation has scope over the framing event.

*gwáw* ‘ache’ is, like English ‘suffer’, inherently patientive, that is, it normally has the Experiencer as subject. The subject may also be the ailment itself, seen as force acting on the sick person. The word for ‘sickness, ailment’ is based on this verb: *yéŋw gwáw* ‘thing-ache’. To ‘ache, suffer’ is a state in itself. The V² verb is *rëŋw* ‘arrange; put.in.order’. It is often used of a state of ARRANGEMENT, or rather WELL-ARRANGEDNESS, but with quite a wide range of uses in both simplexes and chains, from the Creator ‘arranging’ the world in the beginning, to a road scraper ‘arranging’ the roads. In this usage, there is an idea of ‘making’ or ‘putting into existence’ by arranging items in the right pattern, to order them. Adding some important ingredient to a mixture to complete its makeup is also seen as an act of *rëŋw*. The extension of its meaning towards simply ‘make’ is seen in the negated chain below, where *rëŋw* hardly can be said to mean ‘arrange’. It is also used in less concrete contexts, i.e. of greeting in a proper fashion, thus maintaining order.

The negation of *rëŋw* ‘arrange’ provides 40) with ‘make not’ as the relevant event of framing. It can be paraphrased metaphorically as NOT “MOVE” to a STATE. The Patient object of this event is also the Patient of *gwáw* ‘hurt’ and acts as figural entity of the sentence. *yéŋw gwáw* ‘sickness’ is here the subject, with a semantic role of Force acting on the object, or in this case, not acting.

**Formal version:** It is NOT the case that [a Force “MOVES” the figural entity to a STATE [BEING sick]] WITH-THE-MANNER-OF- [the figural entity ACHES]

6.3.5 Concomitance

As an example of the co-event support relation of concomitance, we shall use a clause from a sentence already employed twice above (exs 26), of Temporal contouring and 40), of State change and Manner). In the present clause a support relation of concomitance exists between the two verbs. A
concomitance relation has the co-event occurring together with the framing event without there being any causal relationship between them: they only happen at more or less the same time, and are pertaining to the same entity.

41) \(S^{exp} V^1 V^2 \text{ adv} \)

“….the baby has grown so big and beautiful, ….”

\(S^{30:003} \)

In 41) both verbs denote a state, that of being or growing to BIGNESS and that of being or growing to BEAUTY. Both states are relative, BIGNESS more clearly so, since this characteristic always must be relative to some standard: a big baby is still small compared to a ten-year old child or a grown-up.

Between them we take the \(V^2\) verb to express the framing event, in accordance with Hypothesis 3: it frames the content of both verbs in a specific way by giving a positive evaluation of the totality. The state change of growing to BIGNESS is not necessarily a part of growing to BEAUTY, though the two events often go hand in hand. Instead it is in this case only concomitant with attaining beauty. The chain thus is not pleonastically expressing the framing event. Though both verbs pertain to state change, they are not co-extensive, since the one well may occur without the other.

The same chain, only marked for a plural subject on the verbs, occurs in a similar context once more in the corpus, speaking of chickens that will grow big and nice.

Formal version: [the figural entity has “MOVED” to a STATE [BEING BEAUTIFUL]] CONCOMITANT-WITH [he has GROWN]

6.3.6 Subsequence

Moving over to the co-event support relation of subsequence, we shall examine two more chains with \(reŋw\) ‘arrange; put in order’.

42) \(S^{pat} V^1 V^2 \text{ sbn} \)

“….that grandfather’s field had been properly cleaned up ....”

\(S^{43:002} \)
The $V^2$-verb of 42) is denoting the state of being in order, well arranged. This state has been obtained by people working on the field acting as figural entity, clearing it of weeds: it is now in a state of cleanliness with respect to weeds. nzǎn 'be. clean, pure' denotes the negative end of a scale of ‘dirtiness’, i.e. the non-existence of some element considered unwanted in relation to a ground (Givón 2001: 84). We regard this as a co-event of Subsequence since it is a result of the different activities summed up and referred to by reŋw ‘arrange; put in order’.

**Formal version:** [the figural entity “MOVED” to a STATE [BEING well-arranged] WITH-THE-SUBSEQUENCE-OF [it was CLEAN]

The next chain is negative, as was the case with 40) above. The remarks made on the semantics of the negative particle hold for this context as well.

43) $S^{nat}$ $V^1$ $V^2$ Neg

".... the voice doesn't come properly out,..."

Interestingly, dib/diw ‘exit’ is again in $V^1$ position for a co-event of Subsequence, as was the case with Motion as well (ex 13). But instead of being framed by a Motion event specifying the preliminary of passing through an opening to get out, the present chain has a framing event of State change, specifying a state of order, the way things should be in order to be working. The negation of the framing event bars the subsequent co-event from taking place.

The chain also neatly shows that the presence of a motion verb as $V^1$ does not make it into a Motion event, as noted before in 6.3.2. In the present case it is not even a real motion going on at all: dib/diw ‘exit’ refers metaphorically to the sound of the voice as “coming out” of the mouth of the speaker, i.e. as becoming audible.

**Formal version:** It is NOT the case that [the figural entity is “BELOC” at a STATE [BEING well-arranged ]] WITH-THE-SUB-SEQUENCE -OF [the figural entity “MOVES OUT” (is audible)]

### 6.3.7 Constitutiveness

A Change of state event ‘shaping’ a substrate co-event can be shown to exist in several cases in the corpus: We shall cite one of two chains with the verb ke ‘know’, and one of two chains with the already familiar verb reŋw ‘arrange; put in order’, beginning with the last one.
ANALYSIS OF THE 2-VERB CHAINS

44) \[ S^{ag} \] V\(^1\) \[ V^2 \]

\[ \ldots \text{móówu} \quad \text{kwaw} \quad \text{reŋwkiřé}, \quad \ldots \]
\[ \ldots \text{móó-wu} \quad \text{kwaw} \quad \text{reŋw-ki-rē}, \quad \ldots \]
\[ \ldots \text{indf-pl} \quad \text{greet} \quad \text{arrange-TOT-v.detr.} \quad \ldots \]

"\ldots, people greeted properly, \ldots."

The sentence from which 44) is taken from is elliptical, leaving out the figural entity in the first clauses and reintroducing it overtly only in the last clause. This is possible since the figural entity already is established in the context, as two persons arriving in a village they never have been to before. Upon arrival these persons are then greeted by the villagers, referred to by the indefinite plural noun móówu ‘people’. To greet a stranger properly is a fairly important trait of Nizaa society, it may well be conceptualized as putting the relationship in good order, by establishing recognizable roles for both guest and the host. It is thus not surprising that it should be reŋw ‘arrange; put in order’ that is used as framing event verb in this context. The actual content of this ‘ordering’ or ‘arranging’ is the act of greeting (which in an African context usually is a lengthy session of questions and answers of personal and familial well-being, etc).

**Formal version:** [the Agents "MOVED" the figural entity to a STATE [BEING well-arranged]] CONSTITUTED-BY [they greeted them]

The cognitive state of having knowledge or know-how\(^{56}\), is perhaps easier seen as amenable to the idea of an added ‘content’ event that constitutes the knowledge. Such a chain is presented in 45) below.

45) \[ O: \text{RelS} \] [ \[ S^{exp} \] \[ V^1 \] \[ V^2 \] \[ O^{dat} \] ]

\[ \ldots \text{njēŋ} \quad \text{nāw} \quad \text{piŋ} \quad \text{kečī} \quad \text{yēŋwtaŋ} \quad \text{lwām} \quad \text{lwam} \quad \ldots \]
\[ \ldots \text{njēŋ} \quad \text{nāw} \quad \text{piŋ} \quad \text{kečī} \quad \text{yēŋwtaŋ} \quad \text{lwām} \quad \text{lwam} \quad \ldots \]
\[ \ldots \text{woman-pl} \quad \text{person-pl} \quad \text{make} \quad \text{know-hab} \quad \text{food} \quad \text{much} \quad \text{much} \quad \ldots \]

"\ldots women, people who know how to make lots and lots of food.\ldots."

The chain is the core of a relative clause characterizing a group of women. They act as figural entity with a fixed, or “located” relationship to the state of knowledge, the ground entity. The overt object of the clause, yēŋwtaŋ lwām lwam ‘lots and lots of food’, cannot be the figural entity; at most it complements the constitutive co-event, by narrowing the rather wide meaning of piŋ ‘make’ down to ‘cook’, and by pointing to the amount of the food as a relevant parameter within the context of the story. The two preceding chains also give a nice illustration of Talmy’s point concerning the palpable, concrete character of a co-event as compared to the more abstract and less observable framing event (Talmy 2000-II: 219).
**Formal version:** [the figural entity “beLOC” at a STATE [HAVING know-how]] CONSTITUTED-BY [the figural entity COOKS large amounts of food]

### 6.3.8 Summary of State change as framing event

There are 24 chains with the framing event of State change in the corpus. 8 of these are with the co-event of Cause, which thus constitutes the largest co-event group. Precursion, Enablement, Manner, Concomitance, Subsequence and Constitutiveness are also present, while Concurrent result has proved impossible to discover with this framing event as well. No pleonastic chains have been found. Among the different co-events, Cause was again treated most thoroughly.

Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 are again supported by the data: the framing event of State change is consistently placed in the V² position verb, and the co-event in the V¹ position verb. The weaker nature of the derivational suffixes as compared to framing event verbs was noted in treating a chain with FULLNESS as State change framing event, cfr Hypothesis 7. Several other states or state changes were discussed.

Table B–3 of Appendix B show all the chains assigned to the framing event of State Change.

### 6.4 Action correlating

When passing over to the next type of framing event, we are also leaving the fairly obvious metaphorical relationship existing between Motion and the other two framing events treated hitherto, Temporal contouring and State change. Still, Talmy 2000-II make a good case for considering also the next type of complex events as macro-events consisting of framing event and co-event, and for building a core schema analogous with Motion. Let us first describe this framing event type in some detail.

**Action correlating**⁵⁷ is, according to Talmy, akin to a broader phenomenon that can be termed **coactivity**, where a first agency executing an activity is associated with a second agency whose activity is correlated with the first. This second activity is either comparable to or complementary to the first activity. The first agency is often a subject NP and the second an object NP. Coactive objects are typically required by symmetric verbs, comitatives, and datives. The sentence ‘I ran after Jane’ is given as an illustration, since it is required that Jane also engages in swift forward motion for this sentence to be correct.

Action correlating as framing event is a narrowing down of this general concept of co-activity. By Action correlating, an intentional Agent effects or maintains a particular correlation between an action performed by herself and an action performed by another Agency. The framing event consists of the establishment of this correlation per se.
The core schema of all the types of Action correlating is seen as analogous to the Motion schema of Path (+Ground): the correlation of one action with respect to another parallels the path of one object with respect to another. The Agent’s action is thus placed as figural entity in correlation with an Agency’s action as ground entity. The co-event is the specific action performed by the Agent. The co-event bears a constitutive support relation to the framing event, since it is the specific activity of the co-event that constitutes the actions to be correlated (Talmy 2000-II: 253-5). Talmy schematizes the macro-event in two different ways (Talmy 2000-II: 255), where the b. version is an adaptation that is closer to the languages used in his examples (English, German, Spanish):

46) Action correlation schemas
   a. [Agent PUT Agent’s Action In-Correlation-With Agency’s Action’ ] CONSTITUTED-BY [Agent PERFORM]
   b. [Agent ACT In-Correlation-With Agency] CONSTITUTED-BY [Agent PERFORM]

The typological distinction between verb-framed and satellite-framed languages appears in this framing event type as well. In satellite-framed languages the core schema maps onto a satellite (plus adposition), and the co-event maps into the main verb. In verb-framed languages, the combination of the ACT component and the core schema maps onto the main verb (plus adposition) and the co-event maps onto an adjunct. The different types of Action correlating are also to some extent language-specific, so that one language can have only a few or several more of the categories cited below as existing within this framing event.

The correlation types cited by Talmy are ‘concert’, ‘accompaniment’, ‘imitation’, ‘surpassment’ and ‘demonstration’. In the first four types, verb-framed and satellite-framed languages seem to differ on the expression of the nature of the Agent’s Action: the Agent and the Agency may perform the ‘same action’ or ‘same-category action’ in satellite-framed languages, while verb-framed languages (at least Spanish) allow only the ‘same action’-interpretation in the co-event adjunct. A non-identical action must be structurally distinguished even if it is of the same category.

Making music may be used as an example both of Action correlating as such and of the difference between same event and same-category events. When saying in English *John played along with him/the phonograph record*, there is a correlation of the action of John and that of the other Agency. This activity may consist of John’s playing the same melody as the other, or rendering a different part, or accompanying a singer’s voice. When playing the same melody the activity is ‘same’, in the other cases it is ‘same-category’ (Talmy 2000-II: 257-259).

The last type, ‘demonstration’, has the Agent and the Agency performing different-category actions. In a typical situation of demonstration, the Agent executes an activity so that the Agency can register it either as information about the Agent or as a model for performing the same activity. The
whole situation can have the metaphoric sense of transfer from the Agent to the Agency. One difference from the preceding types is that here the Agency’s activity, typically observation, is fixed, and as such it regularly diverges from the Agent’s activity. This stretches the notion of correlating from interrelating identical or comparable activities, to a coordination of complementary activities (i.e. demonstration and observation). However, the case of ‘demonstration’ is still akin to the other types of correlation by virtue of relating the activity of one entity to the activity of the other entity. A revision of the schematization given above is nevertheless necessary (Talmy 2000-II: 260-61).

47) Action correlation schemas revised for demonstration
   a. [Agent PUT Agent’s Action In-Demonstration-To Agency’s OBSERVATION] CONSTITUTED-BY [Agent PERFORM]
   b. [Agent ACT In-Demonstration-To Agency] CONSTITUTED-BY [Agent PERFORM]

It is the linguistic expression used for correlated actions that is of interest here, not the interaction as such between two entities. The linguistic expression points to a conceptualization of two events as being in a certain relation to each other, and without this conceptualization or understanding, the linguistic expression would be different. The actions as such, as physically occurring events, can take place independently of any understanding of the two as comparable or complementary events. A point in case may be the difference of expression of ‘concert’ and ‘accompaniment’ as exemplified in the following sentences. *I jog together with him* suggests a regular schedule of jointly executed activity, while *I jog along with him* rather suggests that the other person has his own independent routine where the speaker occasionally joins him. But seen as activity per se, without any conceptual overlay, the two situations are physically the same: two persons jogging along the same path.

In the case of Nizaa, and more particularly Nizaa verb chains, it is important not to loose from sight the fact the both verbs in chains are predicated of the subject, and not of a second agency. But when the final verb has meaning elements of coactivity, it frames the first verb as Action correlating. We shall therefore in the following paragraphs discuss such coactive verbs used in final position. First we will consider two verbs belonging to the categories comitative and dative verbs mentioned above. Then we shall look at two verbs originally belonging to the motion domain but used in dialogue situations with Action correlating framing effect, before finishing with a special use of one of these verbs.

6.4.1 Comitative with *yááŋ* ‘be.together’

There are in the corpus 6 chains with the final position verb *yááŋ* ‘assemble; be.together’ (one of these chains consists of *yááŋ* reduplicated). We have already noted instances where this verb has a
motion reading, denoting ‘assemble’ rather than ‘being together’ (8) and 10)). But in 48) and 49) below, the comitative is the only possible reading:

48) S\(^{ag}\) V\(^{1}\) V\(^{2}\) O\(^{pat}\) LOC
\[\text{Móówu s\text{wēe} y\text{ä\text{"a}n\text{w\text{"u}}} k\text{ùù} k\text{út\text{"o}}.}\]
\[\text{indef-pl tease be.together grandpa there.}\]

“They teased grandpa together there.”
s39:005

49) S\(^{ag}\) V\(^{1}\) V\(^{2}\) O\(^{pat}\)
\[\text{Nit\text{"a}n\text{w} g\text{bom} y\text{ä\text{"a}n\text{"k\text{"i}}} k\text{ùùk\text{"u}.}\]
\[\text{People scoff.at be.together grandpa}\]

“The crowd scoffed noisily at grandpa.”
s40:001

The two sentences are taken from the end of one primer-text and the beginning of the next respectively, and refer to the same happening. Both have indefinite plural subjects, it is a crowd of villagers not further specified that are teasing and making a loud noise at an unhappy individual. But the comitative effect of \text{y\text{"á\text{\text{"a}}} ‘be.together’ is uniquely on the side of the multiplex subject: the object NP is not part of the merry-making; instead he is the butt of the jokes. Within the multiplex subject there is a correlation of actions, though: the use of \text{y\text{"á\text{\text{"a}}} points precisely to a joint effort, rather than single actions by unrelated individuals. It also strongly emphasizes the actions of everybody as being the ‘same’, a phenomenon that Talmy proposes as to be characteristic for verb-framed languages (Talmy 2000-II: 257).

The most important difference with the schemas above is the grouping together of Agent and ‘second agency’ within the subject. There is thus a backgrounding of a second agency’s action acting as reference point or ground entity. Also, it seems difficult to assign the status of figural entity to the Agent’s action, since the latter encompasses the activity of the ‘second Agency’ and is not clearly distinguished from it. It is rather the object of the two sentences that acts as figural entity.

Still it is possible to recognize the Action correlating type of ‘concert’ in the Nizaa chains above: it is the type that has the least conceptual distance between the actions of the involved participants. The actions are ‘equi\text{-}potent components of a joint unity, perhaps with each component as essential for the existence of the whole’ (Talmy 2000-II: 256)

Nizaa expresses this correlation in one of the verb roots of the verb complex, not in a satellite, which we take to be another pointer in the direction of classifying Nizaa as a verb-framed language.

\textbf{Formal version:} [multiple Agents ACTED IN-CONCERT] CONSTITUTED-BY [they teased/scoffed at the figural entity]
6.4.2 Dative with ni ‘give’

‘Dative’ is traditionally the label put on a certain case marking in languages with rich noun morphology, e.g. German, where it is used with nominal phrases with a recipient or a Benefactive role. The label is sometimes extended to verbs typically occurring with such case-marked NP’s, called ‘dative’ events. Nizaa has a single verb used with both recipient and Benefactive object NP’s, and so the concept of ‘dative’ comes in handy, connecting these two notions.

The notion of GIVE prototypically denotes the transfer of a THING from a GIVER to a RECEIVER. The figure below is taken from Fagerli 2001 and shows a basic GIVE event.

Figure 6-1  Basic GIVE event

Different subparts may be focused on and extended to denote other more abstract meanings, i.e. a very common meaning extension of the THING is to denote other events of which the RECEIVER is the beneficiary. Or the movement to the RECEIVER is extended to describe movement to a goal, giving an allative reading of the GIVE element. Interestingly, Fagerli also points to the energy flow element in giving, with the GIVER as an ‘energy source’, and the RECEIVER as an ‘energy sink’. The energy consists of a mental activity on the part of both GIVER and RECEIVER, and physical movement of all three participants. (Fagerli 2001: 205, citing Langacker 1991: 292). The concept of coactivity is quite close to this observation.

As a basic event, GIVE can within the framework adopted in this thesis be treated as a Motion-framed event with the transferred object as Figure and the Receiver as Ground. There are chains in our corpus that must be analysed thus, those where ni ‘give’ is introducing a locative argument, or where it is used in first position and consequently has another framing event (ex 31). Our proposition is that Action correlating constitutes another possibility of analysis for two substantial groups of chains with ni ‘give’ as final verb. Let us first review some facts of this Nizaa verb.

ni ‘give’ is very frequent in chains, and mostly appearing in the final position (cfr 3.2 and 3.3). Its contribution to the chain is on the one hand syntactic: it signals or introduces a recipient or a
beneficiary, placed directly after this verb and before the direct object. On the other hand it contributes semantically with the notion of GIVE. The thing GIVEN can be a physical object or speech, in which case the following NP will be the Recipient (Orecp). It can also be the other action(s) of the chain; the following NP will then have a Benefactive role (Oben).

There is also a third possibility, that of an allative meaning with an (optional) locative NP following. This can be treated either as an extension of the Recipient role to include locations that ‘receive’ a moved entity, or as an allomorph of the derivational suffix –ri ‘hither, towards’ referring to the deictic centre of the sentence. In the last case, there are no obvious phonotactic rules for the choice of allomorph. In the following paragraphs we will postulate a verb status for ni ‘give’ also in cases where its use is clearly allative.

It is important to notice that ni ‘give’ can be placed in between the derivational and inflectional suffixes of a chain, thus breaking up the unity of the chain to some degree. With the possible exception of se ‘see’, ni ‘give’ is the only verb with this behaviour in chains. As proposed in Hypothesis 2, this means a looser conceptual integration of the events. This looser integration may be present even in cases where there is no overt suffix between ni ‘give’ and the preceding verb, since not all chains have suffixes.

Moving over now to coactivity and Action correlating, we will use these concepts to describe the use of ni ‘give’ in chains along the following lines: An act of giving normally requires some activity on the part of the receiver. This simple fact, captured also in Figure 6-1, points to coactivity as a relevant category for a semantic analysis. It can be seen in comparing two physically similar acts with and without the notion of GIVE, such as that of transferring a physical object. Without the notion of GIVE, one can say i.e. I put the ball in the hand of the child/the mannequin, (provided that the hand of the mannequin is positioned so that it can support a ball.) But with the notion of GIVE, many inanimates are ineligible as recipients. Thus it is impossible to say I gave/ threw/showed the ball to the mannequin while I gave/ threw/showed the ball to the child works fine. The difference of the two cases is precisely the coactivity required along with GIVE. With this in mind we can turn to some Nizaa chains, starting with two that involve physical transfer.

**Physical transfer with ni ‘give’**

The first chain we shall look at in this section is purely locative, and first and foremost presented here to serve as basis of comparison with the next chain.
50) $^{fr\text{c}}$ $V^1$ $V^2$

Súúsùù junoŋirá, ..... 

súúsùù jin -ni -rå ..... 

early.rains return-give -PFdetr. ..... 

"The first rains have come back, ...."

The sentence of 50) is not agentive, and so it may seem strange to speak of a ‘transfer’ at all. But ‘rain’ is its own event, so to speak, it is inherently a movement of the raindrops, and so a movement or a transfer of the figure is present here (Talmy 2000-II: 57). There is no animate entity on the receiving end, though, only the location in general, the broader area as arranged around the focal point of the main character (our old friend ‘grandpa’). The $V^2$ –verb ni ‘give’ is used allatively, ‘giving’ to a location means coming there.

The $V^1$ –verb is jin/junŋ ’return’ and the present chain is the only occurrence in the corpus (and, we suspect generally) of this verb in $V^1$ –position. The chain itself is frequent enough in everyday speech, though, it is the standard expression of saying ‘NN has come back’. jin/junŋ ’return’ is a motion verb, and together with the allative meaning of ni ‘give’, the chain is defined as a pleonastically expressed Motion event.

**Formal version:** [the Figure MOVED TO a previous location (it came back)]

The next chain also speaks of physical transfer, but here there is a recipient and the allative meaning of ni ‘give’ is not very likely, rather we are now entering the domain of Action correlating.

51) $^{ag}$ $V^1$ $V^2$ $O^{pat}$ Loc

Ndúŋ giw túgá ni twám bwaná, ... 

Ndúŋ giw túg-á ni twám bwaná, ... 

man big spit-into give spittle hand-in ..... 

“The old man spat saliva into the hand, ....”

In 51) there is a locative element, but it is hardly governed by ni ‘give’, as it appears after the direct object. It must rather be seen as a counterpart of -a- ‘into’, as in 36) above. Ex. 33) also offers an interesting parallel of movement of a liquid into a recipient, without employing ni ‘give’. We thus take the recipient element of 51) to be in ellipsis, not overtly mentioned, but understood from the preceding sentence. Let us look closer at the context to see how coactivity is present.

In the 4 preceding sentences the Agent of 51), an old chief, tells his son to stretch out his hand, and the son complies. The old man coughs and put some slime in the boy’s hand telling him to swallow it, again he complies. Then our example of 51) repeats the essentials of the procedure, going
on to cite the old man’s idea of the act: ‘Today I have given over to you the chieftainship’ (cfr 31) for the Nizaa version. The son is thus clearly the recipient of 51) and, more important to us, he is coactive in the procedure of transferring the chieftainship by means of saliva. The actions of the two parties are correlated, not directly as concert or accompaniment, but as complementary actions instigated by the old man as the giver. In this perspective 51) exhibits an Action correlating framing event in the use of ni ‘give’ as final verb. The use of this verb underlines the Agent as the active part in the coordinating, while the Recipient has a smaller role. Going beyond Talmey’s same event or same-category events of the two parties, we propose ‘coordination’ of acts as a type of Action correlating.

Formal version: [the Agent PUT Agent’s action IN-COORDINATION-TO the Agency’s POSITIONING] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent spat in his hand]

Utterance verbs with ni ‘give’

The largest group of chains with ni ‘give’ as final verb and a Recipient role for the following NP, is as second verb to an utterance verb. In these cases the Action correlating consists of a ‘getting through’ to the addressee, that is, he must be listening and actually receive the message. There is thus a fixed activity of listening on the part of the Agency, while the activity of the Agent is to utter a message.

However, it is interesting to note that ni ‘give’ is not used with all utterance verbs. The ones registered in the corpus as not appearing with ni ‘give’ are bógg bóò ‘call, order.hither’ and sween ‘ask’. Though these utterance verbs certainly signals an expectation on the part of the speaker, of an activity on the part of the listener, it seems that they are not conceptualized as correlated actions in the sense described above. This division within the group of utterance verbs makes it difficult to regard ni ‘give’ as first and foremost a ‘case-marker’, identifying the grammatical relation of indirect object for the ‘receiver’ of an utterance. Ex. 8) above is a point in case.

The verbs that are found in the corpus with ni ‘give’ are; gan/geen ‘say’, kpán/kpáñ ‘tell’, ñgweé ‘brag (?)’ and ráá ‘whisper’. They are all used of actually transferring new information to somebody, with the possible exception of ñgweé ‘brag (?)’. As part of chains with ni ‘give’ as final verb, they are somewhere in between a basic physical transfer of an object as shown in Figure 6-1 above, and clearly Benefactive events. The most comparable item is in fact tfón ‘show’, which also transfers information. Actually, though tfón ‘show’ basically denotes more or less visual transfer of information to an observer, it is also used of verbal transfer as i.e. teaching in the school.

The utterance verbs appearing with ni ‘give’ in chains are thus comparable to the ‘demonstrate’ type of Action correlating, but since they are of the verbal kind I propose ‘communicate’ as a possible name of this type.
In 52), one of these verbs appears, in a very frequently used chain:

52).pushed_forwards

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Näm</td>
<td>gan</td>
<td>ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Näm</td>
<td>gan</td>
<td>ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hyena</td>
<td>say</td>
<td>give</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

monkey-df said …

"The hyena said to the monkey that…"

txt2:006

We take 52) to evince Action correlating with ni ‘give’ as framing event. The Agency’s action of listening or being attentive is fixed. It is different from, but logically related to the Agent’s action of speaking, and so the ‘communication’ type of Action correlating is used to formalize the interrelatedness of the actions of the two participants.

**Formal version:** [the Agent PUT his Action IN-COMMUNICATION-TO Agency’s LISTENING] CONSTITUTED-BY [Agent said]

**Benefactive events with ni ‘give’**

The last group of chains with ni ‘give’ have a following indirect object with Benefactive role. The V<sub>1</sub> verbs of these chains can generally be said to refer to the event that the object benefits from. We regard these chains as also having an Action correlating framing event expressed in ni ‘give’ as V<sub>2</sub> verb. Let us examine some such chains from the viewpoint of Action correlating.

The first chain is taken from a clause where a person asks another to help him by brewing beer for the people he wants to get to work in his fields on a day of súrgà ‘organized communal fieldwork’.

53) pushed side

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cm</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>V&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>O&lt;sub&gt;ben&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>à</td>
<td>déñyw</td>
<td>ni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>….</td>
<td>à</td>
<td>déñyw</td>
<td>ni-L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>….</td>
<td>said</td>
<td>brew</td>
<td>give-imp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"…saying Brew me the beer of cultivation!.."

s38:003

The Agent of 53) is not overtly expressed, since it is an imperative directed to an addressee. The second Agency is here the asker himself, the person who will benefit from the action of the Agent. His role may be conceptualised as a taking possession or control of the other’s action.

By using a chain with ni ‘give’, the relation conceptualized as existing between the actions of the two participants is overtly expressed. The action of the Agent constitutes the content of the Agency’s action of taking possession or control. Again we have to propose a new type of correlation to account for this Nizaa conceptualization of interrelated events, namely ‘availability’.

In actual fact, of course, the Agency’s receiving of such a Benefactive event may consist of a number of actions; with this particular chain we may imagine acts such as supplying ingredients for the beer,
moving the finished product to the field, doling it out to his workers etc. But such specific actions will change from verb to verb and context by context, and is irrelevant compared to the basic notion of being in control or possession of the action carried out by another person. Thus, being at the receiving end of activities carried out for one’s benefit is a ‘fixed’ activity compared to the variety of actions eligible for the Agent’s performance.

**Formal version:** [the Agent PUT his Action TO-AVAILABILITY-OF the Agency’s CONTROLLING] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent brews beer]

Ex. 53) happens to be an imperative chain, but this must not trap us into thinking that it is the imperative that marks the conceptual relationship between the actions of the Agent and the second Agency. The same correlation is found in declarative clauses with ni ‘give’ chains. The clause below is the continuation of the clause in 53):

54) \[s^\text{ag} \text{aux} \text{O}^{\text{ben}} \text{O}^{\text{pat}} \text{V}^1 \text{V}^2
\]
\[
\text{…. nitaŋw ä kúú juú fúmkí ní.}
\]
\[
\text{…. nitaŋw ä kúú juú-L fúm-kí ní.}
\]
\[
\text{…. ind.pron-pl aux grandpa weeds-df cut-TOT give.}
\]

“In….. people will clear out the juu-weeds for him.

s38:003

In this subordinated clause, the verbal complex is sentence-final, while the indirect and direct objects are transposed to a position in front of the verbs. Notably, they stick to their relative position: indirect object with Benefactive role before direct object with Patient role.

The same correlation of an Agent making his action available for a second Agency taking control of it is found here. The Agent this time is an indefinite group of ‘people’, the persons Grandpa are organizing to get his field cleared.

**Formal version:** [the Agents PUT their Actions TO-AVAILABILITY-OF the Agency’s CONTROLLING] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agents cut weeds]

### 6.4.3 Other Action correlating verbs

Two more verbs seem to have an Action correlating effect as final verb of chains: yee ‘change’ and too/tow ‘follow’. Together with sweeŋ ‘ask,’ ythey are to a certain extent complementary activities in dialogue situation. We shall first treat yee ‘change’ and sweeŋ ‘ask’, then too/tow ‘follow’, before examining a last chain with yee ‘change’ in a somewhat different context.

yee ‘change’ is a fairly polysemous verb, but its basic meaning seems to be ‘change location’. In dialogues it is often used to refer to one participant’s answering the other, the ‘change of location’ is extended by the idea of ‘change of the speaking locus’ to mean ‘answer’. A dialogue scene with questions and answers is clearly coactive. We have one such chain in our corpus.
Ex 55) is the purpose-clause continuation of a sentence cited as ex 7), of villagers taking two visitors to their chief. The ensuing dialogue session is by 55) not conceptualized as involving the ‘giving’ of information to a receiver, but as to talk in answering the chief. This is seen in the use yëë ‘change’ as V\(^2\)–verb rather than ni ‘give’. The V\(^1\)–verb nyin ‘talk’ occurs elsewhere with ni ‘give’, and so it is not this verbs that demands the presence of yëë ‘change’. Instead this chain is another example of how a conceptualization of a complex event may govern the choice of verbs. By the choice of verbs, it also governs the choice of grammatical relations: Though other utterance verbs in chains take an indirect object with Recipient role, there is no such object here. Instead the dialogue partner is expressed in the oblique prepositional phrase wú wân ‘with the chief’, the preposition expressing comitative. Still, this PP represents the second Agency of the Action correlating scene, as in the comparable English sentence I talked with him, which normally will be interpreted as having both participants engaged in talking.

As sweë ‘ask’, yëë ‘change’ pertain to the dialogue situation. As we remember, sweë ‘ask’ did not co-occur with ni ‘give’ either. A dialogue situation of this kind thus seems to be conceptualized as different from the ‘communicating and listening’ situation we treated above. We will propose ‘response’ as a relevant type of Action correlating here, as an action that is complementary to ‘asking’. "... to exchange speeches with the chief."
ANALYSIS OF THE 2-VERB CHAINS

56) S_{em} V^1 V^2 O :RelS [V^1 ]
Fám dúù sweŋ towwu yeŋw pínwúná.
Fám dúù sweŋ tow-wu yeŋw pínwúná.
uncle hare ask follow-pst thing do-pst-pcpl

“The uncle hare asked what exactly had happened.”

The relative clause of 56), yeŋw pínwúná ‘thing done’, refers to events that had taken place before the speaker’s entering on the scene. He therefore wants to know what has lead to the present state of affairs (a pitched battle between the two other participants present). The chain used to express his asking employs sweŋ ‘ask’ in co-event position and then has the verb tow ‘follow’ in framing event position. In V^2 position tow ‘follow’ may also be used with other utterance verbs like kpáŋ /kpáŋ ‘tell’, and then denotes a telling which renders a course of events chronologically. Postulating a similar meaning for its use here, it depicts the asking as being carried out with several questions along the lines of: What happened first? And then? And then?

Such repeated asking could of course be taken at face value, as a Temporal contouring event. But the meaning of tow ‘follow’ also opens for a coactivity reading, since ‘follow’ intrinsically points to some other entity moving as well. In this setting, however, it denotes neither a following in space nor a “following” in time, but rather a “following” of the events of a sequential narrative. We accordingly take it to belong to the dialogue situation, where the ‘follow-up questions’ of the Agent unravel a story from the Agency’s telling. The Action correlating type of ‘response’ for the Agency’s action fits well with the present use with sweŋ ‘ask’ here, but is less apt with the counterpart use with kpáŋ /kpáŋ ‘tell’. We consequently propose ‘follow’ as type, and let the co-event be decided by the nature of the Agency’s action as ground entity.

Formal version: [the Agent PUT his Action IN-FOLLOWING-OF Agency’s ANSWERING] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent asks]

We undertake to analyse a last chain with yeŋ ‘change’ before leaving Action correlating. The subject of the clause is elliptical, but it probably has a patientive role in the context (cfr the preceding sentence in ex 11) above).

57) V^1 V^2 ADVL sbn S_{ag} V^1 cm
Yeg yeekiri wú cwáá lò, nám kpáŋ-ná à …
yeg yeer-ki-ri wú cwáá lò nám-L kpáŋ-ná à …
separate change-TOT-PF with death since hyenaDF talk -past CIT

“Then having been separated with death, the hyena spoke saying…”

txt2:010
This example is at first sight built on the same structure as 55) above, i.e. $V^1 - V^2 [\text{ye}e] - PP [\text{wû} + N]$ (only inverted in 55), since it was a subordinated sentence governed by a ‘modal’ construction. But do we have an Action correlating event here? Some differences with 55) are as striking as the similarities: $V^1$ is not an utterance verb, it denotes the separation of two entities, and it is therefore rather a motion or a state change verb. The noun of the PP, ‘death’, is not animate, though the comitative $\text{wû}$ preposition is used. The effect of the two verbs are ablativic, with the subject “moving” away from death as the ground entity. And the subject is not clearly agentive, making it difficult to use the formalism introduced by Talmy for this framing event.

One possibility is to classify this chain as having a State change framing event, thus expressing a ‘change from a state of immediate danger of dying’ to a ‘state of considerably less immediate danger of dying’.

However, the clause intuitively is similar to coactivity, inviting such free translations as “Escaped from his brush with death, ….” We propose therefore that this is a metaphorical use of the Action correlating schema, mapping animacy, or capability of intentional action, over from the second Agency in Action correlating instances, to the second ‘Agency’ here, thus personifying the concept of death to some degree. The subject has ‘responded’ to Death by fleeing, or more precisely, by acting so as to be removed from it. The formal version given below is built on these ideas of a metaphorical mapping from change of state, to an Action correlating reading.

**Formal version:** [the Agent PUT his action IN-RESPONSE-TO the Agency’s MALEVOLENT PRESENCE] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent “moved away”]

### 6.4.4 Summary of Action correlating as framing event

We have found 20 instances with Action correlating as framing event in the corpus. Different situations with an inherent coactivity were found to express this linguistically by means of $V^2$-verbs denoting comitative and dative, thus framing the events as Action correlating. The framing verbs discussed were $\text{yáâŋ}$ ‘be.together’, $\text{ni}$ ‘give’, $\text{too/tow}$ ‘follow’ and $\text{ye}e$ ‘change’. In the context of the dialogue situation $\text{sweéŋ}$ ‘ask’ was also discussed.

The notion from Talmy of verb-framed languages as possibly allowing only identical activities in an Action correlating set-up, was shown to be incorrect for Nizaa. Nizaa seem to allow an even higher degree of difference between the correlated events than Talmy’s sample of languages.

Table B –4 in the appendix B shows all the chains found to have an Action correlating event in the corpus.
6.5 Realization

Finally approaching the last type of framing event and thereby the end of our analysis of the 2-verb chains, we shall as usual start with a presentation of the framing event (Talmy 2000-II: 261-278).

Like State change, Temporal contouring and Action correlating, Realization as framing event is perceived as a metaphorical extension of Motion. We shall return to the exact analogy with Motion below after presenting the important concepts of fulfilled and conative verbs. These categories are illustrated with English examples, and the Realisation event is thus expressed mainly in satellites. Realization encompasses the two subtypes fulfillment and confirmation.

In demonstration of Realization as framing event, Talmy groups the (agentive) co-event verbs into four different lexicalisation patterns along a scale of increasing inclusion of referential material. Common to all four groups is the fact that they represent a particular action performed by the Agent, and that the scope of the Agent’s intention extends at least over the performance of this action (Talmy 2000-II: 261-263).

As far as Realisation is concerned, the Agent’s intention is ‘to propel foot into impact with (some object)’ and this is borne out. The further event of causing the object to have a certain shape is not contained or intended in the verb. It is expressed in a ‘further-event satellite’ as a result of the kicking action.

In the first verbal pattern, intrinsic-fulfillment verbs, the scope of intention is coextensive with the action, and the action thus constitutes the verb’s reference alone. A further event may be present, as a state change resulting from that action, and this group thus can be equally well seen as a co-event of Cause to a state-change frame (Talmy 2000-II: 264). An example given is I kicked the hubcap as compared to: ‘I kicked the hubcap flat.’

As far as Realisation is concerned, the Agent’s intention is ‘to propel foot into impact with (some object)’ and this is borne out. The further event of causing the object to have a certain shape is not contained or intended in the verb. It is expressed in a ‘further-event satellite’ as a result of the kicking action.

The second group consists of moot-fulfillment verbs. Here the scope of intention extends beyond the action to a goal. Whether or not this goal is actually attained is a question left moot by the verb, and so can be specified by the framing event of fulfillment. As an example of a verb where the scope of intention extends to include the goal, hunt is used: ‘go about looking with the goal of thereby finding and capturing’. Consider ‘The police hunted the fugitive for three days/ *in three days (but they didn’t catch him) as compared to: The police hunted the fugitive down in five days/ *for five days (*but they didn’t catch him). When the framing event of realization is present (here expressed in the satellite ‘down’), the attaining of the goal can be seen as fulfilled. Such a satellite is labelled a ‘fulfillment satellite’.

The third group of verbal lexicalisation patterns extends the scope of intention even further, to include an implicature of the fulfillment of a goal. With these implied-fulfillment verbs, the framing event of realisation accordingly shifts to the ‘confirmation’ subtype. E.g. the event of wash (‘immerse and agitate with the goal of cleansing thereby + the implicature of attaining that goal’) still
has the possibility to be denied by a ‘but’-clause, but with the inclusion of the satellite clean this becomes impossible. Compare the simplex sentence ‘I washed the shirt (but it came out dirty)’ to the complex with realization satellite in: I washed the shirt clean (*but it came out dirty).’ The inclusion of a confirming realization frame thus precludes the denial of the implicature. The satellite may be called a ‘confirmation’ satellite.

The last group is **attained-fulfillment verbs**, verbs lexicalised to include ‘action + goal + fulfillment of that goal’, in their reference. In English, drown is an example of this lexicalisation pattern, indicating that an Agent intentionally executes the action of submerging an animate entity in liquid, that the Agent further intends this action to lead to the death of the animate entity, and that this actually takes place. An addition of a denial, or another confirming or fulfilling satellite is not allowed: ‘I drowned him (*but he wasn’t dead) or: *I drowned him dead/to death’ is equally impossible.

The referent of such a verb is to be understood as semantically complex, consisting of two qualitatively distinct subevents, one of which is earlier than the other and intended to cause it. But it is not clear that such a verb can be systematically distinguished from the intrinsic-fulfillment verbs of group one; the difference is more a question of how fine-grained the conceptualization is. The two groups share a common factor: their scope of intention matches their extent of fulfillment, and so the single term **fulfilled verb** is introduced to refer to both types.

The same argument is made for moot-fulfillment and implied-fulfillment verbs: they differ as to their implicatedness of fulfillment, but have in common the fact that their scope of intention overshoots their extent of fulfillment. It is possible to refer to these two groups by the single term of **conative verbs** (Talmy 2000-II: 268). The role of the framing event is then to supply the event of fulfillment or confirmation of the co-event. The group of fulfilled verbs on the other hand will not so easily be supplied with Realization satellites, since their scope of intention is co-extensive with their reference. A possible satellite will either refer to a further event or be pleonastic.

As before, the Realization framing event is said to take the form of a satellite in typologically satellite-framed languages, and be expressed in the main verb in verb-framed languages. The analogy with Motion framing event runs thus: As the space domain has motion from elsewhere to a particular location, and as the state domain has change from the absence of to the presence of a particular property, so the realization domain has transition from a potential stage to an actualized stage of realization, or from an assumed degree to a definite degree of realization. This provides a Path analogy. The co-event is treated as a substrate shaped by the fulfillment or the confirmation event.

Talmy does not clearly specify the figural entity, and this poses a problem in the understanding of Realization. Based on the treatment of the other framing events, the schematizations cited below and the Path analogy given above, we conjecture that the figural entity is either the ‘intention’ or that it is the ‘implicature of the intention’ to cause some event. The intention or the
implicature “moves” from being potentially realized to being actually realized, i.e. respectively fulfilled or confirmed. This may work well with agentive sentences, but in cases where there is no Agent to instigate a causal chain of events, it is less obvious. We propose here that an assumed degree of Realization “moves” to a definite degree or to its implied end-point.

Talmy provides two schematizations of Realization, for the fulfillment and confirmation subtype respectively. They are more complex than the schematizations we have reviewed hitherto, bringing intentions into the schemas, but otherwise built on the same template of: [Framing event] SUPPORT RELATION [Co-event].

58) Realization schemas
   a.  [Agent “A MOVE” TO FULFILLMENT the INTENTION (to CAUSE X)] WITH-THE-SUBSTRATE-OF [Agent ACT + INTEND to CAUSE X THEREBY]
   b.  [Agent “A MOVE” TO CONFIRMATION the IMPLICATURE of the FULFILLMENT of the INTENTION [to CAUSE X)] WITH-THE-SUBSTRATE-OF [Agent ACT + INTEND to CAUSE X THEREBY + IMPLICATURE of the FULFILLMENT of the INTENTION to CAUSE X]

Now languages differ not only on the point of being verb-framed or satellite-framed, but also on whether verbs generally are lexicalized as conative or fulfilled. Mandarin is cited as example of a satellite-framed language with implied-fulfillment or moot-fulfilled reference of the verbs, and thus regularly requires additional satellites to upgrade such references to that of attained fulfillment. English on the other hand, though also satellite-framed, has verbs characteristically lexicalized to refer to attained- or intrinsic-fulfillment events, and so take additional satellites to cut back on this original reference. One such ‘resection’ strategy is the employment of at with intrinsically fulfilled verbs like kick or grasp. The effect of the combination kick at / grasp at is to leave moot the outcome of the actions performed – the actions were taken, but the actual ‘coming into contact with some object’ which is normally a part of the reference of these two verbs, is not ascertained.60

Nizaa is verb-framed, but are the verbs generally conative or fulfilled? From the small number of chains with a Realization framing event in the corpus, it seems that it is closer to English in this respect. Of course there is a number of chains with ba ‘finish’ which might have been assigned to this framing event, since they can be seen to denote the fulfillment of a process on the figural entity. But these we have already classified as having a Temporal contouring framing event, with a possible placement also with State change. Apart from these chains, there are only a few occurrences of Realization. Furthermore, the group does not present a very coherent picture of the framing event in the form of one or a few verbs used several times in the same way, as we have seen before with other framing events. This may be due to Realization event being specifically related to the meaning of the
co-event (as i.e. clean is related to wash), instead of having a meaning unrelated to the co-event, only marking the confirmation or the fulfillment as events per se (Talmy 2000-II: 266). We have chosen 3 to present here, out of 5 chains with this framing event. A fourth 2-verb chain is dealt with in the context of 3-verb chains, cfr 7.2.3.2.

The first example is very close to a Motion event, and it employs in \( V^2 \) position a familiar framing verb.\(^1\)

59) \[ S^{ag} \quad V^1 \quad O^{pat} \quad V^1 \quad V^2 \]
\[ \ldots \text{nilaw re₇wki} \quad \etau \quad \text{nùnù} \quad \text{buùŋ} \quad \text{jiŋkirē}. \]
\[ \ldots \text{miil-law re₇w-ki} \quad \etawi \quad \text{nùnù} \quad \text{buùŋ} \quad \text{jiŋ-ki-rē} \]
\[ \ldots \text{person-Dm} \quad \text{arrange-TOT} \quad \text{3s} \quad \text{mouth diminish return-TOT-v-detr} \]

“…. he “worked” his mouth and closed it up again.”

txt5:032

Opening and closing one’s mouth may clearly be seen as Motion events. But to speak of closing the mouth ‘again’ is hardly a moving back to a previous location, rather one might think that ‘again’ takes on an aspectual meaning, something that is done again, as we have seen before with this particular \( V^2 \) verb. But aspect also has its limits in this respect, since the act of closing one’s mouth is such an extremely frequent operation, perhaps so frequent as to make unnecessary an aspectual marking with ‘do.again’. We therefore believe Realization to be the relevant framing event here, denoting this particular closing of the mouth as something of a feat on this particular occasion.

In so doing we postulate a ‘implied-fulfillment’ rather than an ‘attained-fulfillment’ reading of \( \text{buùŋ} \), understanding it to denote ‘diminish’ rather than ‘close’. That such a reading is possible with this verb, is seen in a sentence from another story where it is used in the subjunctive with \( \text{yer} \) ‘begin’ as modal verb:

60) \[ S^{ag} \quad V^1_{-\text{mod}} \quad V^1_{-\text{sub}} \]
\[ \ldots \text{kù} \quad \text{nùnù} \quad \text{yerarí} \quad \text{buùŋwā,} \]
\[ \ldots \text{kù} \quad \text{nùnù} \quad \text{yer-a-rí} \quad \text{buùŋ-wā,} \]
\[ \ldots \text{grandpa mouth} \quad \text{begin-into-PFtr} \quad \text{close-sub.} \]

“…grandfather’s mouth started diminishing.”

s42:002

The context tells us that 60 is not strictly a matter of grandpa’s actual closing of his mouth, rather it is used of his calming down and speaking in a quieter way. In any case, \( \text{buùŋ} \) is conceptualized as a process rather than a punctual event, with the outcome of ‘being closed’ as a possible, but not necessary, part of its meaning.

In the case of the chain in 59 we are left with two choices for accommodating Realization as a fulfillment framing event. We can either see the \( V^1 \) verb \( \text{buùŋ} \) as denoting ‘diminish’ and the \( V^2 \) verb
as a further-event fulfillment of the diminishing action of $V^1$. Or we can see the $V^1$ verb as denoting ‘close (process + implied-fulfillment)’ and the $V^2$ verb as a confirmation of the implication. As there is no native speakers of Nizaa around to ask, we are unfortunately forced to leave it at that. We may only propose a possible reading for the formal version along the lines of the a. alternative of 58) above:

**Formal version** (59)): [Agent “MOVE” TO FULFILLMENT the INTENTION (to CAUSE closing of mouth)] WITH-THE-SUBSTRATE-OF [Agent was closing his mouth]

The next chain has a $V^1$ verb with a moot-fulfillment denotation: $múñ$ ‘disappear’, which clearly can be considered a process (‘dwindling into the distance’). Again the chain is close to, or may even be said to be, a Motion event. Still the clause ascertains that the subject completely disappeared, and we take this to be the effect of a framing event of Realization expressed in the final verb.

In 61) $múñ$ ‘disappear’ is followed by $ran$ ‘be.lost’. The $V^2$ verb frames the event of ‘disappearing’ by confirming the fulfillment of its end-point: the entity in question has vanished from sight (by moving away). The subject of the chain is patientive, and as such cannot be said to have intentions. The $V^1$ verb can still be considered to have a scope of ‘intention’ that goes beyond the event to an implied end-point, and the $V^2$ verb to have a scope of ‘intention’ that is coextensive with the event and its end-point. The formal version tries to capture these considerations, using the implicature of fulfillment as figural entity.

**Formal version**: [the IMPLICATURE of the FULFILLMENT of the END-POINT (for the Patient to be lost from sight) “MOVED” TO CONFIRMATION] WITH-THE-SUBSTRATE-OF [the Patient disappeared]

Our last example of this framing event is presented in 62):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>62)</th>
<th>$S^\text{nat}$</th>
<th>$V^1$</th>
<th>$V^2$</th>
<th>$\text{Loc}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>... cam laøfr-L</td>
<td>sâsó</td>
<td>tamakfrí</td>
<td>bâgrînâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>... cam laøfr-L</td>
<td>sâsó</td>
<td>tam-a-kf-rí</td>
<td>bâgrînâ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>... finger 6th-df</td>
<td>entangle</td>
<td>be.solid-into-TOT-PFTr</td>
<td>clothes-in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“... his 6th finger got solidly caught in his clothes, ... “

s43:003
Again the subject is patientive, and there is consequently no question of an intention of ‘getting caught’. The $V^1$ verb is glossed as ‘entangle’ (French: être pris par les pieds), which points to an event of being involuntarily entangled in/by something. In our chain this is used of a finger getting entangled in clothing. This is taken a step further by the $V^2$ verb, which is a verb often used of attaining a state of hardness, strongness and general solidity. We take this verb to express the framing event of Realization in this chain, specifying the act of entangling as ‘getting inextricably caught’.

Once more it is difficult to know the exact scope of intention lexicalized by the verbs of the chain. We propose šqàq ‘entangle’ to be moot-fulfilled on the question of the entanglement being extricable or inextricable. On the other hand tam/tañw ‘be.solid’ can with a reasonable amount of certainty be claimed to be an attained-fulfillment verb. In our context of patientive usage, this means that it lexicalizes the event itself as an actual and fulfilled fact with an attained end-point.

**Formal version:** [the IMPLICATURE of the FULFILLMENT of the END-POINT (for the Patient to be inextricably caught) “MOVED” TO CONFIRMATION ] WITH-THE-SUBSTRATE-OF [the Patient entangled itself in clothing]

### 6.5.1 Summary of Realization as framing event

We have found only 5 chains with Realization as framing event, 3 of them are discussed here. The ‘scope of intention’ of the $V^1$- verb was found to be important for assigning a Realization framing event to the chains treated. Due to the small size of the corpus and the lack of informants, the results were to some extent tentative. It may also simply be a result of Nizaa verbs generally lexicalizing attained fulfillment and so disallowing Realization elements in the verb complex, behaving like English in this respect.

Table B –5 of Appendix B show all the chains assigned to the framing event of Realization in the corpus.

### 6.6 Summary of two-verb chains

When summing up the total analysis of the 2-verbs chains, some results are especially salient. First, there is good reason to assume that chains do express conceptually integrated events, that they are macro-events in the sense developed in chapter 4, as proposed in Hypothesis 1. Secondly, we have shown that there is a structured relation between the sub-events of the macro-event, by means of the types of framing events and co-events proposed by Talmy on a cross-linguistic basis.

The framing event of a complex macro-event is expressed in the final verb of the chain, while the co-event is expressed in the first verb, as proposed in Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4. This pattern was recurrent with all the 5 types of framing event.
Most of the co-events proposed by Talmi were also found to be useful for the analysis of Nizaa verb chains. Exceptions were Concurrent result, with no instances, and Precursion with only 2 occurrences in one framing event type (State change). Constitutiveness was on the other end of the frequency scale as the only framing event of Action correlating and Realization, and the most prevalent one of Temporal contouring. With Motion and State change, Cause proved to be the most frequent co-event, with Manner trailing a little behind. Subsequence and Constitutiveness are also numerous with these types of framing event.

Pleonastic expressions of framing events also occur, this was most clearly seen with the framing event of Motion (11 chains of 43 totally). 7 of these chains had jin/juan ‘return’ as final verb. jin/juan ‘return’ was found to be special in other ways as well: it occurs in three different types of framing event, it is never used in simplexes, and the only occurrence as V\textsuperscript{1}-verb is with locative ni ‘give’, itself the second-most frequent verb in final position. These facts clearly invite some deeper considerations, but for the present purposes of summing up chapter 6, we shall only propose that in the cases of ge juan ‘go-return’ and juan ni ‘return-give’, a lexicalizing process may already have taken place so that they function more as single lexical items. Pleonastic expressions are in our view prime candidates for lexicalizing as single items and subsequently take on more idiomatic meanings.

We have also several times noted a correspondence in meaning between the V\textsuperscript{1}–verb and the derivational suffixes of the V\textsuperscript{2}-verb. This also points to compounding, that is, not only to a strong semantic integration of the events of the chains, but to a morphological compounding, since the derivations modify the whole chain as one item instead of modifying just their immediate host.

The next step will be to examine the 3 and 4-verb chains of Nizaa.
7 ANALYSIS OF 3-AND 4-VERB CHAINS

Though far less frequent, 3- and 4-verb chains are very much a part of Nizaa sentence structure. In the present chapter we will show how these chains are built up, starting with distributional patterns and going on to treat the 3-verb and 4-verb-chains according to type of framing event.

7.1 Frequencies and distribution patterns

There are sixteen 3-verb and three 4-verb chains in the corpus. We refer to 3.2 for frequency tables of 3- and 4-verb chains.

The 3-verb chains present some verbs and verb groups already well-known in final position. The 4-verb chains being only 3, the number of verbs in them may seem surprising at first sight, but it is simply due to the fact that 3 times 4 verbs is 12. With such a small collection of 4-verb chains it is also unsurprising that none of the verbs occur more than once in these chains.

7.1.1 Distribution Patterns in 3- and 4-verb chains

The distribution patterns of these longer chains turn out to be slightly different from the 2-verb chains. We have collapsed the distribution pattern numbers for 3- and 4-verb chains, since this gives a clearer picture of the general tendencies. Neither is there any column for the verbs following or proceeding each verb. We first list the verbs with mainly final distribution, then middle position verbs ($V^2$ and $V^3$ positions are collapsed for the 4-verb chains), and first position verbs, with some comments comparing them to the 2-verb distribution patterns. Finally note is taken of one verb of mixed distribution.

**Figure 7-1 Final verbs**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>3 / 4 chains</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>jin/jun</td>
<td>return; redo</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni</td>
<td>give</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>see</td>
<td>see</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jib/jiw</td>
<td>roam</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bęęg</td>
<td>rescue</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tąa</td>
<td>disperse</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deb</td>
<td>be.in.crowd</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ba</td>
<td>finish</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tam</td>
<td>be.solid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some of these verbs are so rarely found in the corpus that their distribution patterns do not tell us much, others we have already treated at length when working on the 2-verb chains. We notice
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jinn/juen ‘return’, ni ‘give’, tam ‘be.solid’ and ba ‘finish’ among the last group. Once again jinn/juen ‘return’ occur with ni ‘give’ as last verb.

When passing over to the verbs with middle position in these longer chains, we find verbs from both the final verb group and from the mixed distribution group of 3.3. Again there are some with only this occurrence in the corpus.

Figure 7-2 Middle position verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>3 / 4 chains</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dib/diw</td>
<td>exit</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwannw</td>
<td>ascend</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yee</td>
<td>change.location</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tan/taα</td>
<td>eat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaan</td>
<td>be.together</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kwee</td>
<td>find</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mgbee</td>
<td>arrive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyin</td>
<td>speak</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shiw</td>
<td>be.strong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da</td>
<td>stand.legs.apart</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

yee ‘change’, yaan ‘be.together’, kwann ‘ascend’, kwee ‘find’, mgbee ‘arrive’ and nyin ‘speak’ we have met as final verbs before, but in the context of longer chains they are in middle positions. dib/diw ‘exit’ has a typical mixed distribution in 2-verb chains, and ends up in the middle here. yaa ‘rise’ on the other hand, had one occurrence as a V₁–verb in 2-verb chains, here it has two in middle and one in first position.

The group with a V₁ position here are largely V₁–verbs in 2-verb chains as well, or has no occurrence elsewhere at all.

Figure 7-3 First position verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>3 / 4 chains</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>loo</td>
<td>run</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka</td>
<td>take</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>du</td>
<td>advance</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>viŋ</td>
<td>be.angry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pan</td>
<td>carry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḏur</td>
<td>cut.open</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goo</td>
<td>chop</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>sever</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nyin/nyíŋ</td>
<td>stand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baa</td>
<td>seek</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The last group is the verbs of mixed distribution, and here there are only two members. ge ‘go was the most frequent of the mixed distribution verbs of 3.3, and appears here as well, as would be expected. But only first and middle positions are recorded, no final positions. The second verb yaa/ya
‘rise; work’ had in the 2-verb chains only one occurrence, as V\(^1\), but has a more mixed distribution here.

**Figure 7-4 Mixed distribution**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>3 / 4 chains</th>
<th>First</th>
<th>Middle</th>
<th>Final</th>
<th>Simplex use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ge</td>
<td>go; part</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yē눈/yí</td>
<td>rise; work</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.2 Three-verb chains

Moving over now to an analysis of these longer chains we use the same framework as before, and more specifically, we expect to find the same main structure of the chains as we have found already with the 2-verb chains. This means a set-up of final-position framing event and a first-position co-event. But we must obviously decide how far forward in the chain the ‘final position’ stretches, and how far towards the end a ‘first-position’ goes. And the question of a possible ‘middle-event’ must be considered: do co-event and framing event cover all possible elements of a macro-event?

A first strategy of analysis make use of the notion of pleonastic expression of the framing event and the findings of chapter 6 as expressed in the summary (6.6).

**63) Pleonasms in 3-verb chains**

a. V\(^2\) and V\(^3\) form a more or less lexicalised compound and are expressing the framing event together, with the V\(^1\) verb as co-event

b. V\(^2\)+V\(^3\) combinations are pleonastic expressions of the framing events.

c. A pleonastic expression may also occur in co-event position and take a further ‘final verb’ as extension, making possible triple pleonastic expression of the framing event.

A second strategy groups V\(^1\) and V\(^2\) together, with two possible set-ups. One employs a notion of nesting within the macro-event, basically having an overall framing event expressed in the last verb, and a smaller-scope framing event from another domain in the second verb. The other set-up simply has two co-events in some 3-verb chains.

**64) Complex co-events in 3-verb chains**

a. V\(^2\) acts as the framing event \([x]\) of V\(^1\), giving \([V^1+V^2]x\), and V\(^3\) acts as framing event \([y]\) of \([V^1+V^2]x\), giving \([[V^1+V^2]xV^3]\]y]

b. V\(^1\) and V\(^2\) is concomitantly framed by V\(^3\).

Motion is the most frequent framing event with 3-verb chains as well, with 11 out of 16 instances. Then Action correlating follows with 3 occurrences, before State change and Realization with 1 each.

We start out by examining Motion chains.
7.2.1 Motion

In our first example we shall cite a 3-verb chain containing an already familiar combination (cfr 6.4.2).

65) Sag V1 V2 V3 Opat Rel:[ V1 ] Opat

Dùù ka jùuñ ni ndushò see'kiwúrè mum, ...
Hare take return give eggplant ripe-TOT-stat-v.detr one ...

"Hare brought back one ripened eggplant, ...."

In 65) the use of ni ‘give’ is purely locative, governed by jùuñ ‘return’ in this respect, though no locative NP is present. In any case the context tells us that the agent has no intention of actually giving the eggplant to anybody. The chain thus says that one object was taken by the subject and moved back to his previous location as specified by jùuñ ‘return’, and that this movement was directed to a Goal. With this pleonastic Motion event a Cause co-event is used, transitivising the sentence in the same way as in ex 7) above.

Formal version: [The Agent AMOVED the Figure TO a previous location] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [the Agent took the Figure]

We find the same pattern in the next example.

66) Sag V1 V2 V3 Opat Loc

Móówu pan ge jùuñwú kùù pôm.
Indefl-pl carry go return-pst grandpa village

“They carried grandfather back to his village.”

In this 3-verb chain, the pleonastic 2-verb chain ge jùuñ ‘go back’ has been augmented with another verb than in the preceding example, but with the same effect of getting a transitive verbal complex and having a Cause co-event.

Formal version: [the Agents AMOVED the Figure to a previous location] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [they carried him]

This same pattern of a V1 –verb with co-event support relation to a pleonastically expressed Motion event we see in several of the 16 three-verb chains. The table below indicates this relationship by putting V1 into the first column and V2 and V3 together into the second. (The full sentences may be seen in Appendix B, Table B –6 )
Table 7-1  2-verb framing events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-event</th>
<th>Framing event</th>
<th>Free translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) kí cut (?)</td>
<td>jí jìn (wú fààñ) rise return (with back)</td>
<td>stopped short and returned (at full speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) lóo run</td>
<td>yú jìn (wú fààñ) rise return (with back)</td>
<td>turned back and ran (at full speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) lóo run</td>
<td>mbèe jìnáwau (póm) arrive return-into-pst village</td>
<td>arrived running back into town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) viì be.angry</td>
<td>dib jàñgré exit return-v.detr.</td>
<td>angrily exited again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) bùr cut.open</td>
<td>dib jùàŋ exit return-TAM</td>
<td>cut open and get out again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) gè go</td>
<td>yee jìwcfiré change circle-TAM-v.detr</td>
<td>go roaming about</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tellingly, the majority of these chains has jìn/jiìn ‘return’ as the V³–verb. Chains 1) and 2) has yí/yú ‘rise’ in V² position, this is a motion verb often introducing a Motion event with a sort of ‘onset’ effect (cfr ex 4) above, and Table B-1 in Appendix B). Chain 3) has mbèe ‘arrive’ in V² position, and chains 4) and 5) has dib/dìw ‘exit’, both well known ordinary motion verbs with simplex use as well. The last chain has jìb/jìw ‘roam, move hither and thither’ in V³ position, it is a verb that happens not to occur in the 2-verb chains, but which is otherwise well-known outside our corpus. It has yee ‘change.location’ as V²–verb, and the two together place the chain solidly as a Motion event with double expression.

Turning to the co-event verbs, we find chain 2) and 3) with lóo ‘run’ as a Manner co-event. Chain 5) bùr ‘cut.open.’ is again Cause. Chain 1) we must leave without a final decision on the support relation of co-event, since the exact meaning is not known, though its meaning in this chain is certain enough (cfr free translation); Manner is the most likely option. Chain 4) with viì ‘be angry’ has a Concomitance relation with the framing event.

Finally chain 6) seems to express Motion in all 3 verbs, and as such be triply pleonastic. It is here somewhat symptomatic that the V¹ verb is ge ‘go’: it is by far the most versatile verb in the context of chains, with almost equal distribution as V¹ and V² in 2-verb chains, or V¹ and Vₘᵢᵈ in the longer chains, it has a large number of simplex occurrences, and finally it is used in ‘modal construction’ in much the same way as English ‘go to do something’.

Some further comments must be made on the next chain, presented in a similar table below, but putting the dividing line between V¹ +V² and V³.
Table 7-2  2-verb co-events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Co-event</th>
<th>Framing event</th>
<th>Free translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>d̀ú kwanw</td>
<td>ju:`e (cûn bîrâ.)</td>
<td>go up into the tree again</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>advance</td>
<td>return (tree top-on)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reason for dividing this chain so that the co-event slot contains the two first verbs instead of just one, is the fact that we have no occurrences of kwanw ‘ascend’ neither in V¹ position nor in simplexes. We simply do not know if it may occur as V¹ –verb followed by ji`nw ‘return’. We do have another occurrence of the same sequence first in a 4-verb chain, though. It is not unlikely that kwanw ‘ascend’ must always have some other verb in V¹ position to itself. On the other hand ji`nw ‘return’ is highly frequent as V² –verb with a number of different verbs, and therefore may well be eligible for a further final position also in this case. The effect is the same as with the 6th chain above: Motion event with triple pleonastic expression.64

Two more Motion event chains merit some further comments. The first contains the familiar verbs ge and ji`n, but has another verb inserted between them.

67) V¹  V²   V³  O³pat
    Ge  kwe`e ji`n  ŋu mà`n ....
    Ge  kwe`e ji`n  ŋu mà`n ....
    go  find    return 3sg friend ....

“(He) went and found again his friend, …”
txt4:017

Here the problem of deciding the status of the V² –verb becomes acute. Several interpretations exists. First the possibility of a modal verb ge ‘go’ with a purpose clause kwe`e ji`n ‘find again’ must be refused: the sentence tells in straightforward declarative mode the fact that a person moved and found his friend. But does 67) mean that the subject ‘went back and found his friend’ or that he ‘went and found his friend again’? The first alternative is a clear Motion event with a further event of ‘finding’, the other is a Temporal contouring event with a Constitutive co-event of ‘finding’ and a further Cause or Enablement event of ‘going’. A third possibility is to emphasize kwe`e ‘find’ as a change of cognitive state of the subject, with ‘going back, he found his friend’ as a possible paraphrase.

All three possibilities are neatly packaged in this 3-verb Nizaa chain as compared to the more cumbersome English expressions, and is a beautiful example of the process of grounding information in the verb complex that we discussed in 5.3. But it is difficult to settle on a final solution of how to analyse such a tripartite macro-event. Furthermore it shows that the chain structure of Nizaa is fairly open and that the proposed status of the chain ge ji`n as a lexicalised compound is accurate only to a certain degree.
As noted above, the $V^1$ verb `go` is special. It combines ‘strong’ semantic content with high frequency in several different distributional contexts, and so is almost the inverse of `juun` ‘return’, which seem to have a somewhat bleached semantic content and high frequency of use in one specific distributional context.

Further complicating the matter is the fact that the subject does go to his previous whereabouts to find his friend. The sentence thus is clearly in the ‘in between-position’ that was put forward as ambiguous in the meaning chain of `juun` ‘return’, cfr 18) above.

Before deciding on a possible analysis, we need to discuss the $V^2$–verb. A comparable chain with a motion $V^1$ verb was treated in 34) above. We then took ‘to find X’ to denote a change of cognitive state of the finder, with the motion event enabling this change by bringing the person to the location of the found entity. A similar view can be taken here, seeing $V^1 + V^2$ as chain with a State change framing event subsequently modified by $V^3$ in a way similar to derivational suffixes. As we have noticed several times, they apply to the whole chain, often matching the meaning of the $V^1$ verb better than the meaning of the $V^2$ verb.

It seems that this last reading best can account for the facts. We venture to put forward a formal version with a Motion framing event and a complex co-event with a support relation of subsequence and a framing event of State change, in accordance with strategy proposed in 64)a).

Formal version: [the Agent A MOVED TO a previous location] WITH-THE-SUBSEQUENCE-OF-[[he found his friend] ENABLED-BY [he went]]

The second chain to consider here has another sort of complex co-event.

The clause may need a little contextual explanation: in this story a man styling himself as a person ‘who never gets enough of fighting’ is supposed to fight with 30 chosen men. His brother matches him as a person ‘who never gets satisfied with eating.’ After showing off himself, and a couple of truly astonishing feats of eating on the part of his brother, the fighter invites his opponents to get at it. Their reaction is described in 68) : they scatter in all directions at a run, and so frightened that they spontaneously defecate. Yet again we may admire how unobtrusively all this information is conveyed by means of a chain, and wonder how it is structured.
In this case it is difficult to postulate a nested structure of complex macro-event within a larger macro-event. Rather the two first verbs describe two events happening together and framed jointly by the Motion event of the last verb. Once more we see a better semantic match between the $V^1$–verb and the $V^3$–verb (run –scatter), while the $V^2$–verb provides a very different kind of event. The $V^1$ verb loo ‘run’ thus has a Manner support relation to $\text{tac}a$ ‘scatter’ while $\text{deb}$ ‘have.diarrhoea’ have a Concomitance relation to both, as it were. We use the strategy of 64)b) to produce a formal version.

**Formal version:** [the Agents $\text{MOVED AWAY}$ from a joint location] WITH-THE MANNER-OF [they ran] & CONCOMITANT- WITH [they defecated]

### 7.2.2 State change

There is one 3-verb chain that seems to have State change as final verb framing event. Consider the chain below:

69) $\text{cm}$ $\text{adv}$ $S^{\text{ag}}$ $V^1$ $V^2$ $V^3$ $O^{\text{pat}}$ $\text{sbn}$
   … $\text{à sùnà yí ká dib } \text{béékíří wù yée }$
   … $\text{à sùnà yí ká dib } \text{béékíří wù yée }$
   … said see-people log take exit rescue-PFtr 2s if …

“..said, in case I rescue you out, …?”

txt2:007

Though motion of the figural entity is involved, as seen by the $V^2$ verb, this is not what frames the whole chain. It is the state of being rescued as compared to its opposite that is the ‘upshot’ here, a change of the condition of the figural entity, or, let us call it the Figure. The chain is transitive and causative, with the $V^1$–verb ka ‘take’ introducing both properties, as we have discussed before in 6.1.3.1. The $V^1 + V^2$ combination is a chain on its own, though it does not happen to be instantiated in the present corpus. As such it would have a Motion framing event and a Cause co-event. We consequently use the strategy of 64)a) to analyse this chain, grouping $V^1$ and $V^2$ together as a nested macro-event within another macro-event. (Since it is the protasis of a conditional sentence, we put if outside the framing event bracket, and let the ensemble trail off with three dots at the end since we do not cite the apodosis.)

**Formal version:** if [the Agent “$\text{MOVED}$” the Figure to a CONDITION (being rescued)] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [[the Agent $\text{MOVES}$ the Figure] WITH-THE-CAUSE-OF [the Agent takes the Figure]] …
7.2.3 Action correlating

The three Action correlating chains all have ni ‘give’ as V³ –verb, and since each of them has interesting features, we shall discuss all three. We shall start our discussion with one that at V² – position has another verb with an Action correlating effect, thus representing the pleonastic framing event pattern of 63) above.

70) Sª ag cm V¹ V² V³ Oben Opat

Kùù ... à yúú yááŋ ni yì tûtòŋw wür,
Kùù ... à yúú yááŋ ni-L yì tûtòŋw wür-L,

grandpa ... said work(v) be.together give-imp log. work(n) field

“Grandfather went to Buram saying Work together with me for my field-work,” s37:005

In 6.4.1 and 6.4.2 we discussed the comitative verb yááŋ ‘be.together’ and the dative verb ni ‘give’ without considering the possibility of combining the two. Nevertheless the combination is fairly frequent in Nizaa, being the standard expression of ‘to help somebody’. 66

The V¹ –verb can be a verb describing any useful activity, or it can as here be a general verb like yúú/yf ‘work’, with a prepositional phrase specifying the activity. In this case the general verb is probably chosen because the speaker does not actually want his interlocutor to go digging and raking with him, but to provide drink for the people who will carry out the actual fieldwork (ex 53) discussed above is a follow-up sentence to the present chain). The work to be carried out by the addressee/Agent will thus not necessarily be done side by side with the speaker, as the V² –verb ‘be.together’ could have indicated, but is a side-line of activity, so to speak, to the line of activity carried out by the speaker/Receiver. Still it is conceptualised as a joint effort, with both parties involved to get the desired result.

The V³ –verb ni ‘give’ is the main framing verb in this chain. It generally has the effect of introducing an object with a Benefactive or Recipient role in Action correlating sentences. In this particular instance it furthermore rearranges the syntactic expression of the Agent and the second Agency of the sentence. As we remember, yááŋ ‘be.together’ required a multiplex subject, placing both the Agent and the Agency within the subject. With ni ‘give’ the Agency is moved out of the subject and placed in the object, allowing the subject to be singular (though not requiring that it be singular, of course).

As already remarked, we take this chain to be an example of a pleonastically expressed framing event. As usual with Action correlating, the co-event bears a support relation of Constitutiveness to the framing event, being a substrate shaped by the framing event. Even if its pleonastic, each Action correlating verb adds a distinctive part the framing event; the strategy employed is 63)b).
**Verb Chains in Nizaa**

Formal version: [the Agent PUT her Action TOGETHER-WITH Agency’s Action & TO-AVAILABILITY-OF the Agency’s CONTROLING] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent works]

The next chain of Action correlating has an utterance verb in V\(^2\) position, hence we are still dealing with a typical setting for an Action correlating framing event. The subject is in ellipsis.

71) aux O\(^{repc}\) V\(^1\) V\(^2\) V\(^3\) adv
... à yí seghšó gè nyin ni câŋw.
... à yí seghšó gè nyin ni câŋw.
.... aux log mother.in.law go speak give again

"... so that (it) will go to greet my mother-in-law."

Even though the presence of nyin ‘speak’ is typical of Action correlating, it cannot be said to express this framing event pleonastically, it rather has the role of constituting the content of the Action correlating event. Neither is there any semantic properties of the V\(^1\) and the V\(^2\) verb that put them in a more stable and context-free relationship with each other. They do instantiate an internal relationship, though, in so far as the ‘going’ is enabling the ‘speaking’ within this context. But this relationship must extend to both V\(^2\) and V\(^3\) together, since there will be no ‘speaking’ without its being in communication with the interlocutor.

To express these considerations in a coherent way, it seems that the best solution is to employ the 63)a) strategy and treat V\(^2\) and V\(^3\) as belonging together in an Action correlating chain, with V\(^1\) as co-event.

Formal version: [[the Agent will PUT his Action IN-COMMUNICATION-WITH the Agency’s LISTENING] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agent speaks]] ENABLED-BY [the Agent goes]

The last sentence with an Action correlating event is, as several of our examples of this framing event, in imperative mode, marked three times by the characteristic tone contours of the verbs. As we have already observed (cfr 6.4.2), imperative is not a constitutive property of Action correlating as such, since the same relation between an Agent and an Agency can readily be expressed in declarative or...
interrogative mode as well. Still it is not surprising that the imperative is so frequent: though the ‘giver’ in each case is understood as the party effecting or maintaining a correlation between the actions of herself and the actions of the other, that other may express his wish to come into control of the Agent’s actions, being a ‘wannabe receiver’ so to speak.

72) cm S ag-voc V 1 V 2 V 3 O ben O pat Loc
   Å Ndáŋndeʔ, taà kwâŋwkí ní yíwú dëè gúûniná.
   said spider weave-imp ascend-imp-TOT give-imp log-Pl bridge sky-to

   “(They) said: Spider, weave and put up for us a bridge to heaven.”

The present chain gives us the opportunity to discuss a further characteristic of ni ‘give’: it can appear after the derivational suffixes. We have seen this before, in ex 51) and 54), but without commenting on it, since other topics were more important at that stage.

We stated in Hypothesis 2 that ‘Any morphological material occurring between the verbs signal a looser conceptual integration of the events denoted.’ Does that statement make sense in cases such as 72)? Let us consider at the different elements at play here, in a sentence taken from a long fairytale about all the bush animals going to visit their in-laws in the sky, using a spider’s cobweb for bridge.

The V 1 verb is polysemous, meaning both ‘shoot (arrow)’ and ‘weave (a tissue)’67. In the context of the spider it clearly means ‘weave, make net’ –it is the most characteristic activity of a spider. The V 2 verb then proceeds with ‘ascend’. The V 2 verb has the -ki suffix, usually glossed TOT, short for completive. The sentence is transitive, the Patient object being a bridge. Generally – ki ‘completive’ in transitive sentences it marks ‘totality’ of the object. If we apply this notion to 72), it says that a complete bridge must be woven. The verbs together with the object and the locative phrase can be paraphrased as something like ‘weave a bridge upwards to heaven’. Then the ‘giving’ event is expressed with ni ‘give’, immediately followed by the Benefactive object, not the Patient Object, in the standard way.

Whatever else may be said of the interpolation of suffixes in chains with ni ‘give’, it does produce a group of V 1 + V 2 to be framed by V 3. The 64)a) strategy also seems to be the one applying here: The V 2 –verb frames V 1 with another framing event than the final V 3.

Before going on to a discussion of the validity of Hypothesis 2 concerning the presence of other morphological material between the verbs, let us present the formal version of 72).

**Formal version:** [the Agent PUT his Action TO-AVAILABILITY-OF the Agency’s CONTROL] CONSTITUTED-BY [[ the Agent MOVES UPWARDS] WITH-THE-SUBSEQUENCE-OF [he weaves a bridge]]
7.2.3.1 Interpolation of derivational suffixes

Now why should \textit{mh} ‘give’ appear after the \textit{Êjh} ‘completive’ suffix? We can perhaps imagine that the whole bridge of 72) should be completed before the Benefactive participants should take control of it. But this seems a little far-fetched, since a condition of completeness before final taking control of the Agent’s Action or output of action would be a natural part of many of the \textit{ni} ‘give’-chains we have already discussed, without being marked with –\textit{jh}.

Another explanation may be sought in the notion of \textit{ni} ‘give’ as ‘case-marker’, that is, as a marker of an object with Recipient or Benefactive role (indirect object). Such use of a GIVE verb, often grammaticalizing to a preposition meaning 'to' or ‘for’, is well known from other languages with serial verb structures (Lord 1993, chapter 3). As far as its position after derivational suffixes is concerned, \textit{ni} ‘give’ in its capacity as marker of grammatical relation would then presumably have a looser connection to the real events of the verbs in front of the suffixes.

But this idea is once more difficult to sustain –our whole analysis of the use of this verb has shown that it is intimately connected with the events of the other verbs, taking the role of framing event. Furthermore indirect objects with a comparable recipient role may well be introduced into the sentence without the presence of \textit{ni} ‘give’, cfr the discussion of utterance verbs in 6.4.2. So while Nizaa \textit{ni} ‘give’ obviously has something in common with an indirect object marker, it does not seem to be the grammatical relation of indirect object as such that governs its presence or absence in the sentence.

The explanation may be simpler, based on morphosyntactic rules. Nizaa verbs can basically be divided into two groups, those that take the –\textit{ki} suffix and those that do not (the smallest group). \textit{ni} ‘give’ is in the last group, and thus bars the attachment of the –\textit{ki} suffix to itself, forcing it to land on the next candidate counting from the end.

Why \textit{ni} ‘give’ and other verbs (notably a group of motion verbs) do not accept suffixing with –\textit{ki} is another matter, and limited space and our present state of knowledge do not permit any discussion on this point. What we may observe is that these verbs can be present in a chain where another verb carries the suffix, but can not carry it themselves. But also other suffixes are put in between \textit{ni} ‘give’ and the preceding verb, e.g. –\textit{a} as in ex 51), though these other suffixes do not seem to have the same combinatorial restraints as –\textit{ki}.

The conclusion on the validity of Hypothesis 2 must thus be that within chains, the interpolation of derivational suffixes between \textit{V^1} before \textit{ni} ‘give’ as \textit{V^2}, or between \textit{V^1} + \textit{V^2} before \textit{ni} ‘give’ as \textit{V^3}, signals that the first part forms a macro-event on its own, with another framing event than Action correlating. As such it is not structurally different from other chains with an different macro-event in the co-event slot, as discussed above with e.g. \textit{ge kwes juun} ‘go-find-return’ which we analysed as having a State change chain as co-event to a Motion framing event, or \textit{ká dib bëe} ‘take-
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exit-rescue’ with Motion framing-event in co-event position and State change as final framing event. Still the presence of a derivational suffixes makes this structure overtly marked, underlining the conceptual fissure between the first and the second part.

Action correlating is therefore a prime suspect among the framing event of generally having a different relationship to its co-events, since ni ‘give’ is nearly alone with this behaviour, And in fact the support relation of Constitutiveness seems to be the only one extant with Action correlating, both in our examples from Nizaa and in Talmy’s treatment of this framing event (Talmy 2000-II: 253-261).

Co-events as Cause and Manner usually will be taken from a more restricted domain of possible events, e.g. Manner with Motion will typically cover events of self-contained motion or sound-emittance. In contrast the Constitutive support relation to Action correlating can have just about anything as co-event.

7.2.3.2 Realization with se ‘see’
The only other verb showing the same behaviour of allowing interpolation of derivations between itself and preceding verb(s) is se ‘see’, and in the present corpus there is only one occurrence of such a structure. It is presented in 73).

73) V₁ V₂ V₃ O.pat
Goo tén-kí se yí buû, ...
Goo tén-kí se yí buû-L, ...
chop sever-TOT see log head ....

“Try and chop entirely off my head, (so that it can go to greet my mother-in-law again.”, cfr ex 71) above)
txt1:009

We have already treated the second clause of this sentence as ex 71). When now looking at the first clause, we can appreciate the joke of the story: the Hare has been lured into thinking that the head of a person can go separately to visit another, while the body does other things. In 71) he thus asks his wife to chop off his head, with a deplorable result further along, of course. The V₁+V² combination is a Realization event, where the intention of the ‘chopping’ action of V₁ to cause ‘severing’ is fulfilled in V²+ the–ki ‘completive’. Then se ‘see’ is brought in, predicated of the same subject as the two first verbs. Its meaning in 73) is perhaps something like ‘let’s try’ or ‘let’s see’.

It first sight this does not rhyme very well with Realization, since this framing event is supposed to fulfill or confirm an intention etc. But it may be regarded as a ‘resection’ type of event, cutting back on the assurance of V₁ and V². This type of ‘negative’ Realization event was discussed in the introduction to 6.5 on Realization, it is in fact more typical in English than ‘positive’ confirmation or fulfillment framing elements. However, in our example we can hardly see it as cutting
back on the intention of the speaker to have his head chopped off, though, at least he goes through with it. Perhaps it is not the intention of carrying out the beheading that is resected here, but the outcome is presented as something that may work or not.

No formal version of this example is presented. Instead we shall take a look at the only other instance of se ‘see’ as final verb, given as 74) below, even though it is a 2-verb chain.

74) S\textsuperscript{em} cm S\textsuperscript{ag-voc} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} S\textsuperscript{ag} V\textsuperscript{1} O\textsuperscript{pat}

\textit{person fight said 2pl come see-hither-v.detr 1pl begin fight}

“The fighter said you seem to have come, so let us start the fight!”

txt5:034

It is again difficult to understand exactly the meaning of this chain, and its classification as pertaining to Realization is more a guess than an established fact. The arguments for nonetheless doing so are presented below.

The first decision to make is whether the chain is a disguised matrix clause with embedded purpose clause. \textit{di} ‘come’ can occasionally function as ‘modal’ verb in a ‘come to do’ structure paralleling the ‘go to do’ structure (the very next sentence of the text appearing as ex. 68) in Appendix A has just such ‘modal construction’ with \textit{di} ‘come’ and the verb \textit{swiin} ‘to look’). In that case the sentence says something like ‘since you have come to see, let us start the fight’. But the present chain simply does not have the trappings of that construction. Moreover, what makes this interpretation rather unlikely is the fact that the speaker addresses people who have come with the specific purpose of fighting with himself, and so can hardly be said to have come ‘to see’. Furthermore there is no overt subjunction with ‘since’ or ‘as’ meaning.

The proposed solution takes se ‘see’ to be a Realization framing event of the ‘resection’ type. Again we are hindered from reaching certain conclusions by the lack of knowledge of the ‘intentional scope’ of Nizaa verbs. Is \textit{di} ‘come’ really a conative verb, or a fulfilled verb? We do not know for certain its status, but surmise that it is a fulfilled verb, and that the V\textsuperscript{2} verb se ‘see’ has the effect of casting doubt on the fact the these persons are present.

A tentative formal version is given below, with POSSIBLY as a not very sophisticated term for the ‘resection’ of Realization.

\textit{Formal version:} [the Agents have POSSIBLY \textit{“MOVED” TO CONFIRMATION the INTENTION (to be PRESENT)] CONSTITUTED-BY [the agents have come]
7.3 Four-verb chains

There are only three 4-verb chains extant in the corpus. All three have in final position verbs that we have already met with in this position, expressing respectively Motion, Realization and Temporal contouring. We shall discuss all three, citing for once the whole sentence and not just the chain clause.

Yet again we will use the idea of the final verb as framing event, along the lines established in treating 2- and 3-verb chains.

Let us start with the 4-verb chain with a Motion framing event (the second clause of the sentence has been discussed as ex 34)).

75) S\textsuperscript{ag} adv V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} V\textsuperscript{3} V\textsuperscript{4} O\textsuperscript{pat} Loc

\begin{align*}
&\text{Mbëw ðàà kùm} \quad \text{baà tààù yëë jìwùi} \quad \text{ñù cùn yëë konà}, \\
&\text{monkey other while seek} \quad \text{eat change roam-pres 3s tree fruit bush-in} \\
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
&\text{aux O\textsuperscript{pat} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2}} \\
&\text{à nàm di kweèkìwì.} \\
&\text{aux hyena-df come find-TOT-pst.} \\
\end{align*}

“A monkey who just then was roaming about seeking and eating his tree nuts in the bush, came and found the hyena.”

The first thing to note is the presence of the already known combination \textit{yès jìwì} ‘change-roam’ as V\textsuperscript{3} + V\textsuperscript{4}, marking this element as a pleonastic expression of Motion. V\textsuperscript{1} and V\textsuperscript{2} can be taken as a combination of two events carried out concomitantly. The scenario of the chain is ordinary enough: the monkey looks for tree fruits and eat them on the spot as he finds them, moving along without a strictly directed path. We must once more admire how this whole scene is neatly packaged into a verb chain, producible and understandable at low cognitive cost.

As chain structure we have two alternating co-events where both are concomitant with the double framing event of roaming about.

\textit{Formal version:} \text{[the Agent AMOVED TO different locations in an area] WITH-THE-CONCOMITANCE-OF \text{[[the Agent sought fruits] ALTERNATING-WITH [the Agent ate fruits]]}}

Going on to the next 4-verb chain, we find as final verb \textit{täm} ‘be.solid’, used for a Realization framing event in 2-verb chains. But another type of framing event is involved here.
76) S^ag rel:[V^1 V^2 Neg ] V^1 V^2 V^3 V^4
Nñî tan fuà fà láw nyín da shiw tamkì
nìi tan fuu -à fà láw nyín da shiw tam-kì
person eat be.satisfied-n not this stand legs.apart be.strong be.solid-TOT

Adv V^1 V^2 O^pat V^1 O^pat
líng haàŋ dììkì nùùŋ. ðwaŋ-wcí kôm láw.
líng haàŋ dìì -kì nùùŋ ðwaŋ-wcí kôm láw
well yawn leave-TOT mouth wait -pres tree.spec. that

"The man who was not satisfied by eating, planted solidly his feet
squarely apart, opened wide his mouth, and waited for the kom."

The chain in 76) could be considered an event of \_BE LOC with Manner co-events, only the last two
verbs so clearly are State verbs. State change therefore seems to be a more relevant category, the
figural entity here entering a state of ‘strongness’ or ‘being.secure,’ as it were. Again the last two
verbs can be considered a double expression of the framing event. The V^2 verb describes a Manner of
standing or the taking of a special stance. The first verb nyín ‘stand’, is itself a Motion stationary
verb with Manner conflated into it. It seems that both V^1 and V^2 denote standing and thus are
expressing \_BE LOC, with added semantic material of the Manner of being located conflated into them.

We can consider V^1 and V^2 as a macro-event with framing event of Motion and co-event of Manner,
further framed by the State verbs V^3 and V^4, the whole chain adding up to something like ‘taking a
body posture with an extreme amount of securing it’. We will try a formal version with 2 verbs in
each element of the macro-event.

**Formal version:** [the Agent “MOVED” TO a STATE (BEING strong & BEING solid)
CONSTITUTED-BY [[the Agent stand with his legs apart] ENABLED-BY [the Agent stands]]

The last 4-verb chain in the corpus employs ba ‘finish’ as final verb. This is a common verb in
Temporal contouring events.

77) S^ag V^1 V^2 V^3 V^4
Nyààŋ gàw wú nyààŋ ceraáří nyâŋ du kwaŋw ge baraá.
Nyààŋ gíw-pl wú nyààŋ ceram-pl nyâŋ du kwaŋw ge ba-rá.
animal big-pl with animal little-pl all advance ascend go finish-Pfdeetr.

"The big animals and the small animals all left and ascended to the very last one."

txt7:006

The combination of V^1 and V^2 we have discussed before in the context of 3-verb chains. We repeat
the supposition that these two verbs doubly express a Motion event, and as in the case of above where
it had jin/juun ‘return’ as final framing verb, we take the present chain with ge ‘ge’ as V^3 to have a
triple expression of Motion (cfr Table 7.2).
The V^4 verb then brings in the notion of ‘finishing’. We observed in 6.2.3 that when used of a process on a Patient, the verb denotes equally a complete affectedness of the Patient and a completion of the activity as such. The same ambiguity is present here, only applied to a group of Agents instead: do they finish the going away upwards (= they arrive), or is it the whole group that goes (no one left = the whole group is affected)? Possibly the second interpretation is available only with a multiplex Agent. We have chosen it in the free translation above, but the other option is just as likely. The context of the following sentence rather points to this solution, going straight on with activities undertaken by the group after arrival at destination.

As in the case of 2-verb chains we present a formal version built on the aspectual interpretation, understanding the co-event verbs to describe the process of journeying and the framing verb to describe it as finished. Instead of the process as something affecting a Patient, it must be seen as process carried out by Agents, e.g. as activity. The group of entities carrying out the activity of journeying forms the figural entity of the sentence.

Formal version: [the Agents “MOVED” an activity to COMPLETION] CONSTITUTED-BY [the Agents MOVED FORWARD & UP from a location]

7.4 Summary of 3- and 4-verb chains

In chapter 7 we have treated 16 chains with 3 verbs and 3 with 4 verbs, finding that Motion is the most frequent event type also in these chains, with 12 instances. The other types were considerably less frequent, Action correlating with ni ‘give’ being in second place with 3.

When summing up the findings on the longer chains, we may note that the hypothesis of the final verb as framing event has been upheld. We have found several instances of this framing event being pleonastically expressed, especially in the domain of Motion events. The importance of jin/juün ‘return’ as final verb of such pleonastic expressions was noted again, but other typical final verbs and verb-groups were found to have the same effect.

A new feature was the existence of complex co-events, either in the form of pleonasms as above, or as hierarchical structures, where a macro-event framed by one event type, would be embedded as co-event to a framing event of an other type. A third possibility was concomitant or alternating co-events. The chains are good examples of how much information can be processed in a backgrounding way by conflation into the verbal complex of the sentence.
8 CONCLUSIONS

In the following paragraphs we will draw attention to the most significant finds of the analysis. Then we will discuss some further details of the analysis, commenting upon the relation between the Hypotheses presented in chapter 5.5 and the actual finds. Finally, we will bring in the perspective of grammaticalization and the question of typological categorization of Nizaa as verb-framed or satellite-framed.

8.1 Macro-events in verb chains

In accordance with Hypothesis I, we have shown that chains are complex macro-events, integrating in a principled way the events denoted by each verb. We have also presented evidence of the idea that any further material introduced between the verb of a chain will signal a looser conceptual integration (cfr 6.1.1 and 7.2.3.1), as proposed in Hypothesis 2.

Within the chains as macro-events, we have found a very consistent pattern of the final verb as locus of the framing event. The first verb is as consistently expressing a co-event. The pattern is established on the basis of 2-verb chains, but is evident also in the longer chains of 3 and 4 verbs. This confirmation of Hypothesis 3 and Hypothesis 4 fact is perhaps the most important outcome of the analysis.

A second outcome is the fact that we succeeded in assigning all the chains to one of the 5 types of framing event proposed by Talmy, thus lending probability to the view that these categories are in fact relevant types of complex events.

8.1.1 Framing events and co-events

Once the hypothesis of the final verb as locus for the framing event is established, the framing event of many chains is distinct and clear, providing an easy choice for the analyst. This is not true of all cases, of course, something the two preceding chapters have shown, but an amazing number of the chains were easily categorized with respect to framing event. In comparison, the choice was considerably less clearcut when deciding on the co-event, and often the choice made did not change decisively the content of the total chain as compared to another possibility of support relation. The following characteristics of the data can be shown to relate to this ‘distinctness of the framing event’.

In the first place, it chimes in well with the general idea of the framing event as the ‘up-shot’ of the sentence, that is, the event that is asserted, or denied, or asked about. But the framing event as determiner of all or most of the argument structure and the overall semantic character of the
arguments, was on the other hand found to be less apt for Nizaa: the co-event verb was shown to participate actively in assigning argument structure to the chain in several chains.

Secondly, we proposed semantic compatibility with a framing event as a prerequisite for a verb to be used in final verb position (Hypothesis 5). This was borne out in the sense that no chain has been found where the final verb is not compatible with a type of framing event. On the other hand it seems that use in final position may emphasize strongly one meaning component of a verb to the detriment of another. We still hold that some meaning component of a verb used in final position, i.e. as framing event, in all cases can be shown both to exist in other usages of the verb and to be compatible with a framing event type.

Thirdly, we proposed in Hypothesis 6 that verbs used both as $V^1$ verb and $V^2$ verb in different chains, would still follow the general co-event –framing event pattern when appearing in $V^1$ position. This was also supported, so that these verbs in some cases was used as pleonasms, thus evading a further specification of a co-event, and in other cases was bearing a co-event to some framing event of another type than itself.

As a fourth point, let us draw attention to Hypothesis 7. It proposed that the Vector component of the Path generally is found in the verb, while the directional suffixes provide Conformational and Deictic information (cfr 5.4.1.1). With Motion framing events, they consistently provided further information on the general idea of motion expressed with the verb, like –a ‘illative’ implying that the Ground was an enclosure, -wa ‘distantive’ depicting the motion as going away from some location, and -ri ‘allative’ depicting the motion as directed towards the deictic center of the sentence, and so on.

8.1.2 The ‘story-line’ connection

Hypothesis 8 proposed that the framing event of a clause would be either part of the main line of events, or be the event that connected the clause with the main line in sentences of more supportive material. We have used this idea frequently going along, though not always directly commenting on it. It has generally been helpful to look at the context to decide what the event at issue must be, something that also is reflected many places in the preceding chapters.

Heavy use of context is especially important in a language like Nizaa, which so extensively use zero anaphora as referential device: a participant already known from the context, can readily be excluded from a sentence. To draw substantial conclusions on e.g. syntact structures without refering to the context can thus be fairly misleading. We have tried to avoid such faulty conclusions by often refering to contextual information.
8.1.3 The chains and backgrounding

As we have already noted, the longer chains present the same general pattern of co-event framing event as the 2-verb chains. In a number of cases, we found that the framing event was doubly expressed, often with the same 2-verb groups as was already identified as pleonasm in the context of 2-verb chains. Such pleonasm occurred also in co-event position. A third pattern found was hierarchical, with one 2-verb chain embedded as co-event to a further framing-event. Lastly 2 verbs could concomitantly be framed by a third, or alternate in a concomitance relation to the framing event.

In all these cases, together also with the 2-verb chains, one can not but admire the efficiency of the chain structure. Chains pack much information into few items, and the information is backgrounded and presented in an inobtrusive fashion.\footnote{140}

This must not be confused with the idea of main line and supportive material above. That perspective points to the fact that also verbally packed information necessarily plays a role in a larger context if the sentence belongs to e.g. a narrative. The framing element within the verbal complexes of several sentences will then carry the key events of the narrative, bringing the story on.

Conversely, the idea of backgrounding of semantic material by being expressed in the verbal complex points to this constituent as a locus of presenting information in a low-cost way within the sentence. As a sentence-level effect, it does not directly interact with the text-level notion of ‘story-line’.

Obviously it would be a most interesting task to bring these two perspectives together.

8.1.4 Further comments on the framing event types

The last two of the framing event types are comparatively new notions in linguistic litterature and we shall comment some more on them.

8.1.4.1 Action correlating

Action correlating was a pleasant surprise as framing event, opening up an observed linguistic pattern in Nizaa for a deeper understanding.

The notion of coactivity serves to give a coherent explanation of the relation between utterance verbs and benefactive events, both framed by ni ‘give’. In both cases the Agent instigates and maintains a situation where a second Agency’s action is fixed in relation to his own action. In the case of utterance verb + ‘give’ the second Agency’s action is ‘listening, being attentive’, in the case of benefactive events it is ‘taking control’ of whatever the benefactive element provides him with. The use of ni ‘give’ with utterance verbs can by virtue of the notions of Action correlating and coactivity be related to other verbs used in a dialogue situation, thus providing a more extensive insight into the conceptualizations of this domain.
Such an Action correlating reading of linguistic structures having some item denoting GIVE should be useful in the analysis of a number of languages, whether the GIVE element is present as a verb or verb-like word in serializing languages, or as a derivation in languages of verbal extensions.

8.1.4.2 Realization

Realization turned out to be the most tricky type of framing event, in the sense that very few chains seem to have this framing event, and those proposed are somewhat uncertain. A constant problem has been uncertainty of the ‘intentional scope’ of Nizaa verbs: does a certain verb imply that its intention is fulfilled or not?

We propose here an account for this phenomenon. Possibly most Nizaa verbs, like English, are not ‘conative’, but ‘fulfilled.’ A further element asserting fulfillment or confirmation is therefore not necessary. If present, it serves perhaps rather to intensify the event, thus not quite falling into the category of Realization as explained by Talmy. If Nizaa verbs generally are ‘fulfilled’, it is not very surprising that few Realization events were found. It also explains the difficulty of finding an idea of fulfillment or confirmation in the verb se ‘see’, which we tentatively have put into this category. This particular verb is better treated as being of the ‘resection’ type of Realization, cutting back on the meaning of a ‘fulfilled’ verb, rather than confirming the intention of a ‘conative’ verb.

8.2 Grammaticalization issues

We announced in the summary of chapter 6 that jin/juŋ ‘return’ needs some deeper attention, and this will be the theme for the following remarks.

As we have seen, jin/juŋ ‘return’ is the most frequent verb of chains and it is very consistently used in final position. The only non-final use is with ni ‘give’ as final verb, itself the second most frequent verb in chains. In these cases ni is used as allative –ri; by one analysis it can even be considered to be an allomorph of this morpheme, though we have chosen to treat it as a verb. We have no occurrences of jin/juŋ ‘return’ being used completely on its own in simplexes.

In 6.1.8 we discussed the related meanings of jin/juŋ ‘return’, showing that it has extended its meaning from describing a Path in relation of a location, to describing a temporal “Path” in relation to some event, the connection being found in the ‘previous’ component of the meaning. We furthermore proposed it as expressing a framing event of Realization in 6.5. Such a wide range of semantic categories may be interpreted as indicative of a ‘bleaching’ or generalization of the content, a well known phenomenon in the context of grammaticalization. Its very frequency is also indicative of a grammaticalization process: when the semantic range covered by a lexical item widens, it becomes eligible in new contexts, and thereby more frequent (or one could postulate the already existing frequency as a way of extending the semantic range; this process is interactive with frequency, it seems).
Other verbs in the corpus display the same tendency of polysemy and narrow range of use. We have noted on *yee* ‘change’ which was found to express 3 different framing events. Another Motion event framing verb with no simplex uses attested is *kwanw* ‘ascend’. Some of the verbs of Temporal contouring are oscillating between this and a State change meaning. Other verbs again, like *ge* ‘go’, are also frequent, but this verb provides an interesting contrast by being the most versatile verb of the corpus, but without any tendency to widen its sense and narrowing its use to one particular function of being framing event. Most importantly it is readily used with full lexical meaning in simplexes. If it is getting grammaticalized it is not in the context of final framing verbs, but perhaps in its use as ‘modal’ verb with a subjunctive ‘main verb.’

An interesting parallel is provided by Hindi ‘vector verbs’ (Hopper & Traugott 1993: 108-110). They are described as quasi-auxiliaries, being finite and carrying markers of aspect, tense and mood. Used with more contentful main verbs, they add to the verbal complex semantical nuances of aspect, direction and benefaction. They often express perfectivity or completeness. The list of examples of such ‘vector verbs’ is informative as well: it includes ‘go,’ ‘give,’ ‘take,’ ‘throw,’ ‘come,’ ‘sit,’ ‘fall,’ ‘get up,’ ‘strike,’ and ‘let go,’ some of which are equivalent to a number of the verbs treated by this thesis.

These ‘vector verbs’ are cited as the first stage in the unidirectional cline towards grammaticalization from being a full lexical verb, the next stage being auxiliaries, then clitics and affixes. Obviously the most frequent ‘final’ verbs of the Nizaa chains can be seen as having started on this process. But it should also be clear from the preceding chapters that most of these verbs still preserve a full lexical content and the full panoply of verbal morphology. Again *jin/juun* ‘return’ is the most outstanding special case: it is not any longer quite consistent in the morphophonological alternation between *jin* and *juun*.

The notion of grammaticalization opens up another interesting perspective on Nizaa verbs, or more accurately, on the derivational suffixes. Are they former ‘final verbs’ now so far down the cline of grammaticalization as having become suffixes? In a language practically unrecorded till 1979, it is difficult to know. A study of internal change has been carried out, though (Endresen 1992), and the knowledge of correspondences with proto-Bantu may provide clues to earlier forms of these suffixes.

Within the space of this thesis it is impossible to pursue the theme of grammaticalization any further, it must await further research. In any case, verb chains have proved to be a fascinating study in its own right, as a synchronic phenomenon.
8.3 Verb-framed or Satellite-framed?

By having Motion and Path conflated as the most typical pattern in the verb root, Nizaa can be said to belong to the verb-framed languages. Our whole analysis of the chains is based on this assumption of Nizaa being verb-framed.

Nizaa chains, as is typical of serial verb-constructions in many languages, present several events as a ‘chunk’: they are conceptualised as a single fused happening, and the verbs occur together in the normal verbal slot of the clause. According to the first four hypotheses, we see chains as complex macro-events, with the non-final verb(s) of the chain bearing the additional semantic material. The final verbs bear the framing event, and so the language can be said to be verb-framed.

Now According to Talmy, verb-framed languages, with conflation of Motion and Path, generally do not allow additional material such as Manner and Cause to be expressed in the main verb. It must be expressed in an independent constituent, usually adverbial or gerundive-type (Talmy 2000-II: 49). How can this notion be reconciled with the structure of Nizaa chains? After all, the co-events are expressed by verbs in a very similar way to framing events, instead of being syntactically more independent constituents such as adverbials or gerundives.

Would it be possible to see the non-final verbs as satellites? Verbs are cited as one of the categories that may partially overlap with some group of satellites in a language. Chinese and Lahu are given as examples in casu, Lahu being described as a Tibeto-Burman language with lengthy verbal sequences (Talmy 2000-II: 102). But the first-position verbs in Nizaa chain can in no way be considered a closed class or to be grammaticalised elements, on the contrary the first position sports a very varied and basically open-ended list of verbs, as seen in the tables of 3.2. It is accordingly difficult to assign satellite status to these verbs, also because they, without a clear shift in meaning, usually can occur as simplexes.

A much more obvious candidate for satellite status is the final verb. As we have seen in 3.3, there is a specific group of verbs with a marked tendency of last position occurrence. There is also a certain tendency to grammaticalization with some of these verbs, as we saw in 8.2. One could possibly simply define these items as satellites and put Nizaa in the category of satellite-framed verbs. The framing event could then be said to be expressed in the verb-like final ‘satellite’, while co-events could be said to be expressed in the ‘main verb’ of first position.

We have chosen not to do this, though, for a number of reasons. First, recall the frequency tables of chapter 3.2 and 3.3: while clearly having a cluster of ‘final verbs’, the position of final verb is essentially open to a much wider range of verbs than these, it is not a closed set.

Secondly, some of the verbs are going back and forth between a first and a final position, which would be require them to be part of a closed set of satellites in one position, and part of an open
class of verbs in the other position. This is not inconceivable, cfr. the example of Lahu cited above, but perhaps not a very intuitively satisfactory solution.

Thirdly, all the verbs in chains very much behave as verbs in so far as morphological trappings are concerned. Admittedly, the non-final verbs do not present any derivational or inflectional suffixes in chains (except in some cases where ni ‘give and se ‘see’ is the final verb). But the ‘naked’ forms of the non-final verbs are not necessarily so because of the requirements of the chain structure, they may be so also in simplex use, as part of running narrative texts. Both the first and the final verbs may also be without any suffixes in a given chain in context.

Forthly, both in simplexes and in chains, nearly all the verbs demonstrate the alternation between the strong-grade and the weak-grade root-form, in so far as the individual verbs have this alternation.

A final point is the difference between simplexes and chains: If chains represent satellite-framing, shall we then say that simplex verb clauses are verb-framed?

When summing up these points, we tend to stick to the notion of Nizaa as verb-framed. This gives a more coherent picture of the language structure. The problem of the close syntactic unity between the co-event and the framing event in this verb-framed language as compared to other verb-framed languages can be considered not a problem, but an interesting subject for further research on these typological categories.
APPENDIX A: LANGUAGE EXAMPLES

Below are full sentence versions of the language examples in the thesis. The numbering corresponds to the numbering in the thesis text.

2) S\(\text{exp} \ V^1 V^2 S\) \(\text{exp}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{exp}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{exp}\)  V\(^{1sub}\)  V\(^{sub}\)

\(\text{nu wàâ wa se kekirà.} \)  \(\text{fu+lààn se wà} \) mààn kùù  fàà
\(\text{nu wàâ -wa se ke -ki -râ} \)  \(\text{fu lààn} \) se-wà mààn kùù  fàà-L

3s grandchild-pl see know-TOT-PFdetr. they these see-past place staff-DF

\(\text{dàg ge-wà-nà} \)  \(\text{yèè-wà-ñwa} \) kùù  kpààg ni-wà
\(\text{dàg ge-wà-nà} \)  \(\text{yèè-ñwa} \) kùù  kpààg ni-wà

fall go-past-pcpl will-stative-not grandpa talk give-sub

"His grandchildren have seen and know, they saw the place grandpa's staff went and fell into, they do not want to tell him."

s42:004

4) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) adv  S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\)  Adv  S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\)

\(\text{kóm tìfì gíw dàà nýíñwù} \)  \(\text{wà}n ìginà, nìí} \)  \(\text{nàwàà nýèwà} \) fà lèw
\(\text{kóm tìfì gíw dàà nýíñ-wù} \)  \(\text{wà}n ìginà níí} \)  \(\text{nàwàà nýèwà} \) fà lèw

tree-sp. trunk big one stand-stat chief yard-in person fight tire-of -not not Dem.

\(\text{yùùwàrè, duògí kóm tìfì lèw wù òwàà wù wù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)
\(\text{yùù-wà-rè} \)  \(\text{ðù-gì kóm tìfì lèw wù òwàà wù wù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)  \(\text{mùù} \)

rise-from-v.detr grip-TOT tree.sp. trunk Dem with hand one tear.up-TOT-v.detr

"A great kom-tree was standing in the chief’s yard. This man who didn’t tire of fight, rose up, gripped that kom-tree with one hand, tore it up with the roots, threw it upwards, the big kom-tree vanished away into the sky."

txt5:029

5) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) S\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\) O\(\text{pat}\)  V\(^1\) V\(^2\)

\(\text{wàà wàà wàà soùw jèà} \)  \(\text{gù ðùwà à} \)  \(\text{di.} \)
\(\text{wu ùkùù soùw jèà} \)  \(\text{gù ðùwà à} \)  \(\text{di} \)

2s-aux maize bowl 10 buy put-away

"You shall buy and stow ten bowls of maize."

txt6:004
A great kom-tree was standing in the chief's yard. This man who didn't tire of fight, rose up, gripped that kom-tree with one hand, tore it up with the roots, threw it upwards, the big kom-tree vanished away into the sky.

“The people of that village brought them to the chief's (place), to exchange speech with the chief.”

“After them, the chief called together the people, both men and women, in his courtyard.”
“Not a moment after they heard the noise of the big kom-tree as it swished back downwards again.”

txt5:030

“People came running to, finding Hare’s head lying a part, his body lying a part, dead.”

Txt1:012

“The monkey put his tail down into the mouth of the hole, the hyena swung up with it, the monkey lifted the hyena out.”

txt2:009

“Grandpa returns at full speed, crying as he goes.”

s38:005
13) S
1 V
2 adv  S
μ  V
1 V
2 adv  Loc  V
1 V
2 Loc  

Dīb ndōngē, kā fālá mádhān dib ndōngwū  čàgwi ṳyęw, gē jëw gū pōm.
dīb ndōng-rē loc ṳfālá mádhān dib ndōng-wū  čàgwi ṳỳěw go jëj ṳỳi pōm
exit pass-v.det.d at back  friend exit pass-pst  again  3s thing  go return  3s village

“He went off, behind him the friend also went off on his way, going back to his village.”

txt4:023

14) S
exp V
1 V
2 Sexp  V
1 O
exp  

pat Øt v` ∆` ∆vtd ṫq`− jdtjhq` Å ¬tk

Øt v` ∆` ∆vtd ṫq`− jdt,jh,q` Å ¬t,k`ñv,ok ṫq, m`ñ

3s  grandchild-pl  see know-TOT-PF  they-DEMpl  see-pst placeDF

Spat                  V
1 V
2 V
1 Orecp V
1 V
2

kūū  f53  dāg gewunā. yēēwi-ŋwā kūū kpāāŋ niwā.
kūū  f53-L  dāg ge-wū-nā yēē-wū ŋwā kūū kpāāŋ niwā

grandpa  staffDF  fall  go-pst-people  will-stat  v.neg  grandpa  talk  give-sub

“His grandchildren have seen and know, they saw the place that grandpa’s staff fell off to, they do not want to tell grandpa.”

s42:004

15) S
μ V
1 Cnj V
1 V
2 Adv  

Būram sī nzāŋkŵu ļō, cee ġewu wūrā
Būram sī nzāŋ-kī-wū ļō cee ġe-wū wūr-nā

pers.n.  house  clean-TOT-stat  when,  descend  go-past  field.in

Cm adv S
μ V
1 Ref: [ O
μ  V
1 ]

ā  Dāā  yī kwerántā dōh su∥ē.
ā  Dāā  yī kwer-a-nā dōh su∥ē

said  maybe  1s  find-into-irr  sauce  cook-v.det

“When Buram’s house is all cleaned, she goes down to the fields, saying ‘Maybe I shall find something to cook a sauce from.’”

s33:001

16) Sag V
1 V
2 LOC  PP  

Ḍ̄̄u  ġe jëj  ṳỳi pōm waaw jëj.
ḍ̄̄̄u  ġe jëj  ṳỳi pōm waaw jëj

hare  go  go.back  3s  village  wife  at

“Hare returned to his village to his wife.”

Txt1:006
The hyena descended down into the hole again, uncle Hare whispered to the monkey: Go climb up into the tree again!

"The men went home to find fight-medicine, the women went home to make food."

"The child's friend said: Father, goodbye, I go back."

"The Baby started to cry."
23) S
ag
V
1
V
2
O
pat
Sāŋ
soo
yera-ki-rí
nyāŋ
Sāŋ
soo
yarakfrí
nyāŋ
Foc
beginTOT
animal

"Sang started broiling the meat."

s14g:01b

24) S
ag
V
1
O
pat
Sub.V
Sāŋ
yera-ří
nyāŋ
sō-wā
Sāŋ
year-ří
nyāŋ
sō-wā
Foc
beginPF
animal
broil-sub

"Sang started to broil the meat."

s14g:01a

25) S
em
cm
PP
S
ag
V
1
V
2
Foc
O
recp
Sub-v
PP
hare
said
1sg
for
1sg
go
stay-hab
foc.
2sg.mother
speak-sub-v
fowl
male
for

"Hare said: As for me, it is I that constantly go to greet your mother, whereas for the Cock, it is the head who go to greet mother-in-law."

Txt1:006

26) S
um
V
1
V
2
O
pat
advl
Burām
rō
suŋ
sīfcí
zō
duu
pi
Burām
rō
suŋ
sīfcí
zō
duu
pi
pers.n
baby
drink
stay-hab
gruel
good
only

S
V
1
V
2
advl
rō
gib
banjīwù
bè

baby
be.big
be.beautiful

S
V
1
V
2
Neg
yēŋw
gwāw
su
gwaw
rēŋw-à
fa

thing
hurt
3s
hurt
arrange-neg
not

"Buram's baby drinks only good gruel, the baby has grown so big and beautiful, sickness never makes him suffer."

s30:003
27) S ag V1 V2 O advl
Këa têr bêkiwû yëf dûd.
kûû tur ba-ki-wû yûi dûd
grandpa rake finish-TOT-pst 3sg first

"Grandfather finished raking his first/early."
s44:003

28) advl PP S ag V1 V2
Mûn kûû wûr ndûj jûš dûa bêkiwâ.
mûn kûû wûr-L ndûj juš-L dûg ba-ki-rû
today grandpa field-df in weeds-df fall finish-TOT-PFdet

"Today in grandfather's field, the juu-weeds have all fallen."
s43:001

29) S ag V1 V2 O
Mî taŋ jîŋkîf yûâûp.
mî taŋ jîŋ-ki-rû yûâû
1sg eat return-TOT-PFtr meat

"I went back to eating meat."
txmisc:004

30) cm S ag V1 V2 advl
Fâm dûû â nâm wû mbêw yër jîŋâ nûûû sfm.
fâm dûû â nâm-L wû mbêw-L yër juŋ-â-LH nûûû sîm
uncle hare said hyenaDF and apeDF begin reverse-into-imp how before

"Uncle Hare said : Hyena and Monkey should recommence as before."
tx2:015

31) S ag cm V1 V2 O advl Loc
Ndûûn giw tûgû ni twûm fûwà,
Ndûûn giw tûg-à ni twûm fûwà,
man big spit-into give spittle hand-in

"The old man spat saliva into the hand, saying today I give over to you the chieftainship."
tx4:015
33) $S^{33} \ V^1 \ V^2$
Saar² see nzapktšà.
saar²-L see nzap-ki-tà
morningDF be.red be.clear-TOT-past-detr.

"The morning grew bright."
txt4:020

34) $S^{34} \ Adv \ V^1 \ V^2 \ V^3 \ V^4 \ O^{o7} \ Adv$
Mbèw dàà kùm bad tàん yìì jììw-ci ɲù cùn yèè kònà,
mbèw dàà kùm bòa tàñ yìì jììw-ci ɲù cùn yèè kwèèg -nà
monkey one before seek eat change.loc roam-hab 3s tree nut bush-in

Aux O^{o7} \ V^1 \ V^2
à nàm-L di kwèè -kì-wì
aux hyena-DF come find -cmp -past

"A monkey was roaming about in the bush looking for tree nuts to eat, when he came and
found the hyena."
txt2:004

35) $S^{35} \ V^1 \ V^2 \ V^3 \ cm \ S^{o5} \ V^1 \ O^{o7} \ V^2 \ V^3 \ V^4$
łùnì viŋ dib jììŋ -rìì ɲìì go yìì mììdji sòò kùk -wà
łùnì viŋ dib jììŋ -rìì ɲìì go yìì mììdji sòò ku-ki-kì-wà
child be.angry exit return-v.detr said 1sg go 1sg friend stab die-TOT-sub

$S^{o5} \ O^{o7} \ V^1 \ V^2 \ V^3 \ aux \ V^4 \ cmp : [$
yàì yìì rììsìì wàñ ììfur dib jùìn, à kwèènù
yìì -à yìì rììsìì wàñ ììfur dib jììŋ à kwèè -nà
1sg-said 1sg saliva chief cut.open exit return aux find-participle

$S^{o5} \ V^1 \ adj ], S^{o5} \ V^1 \ Loc$
sìì sàwàwù sòòw ɲù mììdji gerì ɲù yèèw.
sìì sàa - wù sòòm ɲìì mììdji ge - rij ɲìì yèèw
house be.left-past be.empty 3sg friend go pst-tr 3sg thingDF

"The child angry went back saying I'm going to stab and kill my
friend, I shall cut him up and get out again my chieftainship mucus;
but he found the house left empty and the friend gone off."
txt4:032

36) $S^{36/37} \ V^1 \ V^2 \ O^{o7} \ LOC$
ùòram tòò yììrììkìwù zòò ììbùrììm ììànà.
ùòram tòò yììr -a -ki -wù zòò ììbùììm dàà -nà
pers.n. ladle.up. fill-into-TOT-pst gruel bowl-dim other-in

$V^1 \ O^{cmp} \ S^{o5} \ aux \ V^1 -sub$
nìì ɲù ròò, ròò ɲù sììù - wù.
nìì - ci ɲìì ròò ròò ɲù ììsù - wù
give-hab 3s baby baby aux drink-sub
"Buram ladles up gruel and fill it into another little bowl, gives her baby, the baby is drinking."

s30:002

38) S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Sbj</th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>V2</th>
<th>Adv</th>
<th>Neg</th>
<th>Advl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v1</td>
<td>sbn</td>
<td>sbo</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣod tab-ki-wu lо. Buram dаrki-sаwа bīnа.</td>
<td>zоd tab-ki-wu lо. Buram dаrki-sаwа bīnа.</td>
<td>gruel boil-TOT-pst as prs.n. advance-objM-TOT- down-pst ground-on</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td>v2-sub</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yerawu tоо kеnъwа.</td>
<td>yеrа-wu tоо kеnъwа.</td>
<td>begin-pst spoon cool-to</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"When the gruel has boiled, Buram puts it down on the ground and starts spooning it up to cool it."

s30:001

39) S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Sbj</th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>V2</th>
<th>Adv</th>
<th>Q-pr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vi</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>S-Aux</td>
<td>vi</td>
<td>vi</td>
<td>adv</td>
<td>Q-pr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṇу tаа kе saаqkirе ā wаа yа cаqw nǐkъnъ?</td>
<td>ћу tаа kе saаq-ríkъ ā wi-а yа cаqw nǐkъnъ</td>
<td>3s father exist awaken-TOT-v.detr said you-aux change again person-which</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"His father was startled awake, saying who are you changed again?"

txt4:025

40) S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Sbj</th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>V2</th>
<th>O-ass</th>
<th>Adv</th>
<th>S-ass</th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>V2</th>
<th>Adv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v1</td>
<td>v2</td>
<td>O-ass</td>
<td>adv</td>
<td>S-ass</td>
<td>V1</td>
<td>V2</td>
<td>adv</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burаm rоо suн sісі zоd dаu pі, rоо giб bаŋki-wu lеlі,</td>
<td>Burаm rоо suн sісі zоd dаu pі, rоо giб bаŋki-wu lеlі</td>
<td>prs.n. baby drink spend-hab gruel good only baby be.big be.beautiful-TOT-stative so</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yеnъ gwаw ћу gwаw rъwъwа fаl.</td>
<td>yеnъ gwаw ћу gwаw rъwъwа fаl.</td>
<td>thing hurt 3s hurt arrange-neg not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"Buram's baby drinks only good gruel, the baby has grown so big and beautiful, sickness never makes him suffer."

s43:003

41) S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Sbj</th>
<th>V1</th>
<th>V2</th>
<th>Neg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ваа kъу wùr nzаg ръwъki-wu lо nyάg kоо kе jаа.</td>
<td>sаа kъу wùr-L nzаg ръwъki-wu lо nyάg kоо ke jаа</td>
<td>time grandpa field-df clear arrange-TOT-PST as all grandpa know not</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

"The time that grandfather's field had been properly cleaned up all together, grandfather doesn't know."

s43:002
"Today grandfather's feet has become all light, as he comes running back to town he pants, the voice doesn't come properly out, burning(?)."

s39:001

"Having arrived, people greeted properly, showed the sleeping hut, they slept and awoke."

txt5:006

"The chief said, I want 30 men, strong people, who know how to fight a fight, and I also want 30 women, people who know how to make lots and lots of food."

txt5:014

"They teased grandpa together there."

s39:005
50) S\textsuperscript{se} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} S\textsuperscript{exp} V\textsuperscript{1} O\textsuperscript{pat} V\textsuperscript{2-sub} 

Sōadsō \(\text{jungnirā,}\) kūū mēɛɛɛ ci nū \(\text{wūr}\) tūr-wā. 
sūsūsū jiñ -ni -rä kūū mēɛɛɛ ci nū \(\text{wūrDF}\) tūr-wā. 
early.rains go.back-give -PFdet. grandfather think-pres 3s the.field rake.hay-sub 

"The first rain have come back, grandfather thinks of cultivating his field."

s37:002

51) S\textsuperscript{se} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} O\textsuperscript{pat} Loc 

Ndūn giw tūg-ā ni twām ōwanā, 
Ndūn giw tūg-ā ni twām ōwanā, 
man big spit-into give spittle hand-in 

\textbf{cm adv} S\textsuperscript{se} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} O\textsuperscript{exp} O\textsuperscript{pat} 

à mūn yī ni juərri wū wān. 
à mūn yī ni juərri wū wān. 
said today log give return 2sg chief 

"The old man spat saliva into the hand, saying today I give over to you the chieftainship."

txt4:015

52) S\textsuperscript{sm} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} O\textsuperscript{exp} cm S\textsuperscript{sm} V\textsuperscript{1} V\textsuperscript{2} V\textsuperscript{3} 

Nām gan ni mbēw \(\text{a mí gē yee jīw-cīřē}\) 
Nām gan ni mbēw -L \(\text{a mí gē yee jīw-cīřē}\) 
hyena say give monkey-df said 1sg go change roam-hab-v.deetr. 

S\textsuperscript{sm} Aux Loc V\textsuperscript{1} 

maà tuunā dagākīwī. 
ma-à tuū-nā dag-à-kī-wī. 
1sg-aux hole-in fall-into-TOT-pst. 

"The hyena said to the monkey saying I was ambling about when I fell into the hole."

txt2:006
Grandfather joined with Buram saying 'brew me cultivation beer' so that the guys will clear out the juu-weeds for him.

s38:003

"The people of that village brought them to the chief's (place), to exchange speech with the chief."

txt5:007

"Uncle Hare asked what exactly had happened."

txt2:013

"Then having changed to be separated from death, the hyena said hunger bites me, I want to eat the monkey."

txt2:010
As the kom came back down again, it fell and entered into that man's mouth with branches and all, he worked his mouth and closed it up again.

"As the kom came back down again, it fell and entered into that man's mouth with branches and all, he worked his mouth and closed it up again."

de:032

The place he jumps around the dance, the staff suddenly fell away into the grass, and grandfather's mouth started diminishing, he is definitely cooling down!

s42:002
A great kom-tree was standing in the chief's yard. This man who didn't tire of fight, rose up, gripped that kom-tree with one hand, tore it up with the roots, threw it upwards, the big kom-tree vanished away into the sky.

Drinking his fill, his 6th finger got solidly caught in his clothes, his body became all light, he was panting only, there was no more strength.

Hare brought back one ripened eggplant, finding Spider sleeping.

Hare brought back one ripened eggplant, finding Spider sleeping.
66) S

Móówu pan ge jüwwú kùù póm.
indf-pl carry go return-pst grandpa village

“They carried grandfather back to his village.”

67) V

Ge kwee jüw ši madg níi tannýn làw nún.
go find return 3sg friend person great dem child

“It. He went and found again his friend, the child of that old man.”

68) S

Mbèw swëen cašw nàm’ à säná yì kà dìb śërière wù
Mbèw swëen cašw nàm’ à säná yì kà dìb śëirement wù
monkey-df ask again hyena-df said see-pcple log take exit rescue-PFtr 2s

“The men that the chief had chosen to fight with this man ran off with diarrhoea, in all directions, together with all those who just had come to watch the fight.”

69) S

Sèn Sèn O

yèe waá yì tòqóng-pa rà?
yèe waá yì tòqóng-pa rà?
if 2s-aux log eat-neg qp

“Monkey asked the Hyena again saying, in case I lift you out and rescue you, you will not possibly eat me?”

70) S

Kùù gëwu Bùrám jëë à yùù ýëdi̱ ní yì tùóqum wúr,
Kùù gë-wu Bùrám jëë à yùù ýëdi̱ ní-l yì tùóqum wù-l,
grandpa go-PF prs-n. at said work(v) be.together give.imp log. work(n) field

“Monkey asked the Hyena again saying, in case I lift you out and rescue you, you will not possibly eat me?”
"Grandfather went to Buram saying Work together with me on my field-work, I want to hire people" s37:005

Try chop entirely off my head, so that (it) will go to greet my mother-in-law."

The fighter said you seem to have come, so let us start the fight!"

A monkey who just then was roaming about seeking his tree nuts in the bush, came and found the hyena.

The man who was not satisfied by eating, planted solidly his feet
squarely apart, opened wide his mouth, and waited for the kom.*

```
77) S°°
Nyaan gaw wu nyaa cerari nyaa du kwan ge ba-la.
Nyaan giw-pl wu nyaa ceram-pl nyaa du kwan ge ba-ra.
animal big-pl with animal little-pl all advance ascend go finish-Pfdestr.
```

“All the big animals and the small animals ascended and left to the very last one.”

*txt7:006
The 5 tables below present all the verb chains of the corpus, grouped by framing event type, and subdivided by co-event type.

**APPENDIX B**

Table B - 1  
Motion chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Co-event</th>
<th>Chains (word-by-word-translation, complete sentence and free translation)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Enablement | yúu dibwuré, gewú /LOC  
rise exit-pst-v.detran. go-pst/ village other-in  
Saárí daà, búsúuŋwu yúu dibwuré, gewú gbiíŋ daànà.  
One day, they rose and went out, and went to another village.  
txt5:005 |
| 2   | Enablement | AUX/Opst /gur dì  
2sg-aux /maise bowl ten / buy keep-imp.  
Waà lúguuŋ sonw jér gur dìí.  
You are to buy and keep 10 bowls of maize.  
txt6:004 |
| 3   | Cause     | bòg yáŋkí /Oesp / LOC  
call be.together-TOT / people/ his yard-in  
Náró fànn wànn bòg yáŋkí nítàŋw ndwëŋ wú jëëŋ nyàŋ nú díñnà.  
Behind them the chief called the people, both men and women, together in his yard.  
txt5:013 |
| 4   | Cause     | bòg yáŋkí /RECP  
call be.together / people  
Saárí seeki lò, shwáŋ wànn bòg yáŋkí nítàŋw, ndwëŋ goons taara làŋdí dirë nyééŋkíwarë, njeëŋ goons taara làŋdí caŋw ré níkeëŋ nyàŋ diwu wú yëŋw tât lëwàm ìwàm.  
When the dawn had come, very early the chief called together the people, the 30 men came and took their stand, the 30 women also came, each and every one came with great amounts of food.  
txt5:019 |
| 5   | Cause     | cim kwaŋwKiré  
jump ascend-compl DeTr  
Đùù gbííŋ ténkiré, Đùù cim kwaŋwKiré, dag jùŋsàrë, sùŋkiré nad-nad, Đùù kükúrë, waa ìwòarë. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Chain</th>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Clause Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>Hare’s neck was cut, Hare jumped into the air, fell back down again, batted flap-flap, Hare was dead, the wife yelled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>The place he jumps around dance, the staff suddenly slips off and falls away into the grass, and grandfather’s mouth started diminishing, he is definitely cooling down!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>The two children, their father and their mother died and left them alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>The people of the village brought them to the chief’s (place), to exchange greetings with the chief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>A great kom tree stood in the chief’s yard, the man never tiring of fight rose up, gripped that kom trunk with one hand, tore it up, and threw it upwards, the big kom disappeared vanishing into the sky.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The monkey put his tail down in over the hole's edge, the hyena dangled upwards with it, the monkey lifted out the hyena.

Grandfather seethed with anger, he reentered into his house, closed his door, then snorted into his water while drinking.

Grandfather returns at full speed, crying as he runs.

His grandchildren has seen and knows, they saw the place that grandfather's staff fell off to, they do not want to tell grandfather.
Attach a little basket up on the side of the house, the hens will lay their eggs in it.

As the kom came back down again, it fell and entered into that man's mouth with branches and all, he worked his mouth and closed it again.

Hare's neck was cut, Hare jumped into the air, fell back down again, batted flap-flap, Hare was dead, the wife yelled.

The place he jumps around dance, the staff suddenly fell away into the grass, and grandfather's mouth started diminishing, he is definitely cooling down!

People came running to, finding Hare's head lying a part, his body lying a part, dead.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>26</th>
<th>Manner</th>
<th>záá kwaŋwki /PP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>swing ascend cmpl /loc/instr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mbëw diááá ŋú kpáñ’ tùú nùùñà, nám’ záá kwaŋwki kííñ, mbëw pan dëbí nànm’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The monkey put his tail down in over the hole’s edge, the hyena dangled upwards with it, the monkey lifted out the hyena.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>txt2:009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>27</th>
<th>Pleonasm</th>
<th>juŋ nirá</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>reverse give-past-detr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sùúsù juŋnirá, kùù mééçí ŋú wùr tùrùwà.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The first rains have returned, grandfather thinks of cultivating his field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s37:002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>28</th>
<th>Pleonasm</th>
<th>cee gewu / loc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>descend go-pst/to.the.field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bùrùm sìi nzaŋkìwù lò, cee gewu wúrà à Dàà yí kweéáná d’són suurè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>When Buram’s house is all clean, she descends to the field saying Maybe I shall find something for sauce-cooking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>s33:002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>29</th>
<th>Pleonasm</th>
<th>cee juŋ sáriwu /CONJ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>descend go.back downwards-hither-pst /conj</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kom làw cee juŋ sáriwu lò dág ndóŋáwa nilàw nùùñà wù càà càà nyàñ, nilàw réŋwki ŋu nùùñ bùùñ jiŋkìrí.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>As the kom came back down again, it fell and entered into that man’s mouth with branches and all, he worked his mouth and closed it again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>txt5:032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>30</th>
<th>Pleonasm</th>
<th>cee juŋnasá / loc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>descend go.back / LOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nàñ cee juŋnasá tuuná, fám dúù rááá ni mbëw à dú kwaŋw juŋ cún bírá.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The hyena descended down into the hole again, uncle Hare whispered to the monkey: “Go climb up into the tree again!”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>txt2:016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>31</th>
<th>Pleonasm</th>
<th>dib juŋrá</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>exit go.back-PFdetr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ïŋún ŋu móáñ làw à táá kùmù nùùñ yí dib juŋrá.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The child’s friend there said Father, goodbye, I go back.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>txt4:016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>32</th>
<th>Pleonasm</th>
<th>ge juŋ / loc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>go reverse.action / his village</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dùù ge juŋ ŋu pòm waa jèè.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hare went back to his village to his wife.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>txt1:006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 33 Pleonasm

**ge juŋ / O\textsuperscript{pat} / bååwå**

- go/go.back /medicine fight / seek-subordin.v.
- The men went home to find fight medicine, the women went home to make food.

```
txt5:018
```

### 34 Pleonasm

**ge juŋ / O\textsuperscript{pat} / pįńwå**

- go/go.back /thing-eat / make-subordin.v.
- The men went home to find fight medicine, the women went home to make food.

```
txt5:018
```

### 35 Pleonasm

**gé juŋ/ loc**

- go back / his village
- He went off, behind him the friend also went off on his way, going back to his village.

```
txt4:023
```

### 36 Pleonasm

**ndɔŋi jìnawu/ loc**

- enter reverse-into-Past / his house-loc
- Grandfather seethed with anger, he reentered into his house, closed his door, then snorted into his water while drinking.

```
s40:002
```

### 37 Pleonasm

**yáŋ yáŋkíwå / loc**

- assemble assemble-TOT-Pst/grandpa/at
- Lots of people gathered by grandfather, they thought that this was truth.

```
s39:003
```

### 38 Subsequence

**dib ndɔŋrë**

- exit pass-v.dtr.
- In the night Hare exited, went to the eggplant-field and ate up all of the mother-in-law's eggplants.

```
txt7:010
```

### 39 Subsequence

**Dib ndɔŋrë**

- exit passPF –v.detrans.ans.
- He went off, behind him the friend also went off on his way, going back to his village.

```
txt4:023
```

### 40 Subsequence

**dib ndɔŋwå / adv/ loc**
He went off, behind him the friend also went off on his way, going back to his village.

txt4:023

He passed hiring Sang again, saying Go for me to shoot me some meat.

s40:005

Thirty men stepped forth, thirty women stepped forth, the rest dispersed.

txt5:015

Uncle Hare disappeared back into the bush, and the hyena stayed him alone only in that hole.

txt2:017

Co-event frequencies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precursion</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enablement</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concomitance</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manner</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constitutiveness</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsequence</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleonasms</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>43</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B - 2: Temporal Contouring chains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Co-event</th>
<th>Chains, with word-by-word-translation, complete sentence and free translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Constitutiveness | ¬nænæ xdq`jÕ◊q`Å- cry.out/start-TOT-PFDetr
Níná ¬nænæ yerakírã. |
|     |           | The Baby started to cry.                                                  |
| 2   | Constitutiveness | ¬tq xdq`jÕ◊qÕ◊N@Sdress/start-TOT-PFtr.
Sañ ¬tq yerakírí nyààñ. |
|     |           | Sang started to cut up the animal.                                       |
| 3   | Constitutiveness | rnn xdq`jÕ◊qÕ◊N@Sbroil/start-TOT-PFtr/meat.
Sañ rnn yerakírí nyààñ. |
|     |           | Sang started to broil the meat.                                          |
| 4   | Constitutiveness | fd rÕ◊Õ◊bÕ◊ENB.QDBO,0.mxÕ◊œ,v`∆vt l``œ   mxÕ◊œv Øf— ∆a`v+ ¬ÿÿ» fdbÕ◊jt ∆rdfg«æ«æ      mxÕ◊œv`∆— ∆a`v+ ¬ÿÿ» fdbÕ
Dùù à yi bàw, yi ge ssìící kù wu maan nyììñwà. Siìì Nyììòò bàw, buù gecí kù sceghóó nyììñwà. |
|     |           | Hare said: as for me, it is I that constantly go to greet your mother, whereas for the Cock, it is the head who go to greet mother-in-law. |
| 5   | Constitutiveness | s`œ ihœjhqÕ◊-eat return-TOT-PFtr meat
Buram's baby drinks only good gruel. |
|     |           | Buram's baby drinks only good gruel, the baby has grown so big and beautiful, sickness never makes him suffer. |
| 6   | Constitutiveness | tan jiŋkiri/◊eat return-TOT-PFtr meat
Mi tan jiŋkiri nyààñ “I ate meat again.” |
|     |           | txtmisc:004                                                              |
| 7   | Constitutiveness | sPAT/shwànyw bakírã
river / dry finish-cmpl/pst-v.detran.
A feŋ ndààñ-ndényw, bòn shwànyw bakírã. |
|     |           | It was in the middle of the dry season, the rivers were all dried up.     |
| 8   | Constitutiveness | tan baki/◊eat return-TOT-PFtr meat |

170
eat finish-TOT/eggplant all/
Turrà dúù dib ndorjè ge wür ndúshònà tan baki sod ndushò nyān.
In the night Hare exited, went to the eggplant-field and ate up all of the mother-in-law's eggplants.

9 Constitutiveness twéê bakiwu / O\textsuperscript{PAT}
swear finish-cmpl-past/all
Nànn twéê bakiwu twéê dàññà nyân à yí nú tàqàq-à fà.
Hyena swore all the oaths in the world, saying he would not eat him.

10 Constitutiveness kpáàn bakiwu /O\textsuperscript{PAT}
speak finish-tot-past/all
Mbèw kpáàn bakiwu nyân
monkey told him everything.

11 Constitutiveness ni jùnuñ/RECP/PAT
give return-hither/you/chieftainship
Ndùn giw tùgàni twàm ñwanà, à múñ yí níjùnuñ wi wàn.
The old man spit saliva into the hand, saying today I give over to you the chieftainship.

12 Constitutiveness yèèwù/RECP/PAT-2/ní jùnuñ-wà
want.to/childDF/chieftainship/give back-subord.
Nìdùì yèèwù nùní wàn ní jùnuñ wà.
A person wants to transfer his chieftainship to his child.

13 Constitutiveness yèèwù/RECP/PAT-2/ní jùnuñ-wà
want-stat/you/chieftainship/give rev.-act.-sub.
Ndùn giw làw à yí nùjùkìrì, yì bógrìwu wù lò, yì yèèwù wù wàn ní jùnuñ wà.
The old man said, I have become old, that is why I called you you hither, I want to give the chieftainship over to you.

14 Pleonasm yer jìnà /PP
start go.back-PRF-der-infl/PP
Fàm dúù à nàm wù mbèw yer jìnà nùn sìm.
Uncle Hare said: Hyena and Monkey should recommence as before.

15 Manner S\textsuperscript{PAT}/dàqà baki-rà
fall-pl finish-TOT
Mùn kùù wür ndìn jùù dàqà baki-rà.
Today in grandfather's field, the juu-weeds have all fallen.

16 Cause tùr bakiwu/ O\textsuperscript{PAT}
rake finish-Past/(3p-L)Poss.Pro
Kùù tùr bakiwu nù dúd.
Grandfather finished raking his early.

17 Cause Tòà yèè-kì /ADV/PAT
Table B - 3  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Co-event</th>
<th>Chains, with word-by-word- translation, complete sentence and free translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Cause    | ge/PAT / s55 /kúkíwà  
go /my friend / stab / die-TOT-subordi.v.  
The child angry went back saying I'm going to stab and kill my friend, I shall cut him up and get out again my chieftainship mucus; but he found the house left empty and the friend gone off. |
| 2   | Cause    | NP-RelS: PAT-1 /taŋ fiùà fá  
food / eat be.satisfied-subordin.v. /NEG  
The chief said to the women that a person who is never satisfied by eating food has come, he want to eat to his satisfaction, tomorrow you bring much food here. |
| 3   | Cause    | PAT-1 /taŋ fiùà /NEG  
food / eat satisfy-subord.v. /neg  
The follower said as for me, I am not satisfied by eating food. |
| 4   | Cause    | se kekirà  
see know-TOT-Past-DeTr  
His grandchildren has seen and knows, they saw the place that grandfather's staff fell off to, they do not want to tell grandfather. |
| 5   | Cause    | tôó yírákíwù /PAT-1/LOC-2  
ladle.up fill-into-tot-pst / cup.little other-in  
Buram ladles up gruel and fill it into another little bowl, gives her baby, the baby is drinking. |
When the gruel has boiled, Buram puts it down on the ground and starts spooning it up to cool it.

The chief said to the women that a person who is never satisfied by eating food has come, he wants to eat to his satisfaction, tomorrow you bring much food here.

Grandfather has become an old man now, his field is all juu-weed, juu-weed stalks in great numbers blacken completely in that field.

Go and do so, your hens will become many, get big and be beautiful.

Always grandfather is tired and fed up with cutting away the juu-weeds in his field.

Buram’s baby drinks only good gruel, the baby has grown so big and beautiful, sickness never makes him suffer.

Everybody say that we wait for grandfather’s day of joint fieldwork, for to tease him properly. (to put him in place by laughing?)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Chains in Nizaa</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **13** Constitutiveness | jānw keči /PAT  
fight know-hab / fight  
Wān ə yī yēēwū ndwēŋ nāw ḡwām jānw keči nwān gōŋ taara, ə yī yēēwū caŋw njēēŋ nāw pi’n keči yēŋwtāŋ lwām lwām gōŋ taara.  
The chief said, I want 30 men, strong people, who know how to fight a fight, and, I also want 30 women, people who know how to make lots and lots of food. |
| **14** Constitutiveness | kwaw reŋkùrē  
greet order-TOT-v.detran.  
Mrbe: re blo kwaw reŋkùrē, tĩːŋ ni sìli nūŋ, būsūŋwu nũŋ seekirē.  
Having arrived, people greeted properly, showed the sleeping hut, they slept and awoke. |
| **15** Constitutiveness | pi’n keči /PAT  
do know-hab /food much much  
Wān ə yī yēēwū ndwēŋ nāw ḡwām jānw keči nwān gōŋ taara, ə yī yēēwū caŋw njēēŋ nāw pi’n keči yēŋwtāŋ lwām lwām gōŋ taara.  
The chief said, I want 30 men, strong people, who know how to fight a fight, said, I also want 30 women, people who know how to make lots and lots of food. |
| **16** Constitutiveness | yēēwū /PP/jaŋw njēwkí-wā  
will-stat /with 2pl /fight tire.off-TOT-subord.v.  
Wān ganni ndwēŋ laŋ ə nīi nwāŋ njēwā fā dīwūrē yēēwū wū dīwū jaŋw njēwkíwā, koc ūn wū dīwū dāŋw bītē.  
The chief said to the men that a person who never tires of fight has come, he will fight with you and have enough, tomorrow you will meet each other here. |
| **17** Enablement | AUX/PAT-2/di kweekwìwì  
aux hyena come find-cmpl-past  
Mbēw dāa kūm bōa tōaŋ yee jīwci ŋū cūn yeː kōnā, ə nām di kweekwìwì.  
A monkey before was roaming about seeking his tree nuts in the bush, then he came and found the hyena. |
| **18** Enablement | nũŋ seekirē  
lie.down awaken-TOT-v.detran.  
Mrbe: re blo kwaw reŋkùrē, tĩːŋ ni sìli nūŋ, būsūŋwu nũŋ seekirē.  
Having arrived, people greeted properly, showed the sleeping hut, they slept and awoke. |
19 Manner
ké saaŋkirë
know wake.up-TOT-v.detran.
His father was startled awake, saying who are you changed to again?
txt4:025
/yee/. /saaŋ/, ké

20 Manner
PAT-1/ gwaw rèŋw-à/NEG
3sg / be.ill order-subordin. /neg
Buram ròò suŋ sìći zòò dàu pí, ròò gib baŋkìwù lèë, yëŋw gwàw ñu gwaw rèŋw-à fà. Buram's baby drinks only good gruel, the baby has grown so big and beautiful, sickness never makes him suffer.
s30:003

21 Precursion
haan diikí /PAT
yawn leave-tot mouth
Nìi taŋ fuùà fà láw nyín da shìw tamkì lòɔŋ, haan diikí nùùŋ, òwàŋwèí kòm làw. The man who was not satisfied by eating, planted solidly his feet squarely apart, opened wide his mouth, and waited for the kom.
txt5:031

22 Precursion
see nzaŋkì rà
be.red be.clear-TOT-PsrDeTrans
Saàrì see nzaŋkìrù. Dawn came.
txt4:020

23 Subsequence
dib rèŋw-à/NEG
go.out order-infl / not
Mùn kùù gùrDF hërkıwù lèë, loo mgbèc jìnáwawu pòm lò haançìrë pì, nyûr dib rèŋw-à fà, sókìrù. Today grandfather's feet has become all light, as he comes running back to town he pants, the voice doesn't come properly out, burning(?).
s39:001

24 Subsequence
nzaŋ rèŋwìwu
clean order-TOT-Past
Sàà kùù wùr nzaŋ rèŋwìwu lò nyàŋ kùù kè jàa. The time that grandfather's field had been properly cleaned up all together, grandfather doesn't know any more.
s43:002

Table B -4 Action correlating chains
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Co-event</th>
<th>Chains, with word-by-word- translation, complete sentence and free translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Constitutiveness | BEN/PAT-1/taa ni-wa  
go/give-Impv/me/meat shoot give-Sub  
Mwáw ndóñwu cañw Sāñ ā gé ní yí nyàñ taa niwá.  
He passed hiring Sang again, saying Go for me to shoot me some meat.  
  s40:005 |
| 2   | Constitutiveness | BEN/PAT/fǔmkí ní.  
aux grandpa weeds cut-TOT give  
Kūù mgbábkírí wú Búrám ā dèŋw ní yí mvúú dání nítañw ā kúù juú fǔmkí ní.  
Grandfather joined with Buram saying ‘brew me cultivation beer’ so that the guys will clear out the juu-weeds for him.  
  s38:003 |
| 3   | Constitutiveness | dèŋw ní /BEN/PAT  
brew give-impv /me/cultivation beer  
Kūù mgbábkírí wú Búrám ā dèŋw ní yí mvúú dání nítañw ā kúù juú fǔmkí ní.  
Grandfather joined with Buram saying ‘brew me cultivation beer’ so that the guys will clear out the juu-weeds for him.  
  s38:003 |
| 4   | Constitutiveness | fǔmkí niwú /BEN/PAT-1  
cut.clear give-past/grandfather /field  
Moówu fǔmkí niwú kúù wúr sáă súúsúú mgbécwu ló, kúù dógkíwu ní wúr mwaã sáă.  
As they had cleared grandfather’s field for him at the time the first rains came, he sowed his field quickly (early) this year.  
  s44:001 |
| 5   | Constitutiveness | fǔnyw nicí /BEN /PAT-1  
cut.clear give-pres/grandfather’s /weeds  
Mún ā kúù súrgá, moówu fǔnyw nicí kúù júù ló, kúù wéérikíwú lèé.  
Today is grandfather’s joint fieldwork, as people clear of the juu-weeds for grandfather, he is hopping happily about all the time.  
  s42:001 |
| 6   | Constitutiveness | gan ní /RECP/CMPL  
said give  
The hyena said to the monkey saying I was ambling about when I fell into the hole.  
  txt2:006 |
| 7   | Constitutiveness | ganní /RECP /CMPL  
say-give /women DEM /cmplM cmpl  
Wànn ganní njeñ lañ ñ ní yèńtwàŋ tæŋ fúùwá fá díwuřé yèéwú yèńtwàŋ tæŋ fúùwá, kocùn díwú kài yèńtwàŋ lwaam bítéé.  
The chief said to the women that a person who is never satisfied by eating food has come, he want to eat to his satisfaction, tomorrow you bring much food here.  
  txt5:017 |
8 Constitutiveness  ganni /RECP /Cmpl
say-give /men DEM /cmpl
Wàn ganni ndwèèng lààŋ à nìì nwààŋ njéwà fà dìwurè yèèwù wù dìwù jàŋw njèwèkíwà, kòcùn wù dìwù dàŋw bìtè.
The chief said to the men that A person who never tires of fight has come, he will fight with you and have enough, tomorrow you will meet each other here.
txt5:016

9 Constitutiveness  gbom yànàŋkì / PAT-1
scoff.at do.together / grandfather
Nìrè gbom yànàŋkì kùùkúú.
The crowd scoffed noisily at grandfather.
s40:001

10 Constitutiveness  gc nì/BEN
go/give-Imprv/me/meat shoot give-Sub
Mwàw ndóŋwù caŋw Sàŋ à gè ni ñì nỳààŋ taa niwà.
He passed hiring  Sang again, saying Go for me to shoot me some meat.
s40:005

11 Constitutiveness  ñgweè nicì /RECP
brag give-hab / those who...
Kùù ñgweè nicì nàw bu wùr mwaàŋ fùmwù-ŋwa lààŋ.
Grandfather bragged to those who had not fast cleared their field.
s44:002

12 Constitutiveness  PP / nyin yee-kìrè
with chief / greet change-TOT-verb-detrans
Nàw kîpòm ka ge ììro wàn jèè, wù wàn nyin yêsìkìrè.
The people of the village brought them to the chief's, to exchange greetings with the chief.
txt5:007

13 Constitutiveness  whisper-into give+monkey
Nàm cee jùnàsà tuùnà, ììì dú dú rádá ni mìbèw à díw kwàñw juùñ cún bìrà.
The hyena descended down into the hole again, uncle Hare whispered to the monkey: "Go climb up into the tree again!"
txt2:016

14 Constitutiveness  sweè yàañ-wù / PAT
laugh do.together / grandfather
Mòòwù sweè yàañwù kùù kútò.
They laughed together at grandfather there.
s39:005

15 Constitutiveness  sweè tóowù / PAT(RcIS)
ask follow-past/thing do-pst-part.
Uncle Hare asked what exactly had happened.

16 Constitutiveness tiā ni/PAT-1
show give/house sleep
Mgbecarē, móowu kwaw reŋwikirē, tiā ni sii nūn, būsūŋwu nūŋ seekirē.
Having arrived, people greeted properly, showed the sleeping hut, they slept and awoke.

17 Constitutiveness tūgá ni/PAT-1/ LOC-2
spit-into-give + saliva+hand-in
Ndūn giw tūgáni twām ūwanā, à mūn yī nįjuŋri wū wān.
The old man spit saliva into the hand, saying today I give over to you the chieftainship.

18 Constitutiveness Yeg yee-ki-wu/PP
separate change-cmpl-past-tr /pp
Yeg yeekirī wū cwāl lū, nām kpaāŋnā à yōŋ lōŋwci yī, yī yēewū mbēw tūtēnwā.
Then having changed to be separated from death, the hyena said hunger bites me, I want to eat the monkey.

19 Constitutiveness yēra /RECP/kpāŋ ni-wā/PAT(RcIS)
start / wife/ speak give-sub./thing(RelS)
Đū yēra wāá kpāŋ niwā yēŋw Šinw Šgogō pinwūnā.
Hare started to tell his wife the thing Cock had done.

20 Constitutiveness yēewū/NEG / RECP /kpāŋ ni -wā
will-stat / not / grandfather /speak give-sub-v
Ịw wāawu se kekirā, bulaŋg sewu mbān kūfō dag gewunā, yēewū ịwē kūkpāŋ niwā.
His grandchildren has seen and knows, they saw the place that grandfather’s staff fell off to, they do not want to tell grandfather.
Table B - 5  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Co-event</th>
<th>Chains, with word-by-word- translation, complete sentence and free translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1   | Constitutiveness | yéé ndóñwú/PAT/ADVL want surpassPFV-stat/melon leaves/today  
Búram yéé ndóñwú dàñw kew mún, gecí kú sìùwà, ńụro dìsawù Sànj dweé nicí nú sàm.  
Buram most of all wants melon leaves today, that is what she is going to prepare, she leaves Sang (rest of phrase uncertain reading) s33:003 |
| 2   | Constitutiveness | di sè-ri-ré come see-hither-v.detran.  
Níì nwaàŋ à diwu di sèrìrè yí yérà nwaàŋ.  
The fighter said you seems to have come, so let us start the fight!  
txt5:034 |
| 3   | Constitutiveness | sá́á tambakírí /LOC hook be.solid-TOT-Pst-Tr / in.garment  
Gonkiri nụ yẹ́ny, cam laerí-L só́á tambakírí bágrínà ńụwà hérkírá, haapcící pí, ńwàm fá jà.  
Drinking his fill, his 6th finger got solidly hooked in his clothes, his body became all light, he was panting only, there was no more strength.  
s43:003 |
| 4   | Constitutiveness | reńwki /PAT/búúŋ jińkiré.  
work-tot/his mouth/close return-TOT-v.detran.  
Kóm láw cee juúŋ sàríwu ló dàg ndóñjáwa nilàw nùùñà wú càc càc nyàŋ, nilàw reńwki nụ nùùñ búúŋ jińkiré.  
As the kom came back down again, it fell and entered into that man's mouth with branches and all, he worked his mouth and closed it up again.  
txt5:032 |
| 5   | Constitutiveness | múùñ ranáwa /LOC disappear be.lost-into-away / sky-in  
Kóm tíúŋ giw dáà nyíñwú wán díñà, níi ñwààŋ njèwà fà láw yúúwaré, ụgúkí kóm tíúŋ láw wù òwáà mum, subkiré, mbúú kwaŋwàrè, kòmcú̀n láw múùñ ranáwa guùñninà.  
A great kom tree stood in the chief's yard, the man never tiring of fight rose up, gripped that kom trunk with one hand, tore it up, and threw it upwards, the big kom disappeared vanishing into the sky.  
txt5:029 |
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